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Chapter 1
Introduction
The growing demand for mobility, together with the change from state owned to
privately owned railways has let! to an increase in research on railway planning prolv-
letns. This thesis studies mathematical models and solution methods for railway line
planning problems. The line planning problem of a railway operator is to decide
between which pairs of stations to operate train lines, and where the lines should
halt along their routes.
This chapter provides some background information on past, current and future
developments in public rail transportation in the Netherlands.
1.1 Past to present situation in the Netherlands
In the early 1990s, the first steps were made by the European Community to introduce
the regulated opening-up of the European rail transport markets. With the European
Council's directive 91/440/EEC in 1991, the foundation was laid for separating the
provision of railway transport services from infrastructure management. This opened
the way for future competition between railway operators. Now, more than a decade
later, the European railways still face big challenges before the liberalisation is fully
completed (see EC [22]).
With the first steps taken in 1992, the privatisation of the main Dutch railway
operator Nederlandse Spoorwegen' (NS) was well under way by 1995, when the
infrastructure management division was split from the core of NS. As of January
2003, all infrastructure in the Netherlands is managed by ProRail, a governmental
organisation that is responsible for issues ranging from the building and maintaining
of new infrastructure and stations, to the assignment of rail infrastructure capacity
to the operators, and traffic control (see ProRail [71]). The competition on the
railway tracks in the Netherlands has led to around fifteen railway o|M!rators that are
currently conducting services on the Dutch network. Of these fifUsen operators, five
are authorised for passenger transport (see EC [23]). The passenger railway operator
'In English A/et/ieWaruis ftatju>ay».
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NS Reizigenr* (NSR) i» the main operator on the Dutch network.
Over the last two decades, public transportation in the Netherlands has taken
up around 10-13% of the total number of passenger kilometers travelled per year.
Around two thirds of thin is done by train. The market share of public transportation
is positively correlated with the travelled distance. In V&W [83], it Ls reported that
public transportation takes only 1% of the share of distances below 5 kilometers, yet
this share grows to 20% for 50 kilometers or more. The average distance travelled by
Dutch railway passengers is around 35 40 kilometers per trip. For more information
on passenger demand for railway transportation, see §3.3.
One of the largest criticisms of the railways in the Netherlands in recent years
has been the reliability of the train services. The lowest punctuality was reached in
2001, with an average of 79.9% of trains arriving on time. Partly, the disruptions
in the train services were due to failures in the infrastructure. Serious cutbacks in
the governmental investments in the 1970s and 1980s led to a buildup of delayed
maintenance. It took until the early 1990s for the investments to pick up, but by
then the problems had already started (see NRC [58]). The problems with the in-
frastructure led to many disruptions, caused by problems with power lines, railway
junctions, signposts, etc.
The infrastructure was not the only source of problems. A postponement of
investments at NSH decreased their expenses, but it also led to shortages in rolling
stock. Maintenance wits postponed in order to make more train units available to
meet the increased demand. Nevertheless the train cajpa/ufi/ai ncare <a/i*»«tti «KC«t)diedt.
Inevitably, this in turn led to more breakdowns of trains, and thus to more delays.
Delayed trains may also cause indirect delays for other trains. Not only can a
delayed train cause its passengers to miss their connections, also the crew and the
rolling stock may be too late for their next trip. Therefore, tight crew schedules—
due. to a general shortage in personnel can propagate delays indirectly. Combined,
these indirect, or .secondary delays make up around 80% of all delays, as mentioned
by Project B&B [70]. Increasing the reliability of the train services is one of the
issues discussed in the next section.
1.2 Future developments
The outlook for the Dutch public transport sector is good. Public transport, and
railway transport in particular is expected to grow significantly over the next two
decades. The main growth markets are those where the travel times for public trans-
port can compete with those of car travel, and where the facilities for getting to and
from railway stations are good, e.g., by car parks or good connections with public
transport to and from the stations (see V&W [82]). As a result, a high growth for
public transportation is expected for both the short range trips of less than 10 kilo-
meters within cities, and for medium range distances between city centers. Forecasts
predict that for future travels this could lead to a growth of almost 100% of railway
travel among, and to and from the city centers of the four agglomerations Amster-
•'In English NetAeWaruis ftatltvays ThroeHers.
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dam. The Hague, Rotterdam, and Utrecht by 2020. The market share of public
transportation within the cities is expected to prow by around 20%. High reliability
is a necessary condition for realising further growth of the capacity of the railway
system to accommodate the increasing demand. However, as mentioned previously,
over the last decade the reliability of the infrastructure and rolling stock has proven
to be a problem.
1.2.1 Increasing reliability
Secondary delays form the majority of the delays in railway transport in the Nether-
lands. One of the proposed solutions to prevent secondary delays are process simpli-
fications.
One element of the process simplifications concerns the operated train services.
In the long run, to reduce the interdependencies among train lines, the number of
scheduled transfer connections is reduced, and compensated for by more frequent
train lines. In addition, the number of direct connections is reduced, and focuswd
more on connections with large passenger flows.
Another element of the simplifications is the binding of both tin- crew and the
rolling stock to specific train lines. To realise this, several recruitment campaigns
and investments were made to assure the additional necessary personnel and rolling
stock. The introduction in 2001 of an initial version of this system for the o|>eratiug
crew the infamous so-called Ttondje om de /ferifc"'• caused much protest from the
crew unions.
The process simplifications are aimed at creating conflict-free and dependency-
free corridors within the railway network, thereby limiting the impact of disturbances
(see Project B&B [70]).
The punctuality data made available by railway operators in other countries is
limited. Nevertheless, as mentioned in NYFER [61], the recent 2001 low of 79.9%
of trains on time is not too bad when compared internationally. The definition of
"on time" varies per operator. In the Netherlands a train is considered on time if
it is delayed by no more than 3 minutes. Many other ojierators, however, apply a
less strict 5 minute rule. This latter definition would imply that over the last years
more than 90% of the trains were on time, putting the Netherlands at the top of the
European railways, together with Switzerland.
1.2.2 Increasing capacity
Recent studies by V&W [84] and Project B&B [70] argue that the increasing demand
for mobility in general can be met by more efficiently utilising the current infrastruc-
ture, and, if necessary, by investing in new infrastructure at Ixittlenecks. Building
new infrastructure on a large scale is, however, not considered to be a plausible solu-
tion. Not only would this take too much time; it would also require high investments.
Therefore, for all transport methods (see V&W [84]), and for the railway system in
particular (see NS [59], Project B&B [70], Railforum [72]), it is necessary to achieve a
''In English 7Vip around" (Ac c/iurcA.
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Figure 1.1: Planning problems.
higher utiliHation rate of the current infrastructure. According to the latter studies,
to achieve this it is necessary to homogenise the operated train services per track.
By not operating train services with very different halting patterns, such as intercity
trains and local trains, hut instead deploying train lines with more similar patterns,
the throughput capacity of the tracks can be increased. The introduction of a new
Hafety system for trains based on high-tech ICT is expected to further increase the
number of trains that can be operated per hour on a track. For more details, see §3.4.2
and i,:),l.:t.
Other studies, such as NYFER [61], argue that further increasing the train kilo-
meters per network kilometer will not be cost-efficient. This alternative conclusion
is founded on I lie observation that, with a yearly average of 50,000 passing trains
per network kilometer, the Dutch railway network is the most intensively operated
network in the world. This is almost 10% more than for Switzerland and Japan,
the numbers two and three on this list. A further increase in this utilisation rate
does not necessarily lead to a decrease in the total cost per train kilometer. The
current utilisation rate is already 10% above the cost optimum. When using the
currently available types of rolling stock, a further increase of the utilisation will
not only lead to higher net cost, but may also jeopardise the safety on the tracks.
Therefore, according to NYFER [61], meeting the higher passenger demand should
not be achieved by increasing the utilisation of the infrastructure, but by operating
the available rolling stock more efficiently.
1.3 Planning problems for passenger railways
A large range of planning problems needs to be solved before railway travellers can
conn* to a railway station and take a train to their destination. An overview of these
problems is given in Figure 1.1.
Due to the complexity of the various problems, we consider these problems to be
solved sequentially, in coherence with many other authors, such as Bussieck et al.
[14], Lindner [48], Zwaneveld [88], and Peeters [66]. In practice, there are many
feedback loops between the different planning stages. If, for example, the chosen
line plan does not allow for a feasible timetable, then the line plan is adjusted. After
reviewing these problems, we consider the overall planning process. The next sections
describe the various planning problems and briefly discuss some recent work.
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1.3.1 E s t i m a t i n g p a s s e n g e r d e m a n d
At the basis of customer oriented planning problems lies the problem of estimat ing
the passenger demand. This demand data is usually given for pairs of origins and
destinations in a so-called origin-destination matrix. In this matrix, every row refers
to an origin station, and every column to a destination station. More on the problem
of describing the passenger demand can be found in §3.3.
Another problem is how to estimate future demand. Studies of the development
of transportation demand are published in many countries. For example, in (Ger-
many thus is done by the Bundesmmwtertum /ur VcrlfccAr. flau- und ttVjAnurijptwjien
which publishes the Bundcsver/te/irstw^cp/an (see BMVBW [10]), or in the Nether-
lands by the A/inisterie t/an VerJfceer en Warersraar'' (V&W) publishing the Mi/tunaal
Verlfceers- en Verroersp/an (see V&W [84]). Both use .sophisticated econometric mod-
els that estimate the developments of passenger mobility in the near future, e.g., for
2010 or 2020.
1.3.2 Line planning
The line planning problem is the main topic of this thesis. The problem will be
introduced in more detail in §1.5 and Chapter 3. In short, it involve tin- M I I ti<m of
paths in the railway network on which train lines are operated. BCM<I<\S the paths ,
a line plan also specifies the stops and hourly frequencies ul ihc < Imsen lines. The
problem of choosing such a set of lines is called the line planning problem.
1.3.3 Timetabling
After the line plan has been built, a schedule for arrival ami departure tinw-s for all
trains at every station the timetable can be constructed. Timetables can be di-
vided into cyclic (or periodic) timetables and noncyclic timetables. A cyclic timetable
describes departure and arrival events of trains that are repeated every cycle time,
which is often one hour. One of the advantages of a cyclic timetable is that it i»
transparent to the traveller, and easy to memorise. For a literature review on cyclic
timetables see Peeters [66], Odijk [62], Schrijver and Steenbeek [78] ami Nachtigall
[54]. A noncyclic timetable, on the other hand, can be adjusted more to the varia-
tions in demand during the day. For a survey on noncyclic timetables, w«; Cordeau
et al. [19] and Caprara et al. [15].
The constructed timetable must meet many requirements. Most importantly, the
safety regulations on the tracks and stations mast be respected. Also, the driving
and dwelling behaviour of trains, connections between trains, and, to a lesser extent,
circulation of rolling stock and operating crews are taken into account. Objectives
typically consider the travel time or waiting time, delay sensitivity, and cost efficiency,
i.e., the required rolling stock or workforce to operate the timetable.
Although the developed mathematical models and techniques are in principle
generally applicable for various planning horizons, they are mostly used for medium
'The Dutch Ministry of Traffic
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Figure 1.2: Tim«!-Hpace diagram for the tracks between Rotterdam and Utrecht.
and long term planning purposes. In practice, most of the planning of operational
timetables is still done manually.
Figure 1.2 shows an example of one cycle time of a cyclic timetable in the form of
a time-space diagram. The horizontal axis shows the stations that are passed on the
route from Rotterdam on the left, to Utrecht on the right. The vertical axis shows the
time, in this case for one cycle time of sixty minutes. The lines in the diagram show
the various locations of trains on this track at a given point in time; the numbers
correspond to particular trains. For example, consider train 21700 represented by the
dashed lines. Within the displayed time frame this train travels once from Utrecht to
Rotterdam, ami back. At eight minutes past the hour it leaves Rotterdam, as can be
seen in the lower left part of the diagram. The train arrives in Utrecht at forty-two
minutes past the hour.
1.3.4 Platform and track assignment
Not all the infrastructure details are taken into account in the construction of the
timetable. The exact routing of trains at junctions for example, or the routes through
stations are not considered. In particular, the routing of the in-station traffic can be
a complex problem (see Zwaneveld [88] and Zwaneveld et al. [89]). Here, the problem
is to find routes for trains to pass through a station, given the layout of the station,
and a timetable. Similar to the timetabling problem, there is a set of hard safety
constraints on, for example, the train movements and the distances between trains.
Additionally, the routing should retain as much of the service issues of the timetable
1.3. PLAVNEVG PROBLEAfS FOR PASSENGER RA/LWAYS
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Figure 1.3: An example of a platform assignment for the station Utrecht.
fiO
as possible, such as connections and preferred dwell times. The platform assignment
of trains to platforms follows from the routes assigned to the trains.
Figure 1.3 shows some of the available platforms at Utrecht along the left vertical
axis, while the horizontal axis shows the times at which a platform is used. The
lines in the figure indicate trains that are halting for specified periods of time at
available platforms. The schematic station layout of the station Utrecht can be wen
in Figure A.I on page 133.
We consider the platform and track assignment as a separate problem from the
timetable construction. In practice, however, one is not considered without the other,
and thus a timetable is also assumed to describe a platform and track assignment.
1.3.5 Rolling stock planning
Although the platform and track assignments take the infrastructure details into
account, an accurate assignment of rolling stock to the train lines is not made. The
type and quantity of the engines and carriages to be used, and the more detailed
routing of these units is made in the rolling stock planning. The efficient use of the
rolling stock is important, especially for commercially oriented railway operators,
since it is one of their largest cost sources. The rolling stock planning can be divided
into two phases. First, the total amount of available rolling stock is distributed ewer
the operated train lines (see Abbink et al. (3j), without making a detailed circulation
plan. Second, a detailed rolling stock circulation is constructed for every line, given
the total number of units assigned to this line in the first phase (see Alfieri et al.
CHAPTER J. /JVTRODl/CTION
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Figure 1.4: An example of a rolling stock assignment.
12:00
[6], Schrijvcr [7fi] and Poolers and Kroon [67]).
The circulation describes the routes of anonymous units of rolling stock. Which
physical units will be used is not yet known. Current research in both assignment
phases is directed to the handling of capacity shortages. If there does not exist a
feasible assignment such that all passengers can be seated, then the overutilisation
is minimised.
Figure 1.4 shows an example of a rolling stock assignment for the train units
operated on the railway tracks between Gvc (Den Haag) and Ut (Utrecht), Rtd
(Rotterdam) and Utrecht, and Utrecht and Es (Enschede). This time-space diagram
is similar to Figure 1.2. but. with the space and time axes interchanged. Instead of
showing the positions of trains, it shows the positions of rolling stock units. For
readability, only the start, and end segments of the diagonal lines are drawn. The
lino colours indicate the kind of rolling stock to be operated.
Consider, for example, the two trains 1731 and 21731. Train 1731 leaves Den
Hang a few minutes after 9:00 with three train units headed for station Utrecht, as
shown in the upper left corner of Figure 1.4. Around the same time, train 21731
departs from Rotterdam, also with three units, and also heading towards Utrecht.
Both trains arrive in Utrecht at approximately 9:45. The three units of the 1731 train
i.3. PLANNING PROBLEMS FOR PASSENGER RAILWAYS
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Figure 1.5: A Gannt chart with duties.
are coupled with two of the three units of the 21731 train. The combination rout iiiuen
as train 1731 to Dv (Deventer), where two units are decouphxl and transferred to
train 636. The coupling and decoupling of train units is also referred to an combining
and splitting.
1.3.6 Crew scheduling
The journeys of the trains, also of the empty trains or equipment between stations,
are split into sequences of trips. A trip is a segment of a train journey that must
be serviced by the same crew, without rest periods. The problem of crew scheduling
deals with the construction of duties from a given collection of trips. Each duty has
to satisfy several constraints, such as a maximum length of 9:30 hours. An example
of seven duties is given in Figure 1.5. The trips are represented by the box** in the
chart. The numbers in the boxes correspond to the trains of which the according trip
is part.
Due to the large number of trips—around 10,(XX) for some instances reported in
Kroon and Fischetti (43]—and side constraints on the duties, practical crew schedul-
ing problems are highly complex to solve. The general approach for making a crew
schedule Is, therefore, not based on the individual members of the workforce, but
on these generic duties. The duties are later assigned to the actual crew members
in the crew rostering phase. For more information on crew rostering and schedul-
ing, see Caprara et al. (16) and Kroon and Fischetti (43). It is clear that the crew
scheduling/rostering problem and the earlier planning problems such as rolling stock
planning are correlated. However, due to the complexity, these problems are mostly
considered separately, although some researchers considers an integrated approach
(see Freling [31]. Freling et al. [32] and Wren and Fares Gualda [87]).
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Figure 1.6: An example of a station layout of the station Zwolle.
1.3.7 Shunting and maintenance planning
At. tin* end of tlie planning process, after the timetable and rolling stock circulation
are known, comes the problem of finding suitable shunting and maintenance plans.
Let us first consider the shunting plan.
During the rush hours, most of the rolling stock is in use. At other times of the
day, and especially during the night, not all train units are needed, and, therefore,
they have to he parked. The processes involved with moving the rolling stock units
to and from their parked position* an- called shunting, or dispatching (see Gaflo and
Di Miele [34], Winter and Zimmcrmann [86] and Freling et al. [33]). The shunting
movements are restricted by the available railway infrastructure, and by time and
safety constraints. The available shunt tracks are not. all identical. While some can be
approached from both sides, others must be called in a last-in, first-out fashion. This
is csprc i.illy a complicating factor if the rolling stock units are also not all identical.
The shunting problem is not only the problem of matching incoming and out-
going rolling stock units, and parking them on available shunt tracks, but also to
schedule the routing on the station infrastructure, and for cleaning and short term
maintenance. For an example of the available tracks around a station—the station
layout, see Figure 1.6.
Maintenance planning is generally done when the rolling stock circulation is
known. It considers the deviations from the circulation that are necessary to carry
out the maintenance of the individual carriages. The rolling stock schedule, as dis-
cussed in §1.3.5. only contains information about anonymous units. Not only would
a more detailed planning make the scheduling problem much more difficult to solve,
but. clue to possible disturbances the location of rolling stock is uncertain long before
the date of operation. Several days before the maintenance of units is due, their
location is known and the operated detailed circulation is altered to allow these units
to visit one of the available maintenance facilities in the network. This may have
consequences for the shunting plans. For recent, research on this topic, see Kroon
et al. [44].
As mentioned before, the input/output relations between the problems described
above are not as strictly sequential as shown in Figure 1.1. Through feedback loops
in the overall planning process, the occurrence of a critical problem at one stage can
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call for a replanning at another, earlier stage. The overall planning pMKMM i
the general structure and order in which the different problems we tnckled. In the
next section we review two overall planning process*-*: first with an emphiLsis on
early detailed planning, and second a structure in which the planning of details is
postponed as much as possible.
1.4 The overall planning process at NSR
The planning process at NSR can be divided into several chronological stages and
into several organisational structures. Every stage deals with a subset of the planning
problems of §1.3. Though possibly with some differences, the planning process at
NSR exists also for other railway operators. Let us consider both the current planning
process, and a conceptual planning process to be used in the near future.
1.4.1 Current planning stages
The current planning stages are schematically shown in Figure 1.7. These processed
are described in detail in Prins [69] and Peeters [66]. The stages differ in two di-
mensions. First, the three stages are ordered chronologically, and differ moderately
in the level of detail. Second, there Is the distinction between how the chronological
stages are treated by both the central and local planning departments.
At the most abstract level in the planning process lies the construction of the ba-
sic one-hour timetable (BOT), consisting of the basic one-hour pattern (BOP), and
the basic platform assignment (BPA). The BOP gives a cyclic one-hour time-space
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diagram for every track in the network (see also §1.3.3). The BPA adds in-station
details Huch an the platform assignments of the various trains in the BOT. The
BOT is constructed centrally at NSR, but is checked at the different local planning
departments. There is a feedback loop between the central and local planning de-
partments to arrive at a feasible BOP and BPA. For railway operators such as NSR,
that operate a cyclic timetable, this is the main step in the overall planning process.
In order to complete the other planning stages, the BOP and BPA must be ready
approximately nine months before the new timetable is scheduled to begin.
At the next stage, the one-hour timetable is extended to a timetable for one
standard wc«k by the central planners. This stage takes roughly seven months, and
ends a few months prior to operations. It incorporates most of the planning details.
Both the rolling stock and crews are planned centrally (see also §1.3.5 and §1.3.6). In
addition, the detailed shunting plans are constructed. These plans are tested locally
for their feasibility. If changes to the standard week plan are necessary, then this
is reported to the central planning department, which proposes modifications and
restarts the feedback cycle. The standard week plans are adjusted several times per
year, using so-called adjustment sheets'".
Ultimately, daily plans are constructed throughout the year to fill in the details
of the standard week plan. For individual days of the year, the daily plans take into
account the planned maintenance of the infrastructure, but also, for example, extra
train services offered at large events such as soccer matches. Note that this also
requires altering the timetable.
The daily plans are designed in the same way as the standard week plan. Again,
the central planners plan the rolling stock and crew, and the local planners test the
feasibility of the necessary shunting operations. If the constructors of the daily plans
identify structural problems in the standard week plan, then the standard week plan
is adjusted by the central planners.
As can be seen on the time line of Figure 1.7, most of the time is used at the
second stage, the planning for one standard week. Due to the high level of detail
in the standard week plan, the necessary correction cycles between central and lo-
cal planners often take significant time. To reduce the overall makespan, NSR has
launched a large-scale redesign project for the planning process. These proposals are
discussed in the next section.
1.4.2 Proposed planning process
To identify possible capacity problems with the daily planning and scheduling, the
original standard week plan of Figure 1.7 describes many details, such as the rolling
stock schedules and the shunting plans. However, the share of these details that
are critical for the feasibility of the standard week plan is only small. In addition,
the usefulness of these details is limited in the construction of the daily plans. For
example, due to maintenance of the infrastructure, the planned rolling stock schedules
need to be altered, which in turn influence the shunting plans, etc. Thus, much of the
time spent on making the detailed plans can be saved. The main goal for redesign is
*In Dutch
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Figure 1.8: The new planning process concept.
to reduce the makespan of the planning process.
The proposed planning process is described in Figure 1.8. Note the absence of
separate local and central planning departments. By investing in informal ion and
communication technology', these planning departments are virtually integrated to
decrease the time lag caused by feedback loops. Still, any request or demand for
changes in the plans is coordinated between the involved platuiitig stages.
Similar to the first stage in Figure 1.7, the process starts with the roiiMiuctiun
of the BOT. Now, however, the planning of infrastructure details is advanced to
this first phase, but only for so-called critical shunting and train activities. For a
discussion on how to recognise a priori whether the required shunting movements for
a train line will be critical, see Reinartz and Fassaert [73] and Van Eck van der Sluijs
et al. [24]. Other preliminary studies, aimed at making rough capacity estimates, are
also made for the rolling stock and crew plans. This causes the first planning stage
to be longer than the original three months.
At the second stage, the BOT is used to construct the complete timetable for
a set of basic days. Although the planning for the basic days is comparable to the
current planning of a standard week, the makespan is considerably shorter. This is
achieved by delaying the planning of uncritical details. Especially by the elimination
of several correcting feedback cycles between local and central planning, this could
considerably shorten the lag times and thus the makespan. A «*i
At the final stage, all the detailed plans for several weeks are made in parallel.
These plans are made a number of weeks ahead of operation, using a rolling horizon.
Thus, for example, in week 33, the new rolling stock circulation and crew schedule
are made for the weeks 38-43, while in week 34 the planners are constructing the
schedules for the weeks 39-44. This is represented in Figure 1.8 by the stacked
Specific Days. »*••( .»-i fu * «is
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1 U> I.ino plan of tho undorgruunU oyotom 111 London (set; London Underground
[49]).
1.5 An introduction to line planning
A line plan lies at the heart of almost all scheduled public transport, whether it
concerns bus or subway systems, regular trains, high speed trains, or airline services.
All of these line plans specify a list of operated services between pairs of locations that
are operated at a given frequency. This frequency can range from several times per
hour for subways, to bimonthly services for a stagecoach line from the mid eighteen
hundreds. An example of a modern day line plan is given in Figure 1.9.
The underground system in London dates back to 1863, when the world's first
underground railway opened. The fourteen lines in this system have all been given
names, such as the Hammersmith & City Line, the Picadilly Line, and the Victoria
Line. A line plan lies at the basis of the operated timetable. While for the stagecoach
example at best a specific day was known, a timetable in general specifies the times
at which the operated means of transport calls at a station. On the other hand,
for a system with high frequency connections, such as the London Underground, a
detailed timetable is at least for the passengers—no longer necessary. Instead, the
fastest way by underground for an example trip from Gloucester Road to Westbourne
Park is described as '7U Gloucester flood. uiot< /or Piradtf/j/ Line train. At ffam-
mcrsTHtf/j. twjif /or //ammersrnit/i & City Line train. At W&stiourne Parfc, arrivoi"
(see Figure 1.10).
For the public railway service in the Netherlands, a growing political interest in
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Figure 1.10: How to get from Gloucester Road to Westbourne Park (see London
Underground [49]).
spatial planning contributed in the 1970s to the introduction of a three train system
of regional, interregional and intercity trains, and several new railway lines, such as
the Schiphol line and the Flevo line (see NRC [57]). Further large-scale changes in the
line plan and timetables were made in the beginning of 1998, when the frequencies
of many intercity and interregional trains were increased. These chang««s turned the
Dutch railway network into the busiest network in Europe.
Recently, several large infrastructure projects have been put forward, such as the
high-speed passenger lines HSL Zuid, HSL Oost and the Hanze line, but also freight
lines such as the Betuwe line or the Uzeren Rijn line. The fate of some of these
projects is not yet known. They were designed to increase the accessibility <>f the
Rands tad from the rest of northern Europe, and to and from the northern province's
of the Netherlands. On a smaller scale, though far from marginal, are infrastructural
projects such as the Hemboog, and Cooiboog that offer shorter connections through
new railway tracks. For more information, see ProRail [71].
The privatisation of NS also caused an opposing development. The reduced gov-
ernmental interest for the operated services nearly resulted in the discontinuation of
several unprofitable lines. However, in 1999, the Dutch Ministry of Traffic and NSR
signed a performance contract** that linked the right of NSR to be the single operator
on the main part of the Dutch railway network, to a list of performance guarantees
on their services. These guarantees covered both lower bounds on the punctuality
of trains, and minimum operated frequencies between stations (see NRC [.%]). As a
result, the continuation of services on the unprofitable lines was ensured. This clarity
also led to the founding of several regional operators, such as Syntus, Noordned, and
Oost net. Several unprofitable lines will be contracted by other operators in the near
future.
1.6 Research objective
The aim of this thesis is to explore mathematical models and solution techniques for
aiding the construction of railway line plans, with an emphasis on the efficient use of
the available resources. This research topic is of high importance both for the service
Dutch />nejtatiea>ntnict
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to the traveller, as well as for cost efficiency of the railway operator.
The lag time of investments for expanding the railway infrastructure or the rolling
stock is too long to handle the growing passenger demand in the short run. Therefore,
to meet the service standard* and the traveller's growing mobility requirements, the
currently available capacity mast be used at high efficiency. This efficient use of
resources is in line with the objectives of modern railway operators, as a consequence
of the privatisation and the resulting competition on the tracks.
The line plan holds a pinnacle jxwition within the planning process of railway
operators. Reasons for adding or altering lines in the existing system vary. For the
customer, the addition of new lines can directly decrease the travel time. Addition-
ally, increasing the line frequence's may be preferable since it increases the traveller's
planning freedom, and may reduce the expected travel time. The introduction of new
lines can also reduce the system's vulnerability to delays. As an example, consider
introducing a combination of short lines to replace a geographically long train line.
A delay in the service of a long line can easily propagate through the network, since
the long route has many blocking opportunities for other train lines. For the railway
operator, focussing on the design of the line plan is important for the efficient use
of the available resource* both of the infrastructure, and of the rolling stock and
personnel. Efficient uxe of the rolling stock, especially at times of capacity shortages,
cuts both ways. It is not only of value to the operator, but also increases the service
to the passengers. The efficient use of the infrastructure and personnel, even though
not directly interesting fpr. Uiftrj«i«niW»-,«aw.'Hfli«WKt*JjR'lwt^iiJffiVl^^ffOU^h,
for example, lower operating costs and thus lower ticket prices.
The importance of research into the efficient use of resources, starting with line
planning, has also been recognised by several independent studies, such as Project
IM.-B [70], V&W [84] and NYFER [61]. For an overview of early literature on line
planning, consider Bussieck [11]. The main objective in early work was to construct
line plans that provide a high number of direct train connections for the travellers. A
drawback of the direct travellers approach is that it often yields lines with geograph-
ically long routes. Besides the delay sensitivity of long lines mentioned before, there
are also capacity related implications. A train line covering a geographically long
route often has a significant variation in the number of passengers along its route.
Depending on the available capacity, this leads to underutilisation or overutilisation,
both of which are undesirable.
After the first steps in the mid 1990s by the European Union to come to privately
owned railway operators, the research trend has moved to cost efficiency objectives.
This load to publications such as Claessens et al. [18], Zwaneveld [88] and Bussieck
[11]. Of course, focussing on minimising the operating costs can also have negative
effects. The mast important disadvantage is that it can go at the expense of the
service to the customer, e.g., by causing an increase in the number of passenger
transfers.
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1.7 Outline of this thesis
Thus thesis Ls structured as follows. First, the two chapters of Part I address var-
ious foundations. Chapter 2 gives an introduction into combinatorial optimisation
problems and techniques. Chapter 3. on the other hand, focusses on issues in line
planning modelling. We address topics ranging from the estimation of demand data,
to topics involved with the tliroughput capacity of the railway network.
In the second part of this thesis we discuss three applications of mathematical
models for railway line planning problems. In Chapter -I we develop and analyse a
branch-and-cut algorithm for solving cost-minimising line planning problems. We
discuss new preprocessing techniques for tli€>se problems in tj4.3, and also discuss
a range of cutting plane classes and tree search issues such as branching rules and
primal heuristics. Then, in §4.4, the implementational details of these techniques
are discussed. For example, in §4.4.2 we describe the algorithms that are used to
find violated cutting planes of the various classes that were introduced before. The
proposed methods are then put to the test using a number of real-life line planning
problems in §4.5.
The line planning model of Chapter 4 coasiders a separate line planning problem
for each of the different types of trains, such as regional trains and intercity trains.
Chapter 5 introduces the multi-type line planning problem. We develop three model
formulations for this problem in §5.3 using a simplified sul>-problc!n called the edge
capacity problem. Equivalence proofs for these formulations are given. Yet, their
performance in solving practical instances differs significantly. This is tested in §5.4.
The line planning models that were described in Chapter 1 and C * 11. • | > (• -1 .1 design
a new line plan. For every proposed line the halting stations are dictated by the type
of the line, and the types of the stations along its route. However, these station types
are part of the input of the line planning problem.
Alternatively, Chapter 6 presents a model that nx-oasiders the stations at which
the traias stop for a given line plan. This model is then used to determine the halting
statioas in such a way that the total travel time of passengers is minimised. First,
in §6.2, we introduce new concepts, such as the line-event graph. Then, in 'j(i.3 we
show how to formulate this problem as a multi-commodity network flow problem
with additional constraints and variables. Using Lagrangian relaxation, we show
in §6.4 how to find lower bounds for this problem. To effectively use these bounds
in a branch-and-bound framework, we introduce a number of preprocessing and t r«-e
search techniques, together with a problem-specific multiplier adjustment algorithm.
This is discussed in §6.5. In §6.6 we, once again, describe a computational study
based on iastances of the Dutch passenger railway operator NSR.
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Chapter 2
Combinatorial foundations
The results in the following chapters build on well-known foundations of combina-
torial optimisation. In this chapter we recall the basics of such topics as (multi-
commodity) network flows, integer programming and branch-and-bound. In the dis-
cussion of these topics, some familiarity with the basic notation and definitions of
graph theory is assumed. For a general introduction into combinatorial optimisa-
tion, see Nemhauser and Wobey [55], Papaditnitriou and Steiglitz [65] and Schrijver
[75, 77].
2.1 Polyhedral combinatorial optimisation
This section gives a short introduction into the field of combinatorial optimisation,
and in particular to polyhedral methods.
2.1.1 Combinatorial optimisation problems
A typical description of a combinatorial problem is given using a finite ground wt £
and a family /" of subsets of £ called the feasible sets. Now, given a cost r:, for every
element e of £, a combinatorial optimisation problem can in general be written as
max ^  Ce Bubject to F € /" (2.1)
An example of a classical combinatorial optimisation problem u* the maximum
cardinality matching (MCM) problem: Given a graph with a set of vertices and edges
connecting them, what is the largest subset of edges such that every vertex is part
of at most one of the edges in this subset. For the MCM problem, an edge in the
graph represents a matching between its two vertices. The ground set is built up out
of all the edges, while the feasible sets consist of all feasible matching*. Since the
MCM problem is concerned with finding the largest number of edges, all the weights
of elements of the ground set are equal to one. A variation of this problem is the
21
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(a) nffinr hull (b) convex hull
Figure 2.1: Two types of hulLs for the two points xi = (1 ,2 ) and X2 = (3,1) from
maximum weighted matching problem, where every edge is given a specific weight to
Indicate how valuable the edge is.
A relaxation of a maximisation problem is a problem
max C R ( F ) subject to F € (2.2)
whara the feasible net / R contains /", and for which every solution F of the original
problem yields at least the same objective function value, i.e., X^gpCe — * ( 1 -
Even though maximisation problems are considered here, these ideas carry over to
minimisation problems with only minor changes. For example, relaxations of max-
imisation problems yield upper bounds, while for minimisation problems, they result
in lower bounds. We will refer to the objective function value of a relaxation as a
dua/ bound, and call a feasible solution to the original problem a primo/ bound.
2.1.2 Polyhedral theory
Polyhedral theory links combinatorial optimisation to integer and linear program-
ming, discussed in the next section. Therefore, let us first give a short theoretical
introduction.
Fundamental in polyhedral theory are the concepts of linear combinations and
convex combinations. We denote the Euclidean linear space of dimension n by R".
Consider a set of fc > 0 points S = {xi, . . . , x/t} C R". Some point y € R" is called
a itnear combination of the points in S, if for some scalars Ai,. . . , A* € R it holds
that y = H|=i ^I*I • ^ '* *^° holds that Jlf=i ^ = 1, then j / is called an a^ne
combination of the points in 5. An affine combination with A, > 0 for all i € 1 &
is referred to as a convex combination. The set of convex (affine) combinations of all
points of S is called its conwx (a/fin^ /jtiii. The convex hull of some set 5 is often
written as conv(S). See also the examples in Figure 2.1 for n = 2.
A /jypffp/anc in R" is defined as the set of points {x € R"} that satisfy the
nontrivial equation <w = b. where a € R" \ {0} and b € R. Alternatively, the
set {X € R" : ax < b} is called a nai/spacc. A po/y/ie-dron is the intersection of a finite
set of halfspaces. It is a well-known result in combinatorial theory* that a bounded
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polyhedron in n-dimensional real space is structurally equivalent to the convex hull
of a finite set of points in R" (see Minkowski [51] and Weyl [85]). Therefore, not all
the definitions of a po/yfope in the literature are the same; some define it as simply
a bounded polyhedron, while others use the convex hull description.
An inequality ox < 6 is said to be vaiuf for a set S C R" if 5 C {x € R" : ax <
b}, i.e., if 5 is contained within the halfspace defined by ax < 6. Alternatively, a
point x* 6 R" vioiatcs the inequality if ox* > 6.
2.1.3 Integer linear programming problems
The link between combinatorial optimisation problems and |>olyhedra can be made,
for example, by introducing variables JV that take the value 1 iff belon"*- ii> ,i feasible
set F, and 0 otherwise. These variables thus describe a feasible set / • ^ is a point
in R", where n is the size of the ground set. Using these variables, the optimisation
problem of (2.1) can also be described as
max V^ c,x, subject to x € S (2.3)
where the set 5 is defined as the union of all feasible incidence vecton
, F _ / * ^ e € F
' l o otherwise
which make up the feasible set S = {x^ € R" : F € / "} . If this set is not empty,
then there always exists an optimal vertex solution to
max V ] c,x« subject to x € conv(S) (2.4)
that is also in S. Following the equivalence between polytopes and t>ounded polyhfr-
dra, there exists a finite set of inequalities for which the intersection of the defined
halfspaces is equal to conv(S). Therefore, the optimisation problem given above can
be solved using linear programming (LP) techniques. Finding the convex hull of a
set of feasible solutions is, however, often not trivial, since the number of necessary
linear constraints may be very large.
The feasible sets of combinatorial optimisation problems are frequently defined
using integer linear descriptions, such as
5 = {x € Z" : Ax < fr} (2.5)
where 6 is a vector, and A is a matrix of appropriate dimensions. Note that this
integer linear description can easily be extended to also incorporate continuous vari-
ables.
Consider again the maximum cardinality matching problem on a graph with m
vertices and n edges. The constraints Ax < 6 and x € Z" must enforce tliat every
vector x € R" that satisfies them is an incidence vector of a matching, and vice versa.
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Thin can be achieved by using Ax < 6 to enforce that every vertex is incident to at
most one of the edges in the matching: •*--, .- .• i.
*« < 1 for all vertices v. (2.6)
Combintxl with the integrality restriction x € Z", the restrictions
0 < x« < 1 for all edges e (2.7)
complete the integer programming formulation of the feasible set of MCM.
For proving the correctness of this integer programming formulation, first consider
a feasible matching F, and the solution x« = 1 if e € F, and x« = 0 otherwise.
Clearly, since every vertex is part of at most one edge, the first class of constraints
is satisfied. By construction the solution is integer and all x,. are between 0 and
1. Second, consider a feasible integer solution x,.. From 0 < x, < 1 it follows
that Xr € {0,1}. By contradiction, if the solution F = {e 6 £ : x,. = 1} is not a
feasible matching, then apparently then* exists a vertex v that is part of two edges e
and r' in the matching F. This, in turn, implies z« = x«> = 1, and thus that the
constraint of the class (2.6) for vertex i> is violated, since it has a left-hand side value
of at least 2. The vector x can therefore not be a feasible solution, which contradicts
our initial assumption.
2.1.4 Solution approaches
There are no known methods for solving general integer linear programming problems
efficiently. Morcxwr, ninny core combinatorial problems, including general integer
linear programming, belong to the class of AfT'-hard problems (see Garey and John-
son [35]). For this class of problems it. is strongly believed that no algorithm exists
with a worst-case running time that is bounded by a polynomial in the size of the
input.
Cutting plane method
For linear programming problems, on the other hand, there exist polynomial time
algorithms. A well-known property of linear programs is that for every problem that
is defined over a bounded polyhedron and for which an optimal solution exists, there
also exists an optimal solution that is a vertex of the associated polyhedron. Consider
solving the /tnear proyramrniTij re/axafton of (2.3) for 5 defined as in (2.5)
max Y^ c^e subject to x € i \ p ,
where f\,p = {x e R" : Ax < 6}. In case this linear program results in an optimal
solution that is integer, then this solution is also optimal for the problem defined
on (2.5) since 5 C /\]>. Notably, if conv(S) = / \ p . then every optimal solution to
the LP relaxation is also feasible, and thus optimal for the original problem on 5.
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Figure 2.2: The feasible points, their convex hull, and the LP poly tope.
However, in general the convex hull of 5 and the LP relaxation polytOfM i n not
equal. This is illustrated in the following example.
Consider the feasible region in Figure 2.2. The feasible set S is defined as
: 0 < x , < 1,0 < la < l ,3x, + 4xj < 5},5 =
or equivalently, 5 = {(0,0), (1,0), (0,1)}. Since the convex hull of .V is strictly con-
tained within the LP polytope
PL,. = {x € R* : 0 < xi < 1,0 < xj < l ,3x, + 4xj < 5},
the LP relaxation can yield solutions that are not part of conv(S). However, consider
the inequality xi + X2 < 1. This restriction is valid for conv(S'), because conv(A')
is contained in the halfspace defined by this inequality, i.e., X( + Xj < 1 is satisfied
by all solutioas of 5. Yet, adding this constraint to the problem formulation will
cut off part of the original Pj,|> polytope. Therefore, it is also referred to us a
cutting p/ane, i.e., a valid inequality ox < 6 for which Pj.,» $£ {x € R" : ox < 6}.
Adding xj +X2 < 1 to the description of the problem makes the linear programming
relaxation coincide with conv(S). Thus, the original problem cun IM: solved using
this new linear programming relaxation. This method is also known as the cutting
plane method. It was first introduced by Dantzig et al. [20], and is outlined below.
(1) Given are a feasible set 5 = (x € Z" : Ax < 6} and its linear programming
relaxation i \ p = {x € R" : Ax < 6}
(2) Solve the LP relaxation, and let x* be the optimal solution.
(3) If x* e 5, then x* is optimal for S. Hence, stop.
(4) Otherwise, identify a cutting plane ox < 6 that is violated by x*.
(5) Add the inequality to Pi.p, and goto step (2).
Step (4) is the most important step of the method. The problem of identifying
whether a solution x* is feasible, or else to find a violated valid inequality—a cutting
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plant! In also known a» the «epani<ton profr/em. Grotschel et al. [40] showed that in
general, the separation problem is polynomially solvable if and only if the original
optimisation problem is polynomially solvable. Note, however, that this does not
exclude the existence of polynomial time separation algorithms for specific classes of
valid inequalities. Over the last decades, many classes of valid inequalities, and sep-
aration algorithms have been found for a wide range of combinatorial problems (see
Nemhauscr and Wolsey [55] and Aardal and Van Hoesel [1]). We also refer to §4.3.2
and ?j4.4.2 for classes of cutting plane* and separation algorithms specifically for line
planning problems. For the maximum cardinality matching problem, Edmonds [25]
(mowed that the two classes of inequalities given before, together with the class of
for all odd-sized subsets [/ C £?
dwcribe the complete convex hull of matchings. Even though there Ls an exponential
|ffl«l|lM> of odd-set inequalities, the separation problem can be solved in polynomial
tllD6 (lee I'ndberg and Hun [()•!]). This is in line with the existence of a polynomial
time cotiiliiii' ill .ilgorithm for MCM described in Edmonds [26]. In general, how-
ever, the cutting plant' method can fail in step (4), ending with a solution that is not
in 5, e.g., a solution that is fractional. In such cases, an enumcrativc algorithm such
as 'ftrancVi-and-bound can be used.
-"* ~'' • . ' !-••; t " i '• •* • - ' - < n . - " v
Branch-and-bound-and-cut
The classical principal of branch-and-bound is best described as dttnde and conguer.
The principle is that, if optimising over 5 is too difficult, perhaps the problem can be
solved by optimising over subsets of 5, and then taking the best of these solutions. For
the MCM problem, for example, the set 5 can be split into two subproblems S|j,=o
and S|x, = i for some edge e. Obviously, this division can also be done recursively, e.g.,
for various edges. The subproblems are also called the nodes of the branch-and-bound
enumeration tree.
To prevent complete enumeration, a dual bound is computed at every node of the
branch-and-bound tree. The value of this relaxation is a bound on the best solution
of the subproblem associated with the current node. At this point, there are four
possible outcomes:
(1) The relaxation is infeasible. <• -
(2) The optimal solution to the relaxation is feasible for the original problem.
(3) The optimal solution to the relaxation is worse than the best-known primal
bound. ;^s> * ••>;•£,. <s-x , ' - > * W ! E S M ^ {!>)
(4) None of the above.
Clearly, the value of a feasible solution for the original problem is a primal bound
on its optimal value. Throughout the search process, the best feasible solution is
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stored in memory. In the first three cases, further investigation of the current nude
can be stopped. Otherwise, the problem at the current node is split into subprohleins
for new child nodes. All the nodes are stored in a list of active nodes. When a IHHIO
has been evaluated, it is removed from this list. Thus, as soon as the list of active
nodes is empty, the original problem is solved.
In most branch-and-bound implementations, the dual bound on the subproblems
is calculated by solving the LP relaxation. In addition, to implement the hranch-and-
bound algorithm, we have to solve the problem of how to select the next subproblem
(node seieciton strategy), and how to create new subproblems (brrjnc/iiny ruir). Fbr
a comprehensive study of these topics, sec Linderoth and Savelsbergh |47). We also
refer to §4.3.3 and §6.5.3 for specific node selection and branching rules for line
planning problems.
As can be seen, the quality of the derived bounds influences the size of the enu-
meration tree. The integration of the cutting plane method in the branch-ond-bound
algorithm is an obvious next step. In early work, the branch-und-bound algorithm
was used after no more cutting planes could be found by the cutting plant* algorithm.
This is also called cut-an<f-6ranc/i. The alternative is to apply the cutting plane al-
gorithm at every branch-and-bound node to improve the value of the LI' relaxation.
This is referred to as ftronc/i-an<i-cu<. Several branch-and-cut software libraries have
been developed in recent years. For a short overview, see Ladanyi et al. [46).
Lagrangian relaxation
The idea to use a relaxation of the original problem to obtain a dual bound on the
objective value can be taken further than the linear programming relaxation. The
observation that relaxing some of the constraints, e.g., the integrality restrictions,
makes the underlying problem easier to solve, is also used in a technique called />«-
(jnan t^an ne/axahon (LR). For two classical studies of the use of Lagrangian relaxation
for integer programming, see Geoffrion [36] and Fisher [29]. In addition, Ahuja et al.
[5] gives a good overview of the Lagrangian relaxation technique, and several appli-
cations in network optimisation. As an example, consider the integer linear problem
IP
w ZIP = max ex
s.t. A'x < 6' (complicating constraints)
J4*X < 6* • • ' (nice special structure)
where n = m] +m2, and mj and m2 are the number of rows of A' and .A"* respectively.
Fbr notational purposes, let us combine the integrality restrictions and the clam of
nice constraints in the feasible set Q = {x € Z" : A*z < fe^}. The idea in now that
the problem of optimising solely over Q is much easier to solve than IP. Therefore,
by dualising the complicating constraints, we obtain a problem that is easier to solve,
and whose optimal value is a dual bound on the optimal value of the original problem.
This is explained in the next paragraphs.
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For the problem IP, as defined above, the Lagrangian relaxation LR(A) for any
vector A € R"", is defined as
ZLR(A) = max cx + A(6 ' -A'x)
s.t. x € Q.
The complicating constraints A'x < 6' are not part of the feasible set Q. These
constraints have been replaced by a penalty term A(6' —A'x) in the objective function.
Thus, since the element A, for every relaxed constraint t in 1,... ,rrt| is nonnegative,
any violation of these constraints A'x < fc' worsens the objective function value. The
vector A is referred to an the vector of Lai^ rtmj/ian mu/hp/ters.
The Lagrangian relaxation LR(A) is a relaxation of IP for any A € R"''. Any
feasible solution x of IP clearly satisfies x € Q, and is therefore also feasible for LR(A).
For the objective function value of LR(A) it is easy to see that ex + A(6' - A'x) > ex
holds for any feasible solution x of IP, since A > 0 and A'x < b'. Thus, ZLR(A) > ZIP
for any A > 0.
The Arjr/rari^ ian aW/ problem LD is the problem of finding the vector A that
results in the tightest (lowest) upper bound, i.e.,
ZLD - m i n i m i ZLR(A). (2.8)
The vector of multipliers at which this minimum is attained, is denoted by A*.
There are several reasons for considering Lagrangian relaxation techniques. A
first reason is found in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. //, /or a given vector A, me so/ution vector x satis/ies me t/iree
com/itum.s
I. x is optima/ /o; LR(A)
«. A ' x < 6 '
5. A(6' - A'x) = 0
men me vector x is a/so optima/ /or t/ie origina/ pro6/em /P. // on/y t/ie /ast condition
w not .tatts/icd, t/»en x is at most f away /rom me optima/ so/ution o/ /P. wit/i e =
A(A'x-b ' ) .
These are the well-known conditions under which a solution of a Lagrangian
relaxation is also optimal for IP (see Geoffrion [36]). The condition A(6' -A 'x) = 0 is
also called the comp/ementary s/aclbiess condition. Note that, since all elements of A
are nonnegative, these conditions thus state that for every element ? € {1 m'}
either A, is zero, or (/>' - A'j), is zero (or both). Also note that e is nonnegative,
since the solution vector x satisfies A'x < 6' by the second assumption.
The optimally conditions given in Theorem 2.1 show that Lagrangian relaxation
is not only useful for obtaining dual bounds, but may also yield optimal solutions to
the underlying problem IP.
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Another reason for considering Lagrangian relaxation is the quality of the La-
grangian dual, as compared to the linear programming relaxation of IP. As was
shown in Geoffrion [36]
2!.D (2.9)
for a general maximisation problem like IP, where ;u> '•** the optimal value of the linear
programming relaxation of IP. In other words, the optimal Lagrangian bound LR(A*)
is at least as good as the bound obtained from the linear programming relaxation.
However, Geoffrion [36] also gives conditions under which the two bounds tiro equal.
This is stated in Nemhauser and WoLsey [55] as follows.
Theo rem 2.2. / / a/i t/»e extreme points o/ {x € R" : J4*Z < 6*} are inte^roi,
t/»en ZLP = *LD /<"" any cost vector c.
Thus, under the mentioned conditions, the Lagrangian bound is not better than
the LP bound. In such cases, it can still be preferable to use Lagrangian relaxation
for dual bounding, if the Lagrangian bound is easier to compute (wr also ij(i.4).
So far, we have not considered the problem of optimising the I > > m iau dual
in (2.8). It is essential that for a given vector A, the problem stnictuie ol i lie relaxed
problem LR(A) is easy to solve. Now, first observe that ii.n(A) is pircrwi.se linear
and convex (see, for example, Geoffrion [36] and Nemhauser and Wolsoy [55]). The
methods used to solve the problems of the Lagrangian dual can be divided into two
categories.
The most widely used methods use sufcyradtrn/ opttmuarton algorithms. Even
though many versions of such algorithms exist, the property that is used is that for
some vector A and the according optimal solution r of LR(A), the vector />' /l'.r is
a sufa/radtent of 2[,R at A. The idea in these algorithms is that the optimal vector A*
for LD can be found by sequentially updating A *— A + «(6' - / i 'x) with a decreasing
step size a. For examples of generic subgradient optimisation algorithms, see Ahuja
et al. [5], Bazaraa et al. [8] and Nemhauser and WoLsey [55].
Alternatives to subgradient optimisation are mu/ttp/trr adjtuirrnr'n/ methods. Here,
the combinatorial structure of the particular problem is used to find the optimal mul-
tiplier vector. Several examples in the literature are known where this method out-
performs generic subgradient based algorithms. Fisher [29] presents a small overview
and some empirical data for these methods. For an example of multiplier adjustment
methods for the generalised assignment problem, see Fisher et al. [30]. In Volgenaiit
and Jonker [81], a detailed description is given of adjustment techniques for the sym-
metric travelling salesman problem, based on the 1-tree relaxation. Again, more
information on Lagrangian relaxation can be found in §6.4.
2.2 Multi-commodity flows
A basic problem in the class of network flow problems is the minimum cost ("min-
oewt") flow problem. For an in-depth coverage of network flow problems, see Ahuja
et al. [5]. In min-cost flow problems, the question is how to transport a commodity
through a network as cheaply as possible, while satisfying demand at certain nodes
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from available supplies at other nodes. Most instances also take into account the
limited availability of capacity on the links (arcs) between the nodes.
Consider a directed graph D = (V, A) with vertices V, and directed arcs A con-
necting the vertices. The demand or supply at a vertex t € V is given by 6(«). The
quantity 6(z) is also called the net supp/y of vertex t. If 6(t) is negative, then b(t) is
considered a demand vertex, whereas 6(i) > 0 implies that i is a supply vertex. On
every arc (i, j) between two vertices i and j , an upper bound u.^  and lower bound /,^
is given on the total amount of flow across arc (t, j ) . Now, given a cost c,j per unit
of flow for all arcs (t, j) € A, the min-cost flow problem can be formulated as
min 2 ^ c^x,j (2.10a)
«.J)€/4
g.t. ]T x,j - £ x,, = fc(i) for all i € V (2.10b)
'<j < Xy < Uij for all (i, j ) € A (2.10c)
where a variable J,J represents the amount of flow on an arc (i, j) . The objective
function (2.10a) sums up the total cost of the flow vector x. The constraints (2.10b)
are referred to ILS the r/m.vf fca/amr con.«tratnts. These restrictions enforce that for
every node i, the total flow leaving i, minus the total flow entering t, is equal to the net
supply of i. For example, for nodes with a net supply of zero, i.e., with 6(i) = 0, the
constraints (2.10b) ensure that the total amount of inflow equals the total amount of
outflow. Very often, these restrictions are also stated in matrix notation as Afx = 6,
where A/" is the node-arc incidence matrix, and a; and 6 represent the flow vector and
net supply vector. The constraints (2.10c) reflect the lower and upper bounds on the
amount of flow on the arc from i to j .
The min-cost flow problem is well-known to be polynomially solvable. This ac-
counts for why, as was mentioned in §2.1.4, Lagrangian relaxation techniques have
many applications in network optimisation.
One of the properties of min-cost flow problems is the inteora/ity property: If all
arc capacities, supplies, and demands of nodes are integer, then there always exists
an integer minimum cost, flow, if the instance is feasible.
If there is only one vertex i with 6(t) > 0, then the problem is called a stm/fe
source problem.
Observation 2.3. 77ir single source min-cost /Jo«; prob/em untnout capacity restric-
tions can be .so/ved by /indtng a s/iortest path tree rooted at fne source vertex.
Because the problem is uncapacitated, every unit of flow that is sent from the
source vertex s to some target vertex f can follow a shortest (cheapest) path through
the network.
Multi-commodity flow (MCF) problems arise when several distinct commodities
use the same underlying network. The ways in which the commodities differ can
be, e.g., their physical characteristics, or simply their origin and destination in the
network. Since they use the same network, the commodities compete for the available
capacity on the arcs. These capacity restrictions bind the commodities together.
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For an MCF problem, let xfj and c*, denote, respectively, the amount of flow
of commodity it on arc (i .j), and its cost per unit. Similar to the linear program-
ming formulation of the single-commodity flow problem, the MCF problem can be
formulated as
min y^ c*x*
k
s.t. Afx* = 6*
?, < « v for all ( i , j ) e A
where x* and c* are the flow vector and per unit cost vectors. Note that the objective
function allows for different costs per arc for units of different commodities. The
restrictions in .A/"x* = 6* are the mass balance constraints for every commodity. The
second class introduces for every arc (i, j) in the network an upper bound u,j on the
total flow of all commodities using (». j) .
If the flows through the network are allowed to take non-integral values, then
the min-cost multi-commodity flow problom is polynomially equivnlent to linear pro-
gramming, and thus solvable in polynomial time (see Itai [42] and Crotschel et al.
[40]). However, the integrality property of single-commodity flows does not hold for
multi-commodity flows. The MCF problem with integral flows is A^P-hard, even in
the case of only two commodities (see Even et al. [28]).
Observation 2.4. / / f/iere are no capacity resfnctiorw on tAe ore* m an A/CF pn>6-
fcm, t/ifin t/ie A/CF pnofc/em can 6e so/ved 6y rontftrfering a separate «tnj/e-commodiri/
/Jou> profc/em /or every commodttj/.
ThLs observation is also used in the application of Lagrangian relaxation to MCF
problems. By dualising the capacity restrictions, the LR problem for H given value of
the multiplier vector A does not involve capacity restrictions and can thus be solved
efficiently. For a complete example, see Ahuja et al. [5].
2.3 Theoretical overview
The techniques and models discussed in the previous sections are used in various
chapters throughout this manuscript. Chapter 4 presents an integer programming
formulation for modelling the line planning problem. For this formulation, we de-
scribe in detail a branch-and-cut algorithm. ThLs includes several new classes of
cutting planes, and accompanying separation techniques. Using a set of practical in-
stances, it is shown that the use of branch-and-cut for this problem can yield optimal,
or at least very good, primal and dual bounds in short time.
The results in Chapter 5 depend to a large extent on multi-commodity flow mod-
els. By considering passengers as commodities that want to be transported through
the railway network, an MCF model is used to prove the validity of a number of
alternative formulations by showing their equivalence. These (mixed) integer lin-
ear formulations, presented in §5.3.2 and §5.3.3, are used for solving three real-life
instances.
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Chapter 6 combines multi-commodity flow models with the theory of Lagrangian
relaxation. The problem at hand Ls modelled as an MCF problem with additional
restrictions. However, for real-world instances, the resulting problems are too large
to handle. Therefore, using Lagrangian relaxation techniques on the additional con-
straints, the overall problem is split into a series of subproblems that can each be
solved efficiently.
Chapter 3
Foundations in line planning
modelling
This chapter bridges the gap between the real-world environment datttlbed in the
introduction, and the models discussed in the next chapters. Here, we focus on
practical aspects of line planning, and on how they are modelled, or left out. This
chapter also introduces the notation and mathematical concepts that are specific for
the railway models presented in later chapters.
3.1 Line plans and cyclic timetables
The line planning problem, as present**! in §1.5, is concerned with determining on
which routes to operate trains, and at what hourly frequencies. This definition
implies the construction of cyclic timetables. Such timetables are repeated, more or
less identically, every hour of the day (see also Peeters [66] and §1.3.3).
The passenger demands, however, vary significantly throughout the different
hours of the day. The morning and afternoon rash hours, for example, are the busiest
parts of the day (more on this topic in §3.3.3). The alternative, an a-cyclic timetable,
offers more opportunities to the railway operator to fine-tune the timetable to match
these demand fluctuations. Such a line plan could contain many trains during the
rush hours, but only few trains during the rest of the day. A line plan and cyclic
timetable can only adapt to the fluctuating market demand by adjusting the oper-
ated capacity of the train lines. Typically, during rush hours, high capacity trains
are used, such as longer and/or double-deck trains. In off-peak hours, trains may
consist of less carriages.
In practise, a hybrid concept Ls possible, based on a cyclic core timetable. This
allows extra trains to be operated during rush hours that are not available during
low-traffic hours. However, the amount of available infrastructure and rolling stock
is often a binding factor in railway services during peak hours.
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3.2 Rolling stock
The main coat factors that determine the operating costs of a line plan are the costs
of lining the infrastructure, and the costs of the required personnel and rolling stock.
Both th<- number of trains needed to operate the lines at given frequencies, as well
an the necessary number of conductors and drivers, depend on the circulation of the
rolling stock, and therefore on the timetable. For this reason, some authors consider
an integrated approach to construct a timetable and a rolling stock circulation (see
Nachtigall [52, r>3] and Lindner [48]).
However, neither the timetable, nor the rolling stock circulation are known when
the line plan is constructed. Therefore, to estimate the amount of necessary rolling
stock, we assume a circulation schedule in which all rolling stock is dedicated to spe-
cific linen. So, the switching of rolling stock between lines is kept to a minimum, and
thus the interdependencies among the train lines are reduced (see also the reliability
wsues in tjl.2.1).
We assume that every train line is operated in both directions. This is standard
policy for most railway operators, since it offers a more transparent service to the
passenger. We also suppose that the composition of rolling stock units of trains is
the same in each direction. In addition, the trains used to operate a single line are
assumed to be identical, i.e., pulling the same number of carriages. Now, given the
line's hourly frequency and the number of carriages per train, the costs of operating
a specific line can be determined using the circulation time (see also §3.5.3).
Splitting and combining of trains during their trips is assumed to be not allowed.
In practise this splitting and combining is sometimes done for two lines that have
a significant part of their route in common: two trains can be combined at the
station where their routes meet, and split where the trains leave the common route.
An example of this is given in §1.3.5. Although the splitting and combining of
trains may have a negative impact on the punctuality, it also allows for more direct
connections for passengers. At the same time, the capacity on the tracks taken up
by the combined trains is less than for the two separate trains. This is, for example,
due to minimum safety distances between trains (see also Peeters [66]).
Other restrictions are not due to the availability of the rolling stock, but because
of the rolling stock itself. In particular, consider the combining of train units to build
trains. The train units of NSR are classified according to classes and subclasses'.
Figure 3.1 shows units of three different classes, and for every class two subclasses.
The class A'op/opcr consists of two subclasses: a subclass with three carriages called
A'op/oper 3, and a subclass with four carriages referred to as A'opZopcr ^. Such units
cannot be split into smaller parts. Trains can only consist of units of one class,
although possibly of different subclasses. For example, a Koploper train combines
units of 3 and 4 carriages. As a consequence, it is not possible to make a Koploper
train with 5 carriages in total. Similarly, the ftefftorurmer class has units of 4 and 6
carriages, while the A/o< '6^ class can combine units of 2 and 4 carriages. In general,
all these train units can move in two directions by themselves, and, thus, do not need
'To avoid confusion with the types that are used to define the halting patterns of lines, we do
not use the common types and subtypes here. • '
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additional locomotives.
Note that the bottleneck for the maximum number of rolling stock units of a
train is often the platform length of the visited stations, rather than the physical and
technical limitations of the units.
3.3 Passenger demand
In this section, we discuss passenger demand and service to the passengers in con-
nection with line planning. The topic of estimating the demand was already briefly
discussed in §1.3.1. We also address issues concerning cost-oriented line planning and
the service to passengers, as mentioned before in §1.6.
Most railway operators offer their travellers a number of differently priced comfort
alternatives. Similar to airline companies, two such levels are often used: iirst class
and second class. As mentioned by NS [59], next to short travel times, passengers
value a high level of service and comfort. By offering, e.g., more comfortable scats in
much less crowded carriages, a modest percentage of the travellers is willing to pay
around 60% more, compared to the price of a second class ticket (s<f NS [(>()]). With
insufficient train capacity, some travellers often those who travel second class
question whether the two-class system should remain. Throughout this thesis we do
not make a distinction between classes, and consider only aggregated data. This is,
however, merely a strategic modelling decision.
3.3.1 Passenger demand and capacity planning
There are many different alternatives for representing the passenger demand. Con-
sider, for example, cross-swhon tfata. In railway transport terms, the crow section
data describes the numbers of passengers in the trains that run in parallel at a par-
ticular moment in time. In the time-space diagram of Figure 1.2 on page 6, the lines
in the figure mark the positions of trains at different points in time. This time-space
diagram describes the basic one-hour timetable for a specific part of the network, but
in general such a schedule is available for a complete day, and for every part of tin'
network. Now, the trains in the eight o'clock cross-section, for example, are those
trains that cross the imaginary horizontal line of eight o'clock.
Cross-section data is often used in the allocation of rolling stock. It is clear that,
at least from a service perspective, the number of units that is assigned to every train
in the timetable must meet the demand of passengers as well as possible at every
moment of the day —in particular for the 8 a.m. cross-section (see Abbink et al. [3]).
This is an example of bottleneck planning, since the morning rush-hour is usually
the busiest time of the day. More on the variation of demand over time can IK: found
in §3.3.3.
The problem with using cross-section data for line planning is obvious: the data
is defined on an existing set of lines, and thus not suitable for designing a new line
plan. An example of a method that can describe the passenger demand without
using a line plan or timetable, is the origin-destination (OD) matrix. The rows and
columns of this matrix represent the different stations in the network. Thus, a cell
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of the matrix refers to a particular OD pair, and contains the total number of people
that, within a given time period, want to make this trip. The problem of estimating
OD matrices, for example as part of overall traffic modelling, has received a lot of
attention in the last fifty years (see, e.g., Ahrahainsson [4], Bierlaire [9] and Sherali
and Park [79]). The OD matrix, in general, refers to the number of trip* between ,mv
two geographic locations. The splitting of all trips over the available trawl nmd«\>,
such as car, bus, train, underground or on foot, is called a nxxiii/ ."i/Wi/.
An example of an origin-destination matrix between a set of railway stations is
shown in Figure 3.2. The origin stations are given on the vertical axis. The size of
the bubble for a pair of stations («;,«') represents the number of travellers limn <•
to u/, within a period of one hour.
Train travellers often have a number of combinations of train lines and connec-
tions available to take them from their origin to their destination. These eoimeetions
may even involve several geographically different routes. As mentioned before, a
passenger's choice is influenced by the different travel times, ticket, prices, neressary
train changes, and comfort and service levels. The problem of estimating how users
travel through the network is known as the rra/fic a*»i0nmcn< problem, The traf-
fic assignment problem is another important step in the analyses of transportation
demand, besides the estimation of the OD matrix (see Safwat and Magnanti |74]).
A traffic assignment simulation model specific for railway systems is described by
Oltrogge [63].
In order to make capacity assignments to lines in a proposed line plan, we have
to be able to estimate, or to make assumptions on, how passengers will traverse the
network and which train lines they will take. Since finding such a traffic assignment
is not trivial, we make assumptions on the route choices of passengers through the
network. One possibility is to let the line planning model deiermmr u traffic as-
signment, that is ideal for minimising the operating costs of the line plan Since
the model thus dictates the trips of passengers, this solution can be far from tin-
true traffic assignment made by passengers themselves. In particular, it can involve
excessively large travel times for certain travellers, if this would have a positive effect
on the total amount of assigned capacity.
A first alternative is to assume an a priori assignment of passengers to geographi-
cal routes through the network. From the passenger's perspective, this is comparable
to the restrictions enforced by the ticket regulations. The freedom of the line planning
model is now restricted to assigning the passengers to train lines along the prescribed
route. This assumption has two important implicatioas. Firstly, it can be used to
exclude unrealistic traffic assignments in which some travellers are expected to use
unnecessarily long routes. Secondly, this assumption on the routes of passengers can
be used to simplify the line planning models considerably (see Chapter 5). The pre-
scribed routes could be the shortest routes in the network, or the observed routes
taken by travellers according to the currently operated timetable. The essence is that
the route is known for every traveller.
The above approach is used in the models that are presented in Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5. The capacity that Is allocated to the lines of the new line plan must
suffice to transport all passengers. The difference in the assumptions in this respect,
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Figure 3.2: An example origin-destination matrix.
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between Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, is that in the former we assume that the traffic
assignment has been split into assignments for the different train systems, such as
intercity trains and regional trains. Such a nystem sp/»t is used by many authors (see
Bussieck et al. [12], Claessens et al. [18]).
Another alternative is the traffic assignment model used in Chapter 6. Hen- wi>
use, e.g., estimates of the amount of time needed to change from out" train to the
next to predict the shortest path of passengers with respect to travel time. Different
from the first traffic assignment, this assignment therefore depends on the operated
line plan. Such an assignment model can be used since Chapter 6 is involved with
determining halting patterns of trains given a line plan. This model is then used
in §6.6 for an analysis of the line plans that were projK>sed in Chapter 5.
The problem with all these approaches is clear: the assumed traffic assignment—
split or not—and the OD matrix need not be realistic when the new line plan is put
into operation. The newly-determined line plan can in turn influence tin* behaviour
of potential travellers. For example, a line plan that offers more fm|iu>iit and direct
connections between stations might well encourage traveller < mtruth using their
car to switch to using the train. For a mon' detailed discussion on the substitution
effect between public transportation and car travel, see VX-W [82, 83].
The approach applied in practice is to evaluate the resulting line plan using de-
tailed traffic assignment models. The resulting demand data is used to generate a
new line plan, and so on, hopefully obtaining a consistent passenger allocation within
a small number of iterations.
3.3.2 Passenger demand across the network
The concern of §1.6 is that a line plan that aims to minimise the operating costs
could have a negative impact on the service to the customer, if the new line plan
results in an increase in the travel times or the necessary number of train changes.
This effect depends on the structure of the passenger demand across the network. If,
for example, the length of the trip of a passenger is small compared to the Icngtlis
of the tracks in the network, then the number of necessary train changes will also be
low.
An example distribution of the trip lengths of passengers is visualised in Fig-
ure 3.3. This figure is based on morning rush-hour data from NSR. The rocordcxi
distances are the lengths of the shortest paths in the railway network. As mentioned
in §1.1, the average trip length in the Dutch network is around 35 40 kilometers,
while nearly 50% of the passengers travel less than 25 kilometera. However, the
average distance between consecutive intercity stations is 27.3 kilometers, and 19.0
and 6.5 kilometers between interregional and regional stations respectively.
3.3.3 Passenger demand variations over time
The passenger demand varies over time from one hour to the next, and from day
to day. This behaviour is illustrated in Figure 3.4, which shows the total number
of travellers in the system at different points in time. The distribution peaks at the
morning rush hour around eight o'clock and in the afternoon at roughly half pant
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Figure 3.3: Tin- (cumulative) percentage of travellers grouped by travel distance.
Distance group 0 include* all trips with a length of [0,5) kilometers, etc.
five. The morning rush hour is generally busier, while the evening rush hour is spread
over fi larger time interval. The trips in the evening are often the return trips of the
morning journeys.
The line plan is by definition a plan for one standard hour. Thus, we assume that
the OD matrix on which the line plan is based portrays a steady state situation. An
alternative would be to determine a core line plan, including a subset of lines that
are not operated in off-peak hours, similar to the hybrid timetable concept discussed
in §3.1.
3.4 Infrastructure
In this section we discuss issues in line planning related to the stations and the tracks
in the network.
3.4.1 Station capacity
The number of trains a station can handle per hour depends, among other things, on
the available platforms and the lengths of the platforms, the possible simultaneous
routes through the station, and the available tracks and crew for shunting movements.
Every train that visits a station, whether it halts there or passes through without
stopping, occupies the tracks and platforms at that station for a certain amount of
time. The necessary amount of time depends on the type of the train and on the type
of rolling stock. Turning a train around can take, e.g., between 10 and 30 minutes.
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Figure 3.4: The number of travellers at different points in time.
In addition, there are also service aspects, such as a preference for cross-plat form
connections, that influence the utilisation of platforms. The number of routes through
a station can, in a similar way, be a binding factor in the throughput capacity of a
station (see also §1.3.4). Another important restrictive factor is concerned with the
parking of train units and related processes, i.e., the shunting. As mentioned in |jl .3.7,
the shunting of trains is restricted by the available railway infrastructure, available
personnel, and by time and safety constraints.
When more and more trains visit a station, any of these thn-e factors can become
critical in the operational process. Therefore, the station utilisation is an ini|>orlant
factor in the investigation of how to increase the throughput capacity of the railway
network.
3.4.2 Homogenising the train system
As mentioned in §1.2.2, several recent studies propose a homogenisation of the train
system to create more throughput capacity on the railway network (see NS [59],
Railforum [72] and Project B&B [70]). There are several approaches for doing HO,
as shown in Figure 3.5. The current timetable Is shown in Figure 3.5(a). There are
two lines being operated: an intercity line departing every 15 minutes from station
a and going directly to station g, and a regional line, stopping at every station, and
also leaving a every 15 minutes, but three minutes after the intercity line. Given
that the trains have no opportunity to pass each other on the tracks and that there
must always be a minimum distance of three minutes between subsequent trainit, the
maximum number of connections between a and </ in this instance is 8 connections
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per hour.
A first alternative approach considers shortening the lengths of the train lines. An
example i» shown in Figure 3.5(b). By splitting the regional line into three separate
linen, and letting one depart before the feeder line arrives, the travel times of the
two original lines become more homogenous. Therefore, the throughput capacity can
increase. This option would, however, be inconvenient for the travellers that enter
and leave the system in the regional stations. These passengers have to change trains
more often.
Another option, debated in NS [59], Railforum [72] and Project B&B [70], is to
abandon the strict hierarchical pattern of ordered station and line types. Figure 3.5(c)
demonstrates the effect of introducing a system where one line halts at a, r, e and p,
and the other at u, 6, d, / and 0. Similar to the first approach, this also homogenises
the travel times of both lines, thereby creating the possibility to stack the lines closer
together in the timetable. Again, the number of lines per hour can increase.
AH a third approach, consider clustering the intercity trains and regional trains.
This option is di.scussed in Peelers [66]. By homogenising the traffic order and veloc-
ity, a higher number of eonnectionH per hour can l>e achieved. However, this setting
is not likely to be implemented, since it is not attractive for travellers.
A last option that requires additional investments is the building of new tracks
to increase the possibilities for faster trains to overtake slower ones. This alternative
in visualised in Figure 3.5(e).
By using a combination of building new tracks for overtaking, and by relaxing
the halting patterns, NS [59], Railforum [72] and Project B&B [70] conclude that the
throughput capacity can be increased by roughly 30% to 40%. However, this would
be achieved at the expense of an increase in the delay sensitivity of the timetable.
This is also emphasised in NYFER [61].
3.4.3 New railway safety systems
Supported by the European Commission, a new European railway traffic management
system (ERTMS) has been designed to increase the track capacity, and to improve
the safety and the interoperability between railway operators internationally. This
system consists of two parts: the European Train Control System (ETCS) and the
Global System for Mobile communications - Railways (GSM-R). ETCS is the new
automatic control system for which the communication requirements, including voice
and data communication, are provided by GSM-R (see ERTMS [27]).
The ETCS includes a new train safety system by means of moving safety blocks.
The current safety system, called a fixed block system, divides every track into a
number of fixed blocks (see Figure 3.6). If, for example, one block is occupied by
a train, then any oncoming train is given a red signal before entering this block, or
even one block before. The sizes of the blocks are such that even the longest and
heaviest train can stop within one block.
With the now moving block system that is part of ETCS, these fixed blocks are
replaced by safety blocks that move with the trains. The sizes of such blocks are
based on the individual speeds, sizes and breaking powers of the trains. Using the
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Figure .'Hi The current situation with fixed safety blocks (top) and the moving block
safety HyMU-iii (bottom).
GSM-R system, tin- drivers of the trains can now be given specific information on how
to alter their driving speeds. Thus, the moving block system can allow trains to drive
closer together, thereby increasing the throughput capacity of the infrastructure.
3.5 Modelling the railway system
3.5.1 Infrastructure
The railway infrastructure of the stations and tracks is modelled as an undirected
graph G = (V, E) of stations (vertices) and tracks (edges). This graph is also called
the m-fi/wA: #rnp/i. Every track e = {u, u/} 6 E, by definition represents the track
connecting stations u and u> of V. As an example, two network graphs are shown in
Figure 3.7.
3.5.2 Lines
A /»>»<• is described by a path in the railway network along which trains are operated
at a given hourly frequency (see §1.3.2). The route that a line / follows through the
network graph is given by a simple path of edges. For ease of notation, we define
this route simply as / C E.
The line planning problems discussed here are all based on selecting a set of
operated lines from a large set of candidates. Therefore, an important part of the
input consists of the set of candidate lines. Not every route between a pair of stations
is a feasible candidate. Many infrastructural and operational restrictions have to be
taken into account, such as the shunting possibilities for turning at the end stations
and the maximum distance covered by a line. For every feasible pair of end stations,
at most three possible connecting paths, i.e., candidate lines, are considered. These
paths are, in general, the three shortest paths for the combination of begin and end
I ; •
Figure 3.7: The Dutch
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Figure 3.8: Trains versus frequency.
station, where the length of the longest of these paths is not allowed to be more than
twice the length of the shortest (see also Claessens et al. [18], Harte [41]).
The stations at which a line stops, also called the line's /talta or rfwe/b, are given
by the type of the line. This type comes from a set of types T = { 1 , . . . . Tmax }• Not
only is every line / associated with a type <(/), also every station v € V is of a type <,,
from 7\ The halting pattern of /, i.e., the stations at which / halts, are denned by the
line typo ((/), and the types of the stations along the line's route. The types often
i«f|i( t the sized of the stations: type 1 for stations in villages, up to type Tn,»x for
stations serving large metropolitan areas. Most real-life railway instances consider
three types of stations and lines. These are referred to as regional (R) for type 1,
interregional (IR) for type 2, and intercity (IC) for type 3. Note that some authors
refer to regional lines and stations as "aggloregional".
As is common in the Netherlands, but also in most other countries, the halting
patterns of train lines follow a simple ordering. Train lines of type 1 halt at all
stations they pass. Lines of type 2 skip the small stations of type 1, but halt at all
stations of type 2 and higher, etc. Throughout this thesis we assume that the halting
stations of lines follow this strict hierarchical pattern in which a line of type < halts
at all stations along its route that are of type t, or higher. In practise, however,
exceptions are sometimes made (see §3.4.2).
3.5.3 Rolling stock
It takes a number of trains to operate a line at a given frequency. To estimate the
necessary number of trains without a timetable or a rolling stock schedule, we use
the total time needed to operate the line in both directions and the time needed at
both end stations to prepare the train for the reverse journey.
Consider a line with a travel time of 60 minutes from the line's origin to its
destination station, as shown in Figure 3.8. At either end station, at least 15 minutes
are needed to prepare the train for the reverse journey. This amounts to a total
circulation time of 150 minutes. If the line is operated once per hour, this would
require (at least) [150/601 = 3 trains (Figure 3.8(a)). However, operating the line at a
frequency of two (Figure 3.8(b)), departing every 30 minutes, will call for [150/30] =
5 trains. In general, we let cpj denote the fractional number of necessary trains per
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hour for some line /.
The rolling stock is one of the largest cost drivers of a railway operator. The
hourly costs of operating a line plan can be described by a function of fixed and
variable costs per used train and per carriage (see also Claessens et al. [18]). The
fixed costs are incurred for the availability of the individual trains and carriages and
involve, for example, depreciation costs and fixed maintenance <OM> I-Aamples of
variable costs per kilometer are cost sources such as ticket collectors COM.V «-IH-I?-.\
costs and maintenance costs. Now, the total cost of operating a line / at friH|u«*iu-\- / ,
and with c carriages per train can be calculated as
Tcp, • /I • « + c • uC) + d • / • («&, + c • t O - (3-D
This formulation thus incorporates four classes of resource costs:
u/{jx the hourly costs per train.
«!;£" the hourly costs per carriage.
u ;^ , the hourly costs per train per kilometer.
iu£U the hourly costs per carriage per kilometer.
The distance in kilometers covered by / is given by the parameter rf. Note that the
total number of kilometers that is progressed in one hour by the trains of a lint* does
not depend on the number of trains, but only on the frequency / and the distance d.
To estimate the required amount of rolling stock and the involved costs, the
line planning models of Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 not only decide on which lines to
operate, and at what frequency, but they also assign a number of rolling stock units
to every train line.
The costs described above are for a period of one; hour. As mentioned, this
planning period is often taken to be the morning rush-hour, the busiest part of the
day. However, the costs of one hour at peak-time are not representative for the costs
at other hours, or at different days. Therefore, as proposed by Classens [17], scaled
estimates are used that reflect the total anrtua/ cost of operating a train for one hour
during rush-hour.
This concludes this introduction chapter on the railway related issues. The next
part of this thesis considers three line planning applications.

Part II
Applications
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Chapter 4
A branch-and-cut approach
for solving railway line
planning problems
This chapter considers the problem of determining • cost-optimal line plan for a
single train type. We present an integer linear programming model, and solve it
using branch-and-cut. For this, we give a variety of valid inequalities and reduction
methods. A computational study of five real-life problems based on instance* of NSR
is included. The results in this chapter are based on Goossens et al. [38].
4.1 Introduction ' *
Traditionally, the objective when constructing a line plan has been to find a set of
lines that maximises the number of direct travellers, i.e., the number of travellers
that do not have to change trains during their journey (see also §1.6). This is an
obvious target from a customer service point of view. However, it ignores important
issues, such as the involved operating costs and the efficient use of the rolling stock.
As an alternative objective, similar to Claessens et al. [18] and Bussieck [11], this
chapter focusses on the problem of minimising the operating costs of a line plan.
There are several approaches for formulating the cost-optimising line planning
problem (CLP). In Claessens et al. [18], an integer nonlinear programming model
is presented as a natural model for CLP. They transform this model into a linear
programming problem on binary variables (BLP), and attempt to solve it using
branch-and-bound. In Bussieck [11], an alternative formulation using general integer
variables (ILP) is presented. In recent work, Bussieck et al. [13] reconsider the
original nonlinear model. They study a relaxation of the nonlinear formulation to
obtain good primal solutions of the original problem.
Besides presenting the ILP formulation, Bussieck [11] also compares the BLP and
ILP formulations using a cutting plane algorithm with cut-and-branch. He conclude*
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that the more compact ILP formulation Ls preferable for generating good feasible
HolutionK. However, the lower bounds provided by BLP are superior to the lower
boiiudH of ILP, therefore the BLP formulation is more suitable for proving optimality
of a feasible solution. By extending the known reduction methods and classes of
cutting planes presented, this chapter shows that the BLP formulation can be used
to solve large instances of the problem using branch-and-cut, or at least to obtain
excellent upper bounds and lower bounds in reasonable time.
The model formulation is presented in the next section, recalling some of the de-
tails about line planning from Chapter 3. In §4.3 we describes the solution method-
ology. The implement at ional issues are described in §4.4. Finally, §4.5 presents a
computational study based on instances of the Dutch passenger railway operator
NSR.
• ' '•• ,.*:*.,i ;&,.. J O B
4.2 Model formulation ^
A line specifies a route between an origin and a destination station and the subsequent
stops, combined with the operated hourly frequency. The line plan is the set of
operated lines. It do«-s not incorporate any timetable information for the operated
lilies, though we assume that the timetable is cyclic with a cycle time of one hour,
i.e., that, the line plan is repented every hour. This reflects the situation in the
Netherlands, aw well as in many other European countries. The model described here
focusses on linding a line plan that minimises the induced operating costs, given the
railway infrastructure with the accompanying stations and the number of travellers
between stations.
For a given network graph (7 = (V, £), as defined in §3.5.1, the travellers deter-
mine their route through the network based on the associated travel time. In general,
this implies that they prefer to switch to lines of higher types at the earliest oppor-
tunity. As described in Oltrogge [63], this idea can be used to decompose the overall
problem into separate line planning problems for the different types. Throughout
this chapter, we therefore assume that the line planning problem considers exactly
one type of lines. Such a system split is used by many authors (consider Bussieck
et al. [12] and Claessens et al. [18]). Line planning models with multiple line and
station types are discussed in Chapter 5. For an instance of type t, the network graph
can be simplified in a straightforward way by removing all the stations at which lines
of type f do not halt. The edges in G are modified accordingly. For an example,
consider Figure 4.1.
As discussed in §3.3, the demand data for the line planning problem are given by
an OD matrix for which the route through the network is known for every traveller.
Moreover, we assume that the flow of passengers is symmetric. Therefore, for every
edge we can calculate the number of passengers traversing it. As a service to the
passengers, we assume that each line is always operated in both directions. Thus, as
in Claessens et al. [18], we can regard lines as being undirected.
The level of service that the proposed line plan offers to the passenger is ensured by
two conditions. The capacities of the lines should suffice to transport all passengers,
and the line plan is enforced to guarantee a high number of connections between
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Figure 4.1: The Dutch network, and the network graph for the according IC instance
(SP97IC).
every pair of consecutive stations in the network. We consider this issue in more
detail in the next section.
4.2.1 Formulation
Our formulation of CLP is similar to the fornnilation used by Claessens et al. [18],
and later in Bussieck [11]. Given is the undirected network graph G = (V, E) with
vertex set V, edges E and a set of potential lines L. Every line Z € L corresponds
to a set of edges that make up a simple path between the end vertices of /. The
consecutive stops of line / are given by the stations corresponding to the vertices
along its path, i.e., the stations r for which there is an edge {u, to} € Z. Recall that
we consider only line planning problems with exactly one type of lines. For every
line we have to decide whether to deploy it, and, if so, at what hourly frequency and
with how many carriages. The set of possible frequencies for the lines is denoted
by F C N, the possible number of carriages by C C N. As mentioned before, the
resulting line plan must meet two types of service restrictions. For every edge c in
the network, we are given a minimum number /** of passing trains per hour, and a
necessary number of carriages /»' needed to meet the demand of all passengers who
want to traverse e per hour.
a For formulating the line planning problem as an integer linear programming prob-
lem, we introduce a binary variable for every (Z,/, c) € A, with the set of triples
as A' = L x F x C. Every i € A is used for referring to a particular (Z,,/,,c,)
combination. For convenience, we also introduce the set A(e) C A' for every edge e
as A*(e) = { i £ J V : c 6 / , } . The line planning problem CLP can now be formulated
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an follows.
min 53 *"•*• (41a)
s.t. 51 /•*< ^ / ' for all e e E (4.1b)
^ *" for all e € E (4.1c)
^ < 1 for all / € L (4.1d)
x, €{0,1} f o r a l l i e N (4.1e)
where the decision variables i , for t = (/j, /,,c,) € N are used to model
{1 if line /, is operated at frequency /,, with Cj carriages per train0 otherwise
The objective function coefficients w, represent the costs of operating the line
associated with variable x,, as discussed in more detail in equation (3.1) in §3.5.
The constraints (4.1b) enforce the minimum number of passing trains per hour on
every edge e € E. Restrictions (4.1c) impose the lower bound /T on the number of
carriages crossing edge e in one hour. Typically, /T is the smallest number of carriages
necessary for transporting all passengers across edge e. Note again that we consider
all units of rolling stock to be identical. The third group of constraints ensures that
every line is operated in at most one configuration. Contrary to Claessens et al.
[18] and Bussieck [11], we have no upper bound restriction on the number of passing
trains per hour for every track. Including these restrictions to account for possible
bottlenecks in the infrastructure would be part of a more operational study.
Claessens et al. [18] prove that finding a cost-optimal allocation of trains using
only capacity restrictions is JVTMiard. Since in general, that problem is a special
case of CLP, it follows that CLP is also A/7>-hard.
Before describing our branch-and-cut method, we first introduce some general
notation and visualisation of CLP instances throughout the remainder of this chapter.
Consider Figure 4.2. The instance consists of three stations, V = {u, v,u>}, and two
tracks, E = {e = {u,t»},/ = {t\ u;}}. The pairs of numbers in brackets above the
edges show the frequency and capacity lower bounds / ' and /i^ respectively. The
overall set of candidate lines L for this network consists of three lines L = {ii, ^2, '3}-
We refer to an individual variable x, as being of line /, with a frequency of /, trains
per hour, consisting of c, carriages, and therefore with an hourly capacity of /* • c,
carriages.
4.3 Branch-and-cut method for CLP
The branch-and-cut techniques are divided into three sections: preprocessing (§4.3.1),
cutting planes (§4.3.2) and tree search (§4.3.3). The preprocessing section focusses
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= {u,r} /={t\u>}
Figure 4.2: Example of a CLP instance.
on reducing the initial size of the problem. This is done by removing superfluous
variables and constraints, and by tightening the model restrictions. Next, we discuss
a variety of classes of cutting planes, both generally applicable, and cutting plant's
specifically derived for CLP. Finally, the tree search section covers branching rules
and primal heuristics.
4.3.1 Preprocessing
The preprocessing techniques described in this section are designed in Mlengthen
the initial formulation of the problem. Strengthening, in this <ont<\i covers both
coefficient reduction techniques, and methods for reducing the number of vm i.il >l<
and constraints used to model a given CLP instance. Claessens et al. [18] and Mussieek
[11] describe several preprocessing techniques, specifically for CLP. We briefly recall
these techniques and then review them in a more general context.
Coefficient reduct ion
The main constraints of the model—the capacity constraints (4.1c) and the frequency
constraints (4.1b)—are strengthened using the methods described below. The coef-
ficient strengthening or reduction techniques used here are extensions of ideas and
techniques described in Dietrich and Escudero [21].
The coefficient strengthening techniques are described using a generalised line
planning problem GLP with only two types of constraints.
= min 2J
The feasible set 5 is defined as all x for which:  
Ax>6
Cx< 1
xe{o, i}"
subject to xe5. (4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
where AT is the set of variables with n = |JV|. The matrix A is an m x n matrix with
nonnegative integer entries a,_,, and fe is an m-dimensional vector of positive integers.
Every variable x, is associated with a unique line / € L, denoted /,. For every Z € L,
there is a constraint 5Zt|/,=/ £i < 1 in the second constraint matrix C Note that CLP
is contained in this class, where the constraints (4.3) contain the service constraints
on the tracks.
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We derive several methods for strengthening problems of this form. Using nota-
tion similar to Diftrich and Escudero [21], the coefficient a^ of row Jfc and column j
can in general be strengthened to
a*, «- max{0,akj - A*,} = max{0,6* - (?*>} (4.6)
where A*j = a/tj -6A + 0.*, > 0. Here, O.^ represents a lower bound on the left-hand
side value of constraint A; in any feasible .solution x € 5 with x^  = 1. To maintain
the nonuegativity property for a^, we have added the lower bound on djtj. Note
that an initial strengthening can be obtained by setting d^j = 6/t for all a^ > 6^
since we have assumed a*j > 0 and all variables are binary. This reasoning also
implies Q*j > 0.
Next, we present two techniques fur determining valid values for QA-J. Both
technique UM an additional row from the constraint matrix A to strengthen its
coefficients. Note that if Qt, is valid for 5, then also any Q/tj < Q*j is valid.
Alternatively, for any valid, though non-integer Qn,, it follows that also fQijl is
valid. Hutli techniques give IOW<T bounds for the value of the following minimisation
problem.
Theorem 4.1. Consider an trutanre o/ GLP as dfyined 6y (4.2)-(4.5). Scren^t/ien-
ino t/u- roe/ficient a^ o/ (Ac cofw<niin< ma<rir A according <o (4.6)
= min ^ a*,x, »u6>ec( (o a^ + ^ a/,<ij > 6h,Ci < l ,x € {0,1}"
(4.7)
< 6/,, and Qkj(/») = 0 oi/ienwise, is va/id/or 5 /or any constraint n.
Proo/. We prove that for all x € 5 it holds that (b^ . - <5/tj(/i))^j + Hi^, Ofc«^ i > f^c-
This is obviously true for all x G 5 for which Xj = 0, since then the new coef-
ficient of Xj is unimportant. For all x 6 5 for which Xj = 1 we have to show
that £^j«fri*i ^ ** ~ (** ~ Q*.j(")) = <3fc>C»)- Clearly, any x e 5 with Xj = 1
satisfies a/,j + £i | i*j "'><*> > 6/, and Xj + J2i^j|i,=/ ^i < 1, making x a feasible
solution to the minimisation problem in (4.7). •
Solving the integer covering problem in (4.7) is in general too complex to use it
for coefficient strengthening. We discuss two relaxations of this problem that give
good bounds for
Example 4.2. Consider t/ie set 5 o/ inteoer points x £ {0,1}'"" /or tu/iic/i
3xi + 4x2 + 7i3 + 4x4 + 6x5 > 7
X, + X2 + X3 + X4 + 2X5 > 2
Xi + X2 + X3 < 1
X4 + X5 < 1
Consider strengt/ientno t/»e coe^cient 0/ X3 in t/ie /irst constraint. A/tnouan it is
eouai to tnc n^At-Aand side, any /easi6/e .so/uhon x G 5 twitn X3 = 1 must
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Aave at feast one o/ tAe t»aria6/es x< or X5 act to 1 /or tAe second consfrninf /o 6e
sa/t.</i«i. A/eetino tAe second constraint u>ou/d tAerr/orr tmp/y an arfrfthonai /e/t-Aand
*wk 0/Q13 = min{4,6} = 4 units in the /irst constraint and tArrr/orc
3x, + 4x2 + (7 - 4)x3 + 4x4 + 6x5 > 7
is va/id/or S. M)te tAat /or instance fAf /ractiona/ so/utton {0,0, ^ ,0 , J} to tAe LP
relaxation 0/ 5 is cut o/f by tAe strrnotAcned constraint.
The following corollary generalises the idea of the previous example.
Corollary 4 .3 . Consider an instance 0/ GLP as dc/ined 6y (4.2)-(4.5). TaJkr tu>o not
necessariiy distinct rows /ro»n tAe constraint matrix .4, say rouu A and fc.
entno tAe coc^ctent o ^ accordtna to (4.6) untA
Q M W I <*"" (4.8)
^ * ^ ' | 0 otAcrwise ^
tuAere r = argmin,|,_^, ,,^>oOfc,, is vaiid/or 5 .
Proo/. We prove the validity of Qij(A) by showing that it is the solution to a relax-
ation of the optimisation problem in (4.7). Given that a/,j < 6;,, then X!•!/,,»/ Ohi^i >
0 Ls a relaxation of the restriction in (4.7). Now. for binary x, this IH>W coast mint is
satisfied only if at least one x, with /, ^ /j and a/,, > 0 has value 1, ami 1 lms
subject to V^ 0^1* > 0,x 6 {0,1}".
Note that rows A and fc need not be different. This method for finding valid Q*-,
works well on constraints with moderately sized 6/, - a/,j. If this number is larger, we
may consider another relaxation of (4.7), where we drop the integrality constraints
imposed on the variables in the covering problem. As described later, the resulting
continuous covering problem can be solved to optiniality using a greedy algorithm.
Example 4.4. Consider tAe /eost6/e set 5 as introduced in Example ^.2. We again
stren^tAen tAe coe^cient 0/ X3 in tAe /irst constraint, /n any /eastfc/e .10/utton x
wttA X3 = 1, e<7ua<ton (4.7) <e/is us tAat sfrTen^i/ienmy ai.-j untA
Q13 = min4x4 + 6x5 suaject to X4 + 2xj > 1,X4 +X5 < 1,14,15 € {0,1}
is va/id /or S. / / u»e drop tAe tnteyra/ity restrictions on X4 and X5, u/e can ao/i/e tAe
remainin*/ profc/em usino a oreedy aijoritAm. TAe optima/ so/utton is X4 = 0, X6 =
0.5, u>AicA sAows us tAat Q13 > 3. from tAis it /o//ows tAat
3xi + 4X2 + (7 - 3)X3 + 4x4 + 6x5 > 7
is ra/id /or 5 .
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The following corollary generalises this idea. - . -
Corollary 4.5. Consider GLP, <aJtin</ /wo rou/a /rom tf»e cofwframt matrix A, soy
row* /i wru/fc. .S7rrn<yt/ienin0 t/ie coe^ieien* a*, o/co/umn j in row A: occorr/tng <o (4.6)
w fa/id /or 5,
= min]Tafc,x, autyeet <o a^ + 5 3 <**"*< ^ &h,Cx < l ,x 6 [0,1]" (4.9)
fch, and Q£ (/i) = 0 ot/ierwwe.
. Clearly, (4.9) ro a relaxation of the optimisation problem in Theorem 4.1 and
^ / i ) < g^(/i) . n
The continuous covering problem with non-overlapping constraints (4.4) is closely
related to the multiple-choice knapsack problem (set; Martello and Toth [50]). It
can be solved using a gnn-dy algorithm similar to the one for continuous knapsack
problems. Consider finding the optimal solution to
fi n
min ^ j Wii/i Hubject to ^ Ojj/j > 6, Cy < 1, y e [0,1]"
in which UJ.O € Z^ and fc € Z+. The constraint matrix C describes the non-
overlapping group constraints of (4.4) over all y variables. Without loss of generality,
assume the variables are ordered so that tf i/ai < .. . < u>,,/a,,. Now construct an op-
timal solution jy* as follows. Consider all variables in the given order, starting at j/i,
and ski]> (he variable i/, if it. is in the same group as an already selected variable.
Otherwise, if £ ,<j aij/,* < 6, then
J/; = l or y* = (&
depending on the size of the gap that still has to be satisfied. Once £)i<j flij/* > b,
then it follows that all remaining j/^ will be 0.
The strengthening methods presented above all build on the assumption that all
coefficients are nonnegative. This property is guaranteed by a^j = max{0,6;t - Qfcj}
in (4.6).
Variable reduction
We reduce the number of variables by deriving dominance relations between groups
of variables. This is a preprocessing technique that uses an exchange argument be-
twtvn variables in feasible solutions. The essence of this technique is also described
in Claessens et al. [18]. The variable reduction of Bussieck [11] uses similar tech-
niques. Both parties, however, do not directly link their variable reduction methods
to coefficient strengthening procedures. By introducing this link, we improve upon
their results and give a more transparent description of these techniques. Note that,
a
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as stated in Bussieck [11], their variable reduction is done without strictly preserving
the feasibility of the elimination.
If in any feasible solution x with Xj = 1. this solution can be altered to Xj = 0
and x, = 1 for some i, while maintaining feasibility and without worsening the
objective value, then x^ is said to be dominated and can be removed from the model.
If there is a fixed x, with this property, then x, is said to dominate x^.
Lemma 4.6. Given an instance o/ GLP as dc/irird fry (4.2)-(4.5). consider tu»o
t'artaWes i, j G N, ttfith /, = /j and i ^ j . Varia6/e x, dominates variafr/e x^, and ran
there/ore 6e removed /rom the proWem, t/
uii < u)j and
Ofc. > Ofcj /or ai/ Jt € { 1 , . . . , m}
Proo/. Straightforward. D
The variable dominance relations described above are transitive, i.e., if » domi-
nates j and j dominates it then t dominates A:. Variable dominance is tested between
all variables of a line I f i . The dominance technique described above is also US«H1
in Claessens et al. [18], but without linking it to coefficient reduction techniques.
Without coefficient strengthening, the model may not contain many dominated vari-
ables. The next example demonstrates the effect of coefficient strengthening on the
dominance relations between variables.
Example 4.7. Consider the /o//ot«ing minimisation proft/em
min 15xi + 20x2 + 25x3 + I8X4 + 24x5 + 30xe
3xi + 4x2 + 5x3 + 3i4 + 4x5 + 5xe > 5
Xi + X2 + X3 + X4 + X5 + ie > 1
X] + X2 + X3 < 1
X4 + X5 4- i e < 1
uhth x € {0,1}**. By app/ying the techniques /rom the previous section, u;e strengthen
the coefficients in the ^rst tiyo constraints. Let as denote the coej0?cient 0/ «ariaft/e Xj
in the i-th constraint in this proft/em 6y a,j. We »WP thr onier {aii,rt2i,arj.«i2.
a n , . . . , a26} /or strengthening the coejfftcients, mhich is equiva/ent to t»aria6/e 6y vari-
a6/e, /irst constraint i, /o//ou/ed 6y constraint 2. For this coe^cient order, the /irst
two constraints can 6e strengthened to
2xi + 2x2 + 5x3 + 3x4 + 3x5 + 5i6 > 5
Oxi + 0l2 + X3 + X4 + X5 + Xe > 1.
A/bw it is c/ear that X2 is dominated fey xj and X5 fry X4.
Constraint reduction
This section derives dominance rules for constraints. Again, we assume the problem
to be given in the form of GLP. We introduce conditions under which constraints
are redundant for the description of the set of feasible solutions.
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TbMrem 4.8. 6'on.^idrr an truitance o/ GLP and a pair o/ constraints /i and Jfc.
Constraint A: w raiundan* /or the description o/ GLP t/6fc < Qfco(h), twth
<?*oC») = min J^a/t,Xi subject toi^P (4.10)
P = {i € [0,1]" : £ i e * «*•*< > *fc.C* < 1}-
Proo/. Clearly, the feasible region P is a superset of the solution set 5 of the original
problem, since it is defined by only one constraint of the constraint matrix A, and
for P we have x € (0,1]". FVom this definition, it follows that for every solution x €
^ • 5Zi£W<**»^ < ^ QJMICO- Since S C P, this also holds for feasible solutions x €
5. •
Theorem 4.H ran also be used to strengthen the right-hand side fc/t to
since all coefficients n^ ., an* integer.
Example 4.9. Consider </»c /eoAtfr/e
5 - {x e {0,1}*
W
X ,
X l
* i
set
+
+
+
S denned
4X2 + 7*3
X2 + 2X;»
X2 + X3
OS
+ •
+ X4
X4
+ 7J
+ J
+ J
C5 >
E5 >
<
7
2
1
1}
// M»r dr/irtr t/ir mmmit.vitiort prwft/cm (4.10) on tAe ^ rs< two constraints, tAcn
Qio(2) = 7 /fwm tnr so/ution (1,0,0,1,0). 77»tis, tne second constraint induces a
/r/t-nand side va/ue /or t/»e ^ rst constraint o/ 7 in t/ie LP refaration. Tnere/ore, t/ie
constratnt is redundant.
Note that the constraint reduction or strengthening techniques are not indepen-
dent of one another. Similar to the coefficient strengthening and variable reduction
techniques described earlier, they should be applied sequentially, updating the opti-
misation problem in (4.10) accordingly every time.
As we will see in the computational results of §4.5, constraint dominance fre-
quently occurs in CLP instances, both between the capacity and frequency constraints
of some track, as well as between the service constraints on connecting tracks. Es-
pecially for dead-end tracks, frequently all lines covering such a track also cover an
adjacent track, causing overlapping non-zero elements in the service constraints of
both tracks. If the required frequency and capacity for the dead-end track are higher
than for the neighbouring track, then the service constraints of the other track are
redundant.
Example 4.10. Assume t/iat a// /inrs crossing some trad; e a/so use tracA: / . T/iere-
/«»•»', a// t/ir m/Mjritj/ tnat is made at'ai/a6/e on e wii/ also fee avai/a6/r on / . 77ms,
i/ t/»e reguired capacity on e is forger t/ian on / , i.e., h'' > n-^ , then the capacity
restriction on / ».s redundant.
4.3.2 Cutting planes
Besides preprocessing, we describe several classes of cutting planes. The separation
algorithms for these classes are discussed in §4.4.2.
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Figure 4.3: An example of constraint dominance where the capacity restriction of
track / is redundant.
Probing cuts
This class of cutting planes is described on GLP problems, as introduced in (4.2)-
(4.5). We derive valid inequalities from information that is obtained from variable
probing. :
Example 4.11. .4*sume tAat i u t/ie optima/ so/ution to t/»e LP relaxation o/ an
instance o/ GLP. //ere i i = 1, i j = 0.8 andx, = 0 /or a// i £ {1,2}. One con«(ratfU
in tAe assocto<«i pro6/em is
5xi + 10x2 + ^Z "*•*' - *"**
i€N\{1.2}
<o 1 in tnia construing yie/<is
10x2 + ^ a/t.Xi > 8 => 8x2 + 5 Z "*•*• -
T/ie /e/( ine^«a/i<j/ is a/so t>a/id in case Xi = 0, since i< is weaker </ian f/ir orioina/
me^ua/i^y. ^Vow, 61/ ustno /or examp/e </ie coe^cienf sfrenot/ienina <pr/jniours «)e can
naiuce t/ie coe^?cien< 0/ X2. yie/ding (Ae riy/i< ti^/itened constraint. 77ie io/utton x
vio/ates t/iis new va/»<i
The idea described in the example is generalised in the following lemma. The
way in which these cuts are constructed preserves the problem-specific structure of
the initial inequality. Therefore, they can be used to generate new cuts of known
classes of valid inequalities. Note that the probing inequalities themselves will never
be violated.
Lemma 4.12. Consider an instance 0/ GLP and some uarca6/e x^  /or j 6 N. 77ie
/tiXj > 6jt - afcj (4.11)
is fa/td /or 5 /or any constraint A: 0/ tAe constraint matrix A.
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Proo/. For any feasible solution it follows that J3i|i,=/ *« - '
5 1 "***< •
Since the Inequality (4.11) is valid for the original problem, it is also possible
to recursively apply thin technique for a set of variables. Note that the resulting
inequality is order independent as long as at most one variable per line Ls used for
probing, since the new coefficient a^ = 0.
2-Cover cuts
This CIHMH of cutting planes, calle<l 2-cover (2C) cuts, is based on the covering con-
straints in the CLP for »i given track r. If variable i , alone does not satisfy both
service coiistrtiints, then every feasible solution with x, = 1 will contain at least one
morn line acron e. This observation is made in the following example.
Example 4.13. Consider t/ie /o/founng po/ytope 5 o/a CLP instance
5 = {r € {0,1}* : xi + X2 + 13 + 2x4 -I- 2x5 > 3}.
Since at /east <«<o 0/ tAese vahab/es nave a nonzero va/ue in any /easift/e so/ution
Xl + X2 + X3 -I- X4 -I- X5 > 2
M va/id /or S.
Lemma 4.14. Lef t/»e set C and its comp/ement C be de/ined as
C={{iGN(e)|/. > r , / , c > ^ }
and C = N(e) \ <?. For any instance 0/ CLP, t/ie ineoua/ity
x, >2 (4.12)
is a ua/id ineottaiity /or every c € E.
Proo/. Clearly, every feasible solution x for which Xi = 1 for i G C satisfies (4.12).
Alternatively, for any solution with x, = 0 for all C, by definition there must exist
at least two distinct variables i, j in C with Xi = Xj = 1 for x to be feasible. •
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The next corollary describes an extension of Lemma 4.14 in which the variables
are divided into two or more parts. In particular, the resulting so-called multi-cover
(MC) cuts consider n + 1 subsets.
Corollary 4.15. Consider an arbitrary instance 0/ CLP. Given a tradb e, and a
positive integer n /or u>/uc/» 2 < n + 1 < n', then tAe inr^ua/ity
a x , + ^ ( » + l ) i , > n + l (4.13)
u t;aZ»d /or CLP, with C and <? tfiuen as C* «= {i € N(e)|h""(a - 1) < / i q n < h'a},
Proo/. First, let us denote / ,c, by a^  and ft' by 0. Note that all numbers are integers.
Thus, a, = min{a € N|6(a - 1) < o-in < ba} is equal to s, = min{.-» e N|(b - r )(.s -
1) < a,n < (6 - f)a} for suitably small f > 0. To prove that (4.13) is valid, we
show that it is a Gomory cut (see Dietrich and Escudero [21]) obtained from (4.1c)
with multiplication factor n/(6 - f). This is clear for the left-hand side rnrflirirntN.
It remains to be shown that [6n/(b — 01 = n + 1 for all applicable values of 6
and n. Clearly, [n6/(6 - 01 > n + 1. ^ is also easy to show llitit fnb/C - <)1 S
[ n 6 / ( 6 - l ) l < n + l : fn6/(6 - 1)1 - ( n + 1) = [n6/(6 - 1) - (n + 1)1 < [11 / (6 -1 )1 -
1 < 1 - 1 = 0. D
Example 4.16. Conaider t/ie /o//ouhn</ po/ytope 5 0/ a CLP instance.
S = {x € {0,1}* : 3xi + 5X2 + 7x., + IOX4 + 14xs > 14}.
/ / we conaider n = 2, t/ien C' = {1,2}, C* = {3,4} and (? = {5}, and (/IIM /mm
Coro//ary ^./5 it/o/Zoiwa </ia< t/ie ineoua/ity
Xi + X2 + 2X3 + 2X4 + 3X5 > 3
ia vaitd /or 5.
Flow cover cuts
The flow cover (FC) cuts are described in Bussieck [11]. These cuts \ise the line
structure of CLP, in which lines typically cover more than one track.
Example 4.17. Conaider t/ie CLP inafance a/ioum in Fioure ^.^. X«um« x w tAe
optima/ aoZution to t/ie LP re/azation. / / we divide t/ie tnree tracA» into two «et*,
c-ff-. {eo} and C = {ei,e2}, <Aen we can diatinouwh two type* o//casi6/e .to/uhons:
tnose containing at feaat one Zine using on/y eo» aid thoae in wftic/i aZZ Zine« paaaing eo
aZso paaa aome tracJb 0/ C. Tnua, eit/ier a vaZid Zine pZan containa a Zine t/iat tiaea
onZy eo. or raZidity impZiea that there are at Zeaat h'" carriagea per hour 6eing puZZed
aZong the tracfca o / C
ConveraeZy, i/ we extend aZZ Zinea paaatng aome tracfca 0/ C to aZao paaa eo, then
Ztnea that onZy paaa eo mereZy Z^Z the gap between h*° and 53<!€C^*- ^*"<* ^** *•
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1,
6)
7)
12)
3)
1.0
1.0
0.5
0.34
(2.19)
(1,7)
(1,8)
(19 - 7 - 8)13 + 1 • 6 i | + 1 7i2 + 2 • 3x4 = 2 + 6 + 7 + 2 = 17 < 19
Figure 4.4: Example of a flow cover.
a nelazatton o/ the nn/7ina/ profc/rm, any raiid me^uaitty /or this rv/axatton is aiso
vatirf /or t/jfi oriiyina/ profr/rm. 7'/tere/orr, u;e can reduce </»e capacity coefficients o/
t/ariafc/r/i j : , using Co and not C /rom /,c, <o /»"" - J ^ e c ' ' " ' *"" *" ""* instance,
* « ( ] < ) - 7 - 8 ) = 4 .
Lemma 4.18. Let C C E, eo e E \ C /or W»»c/» /»"> > £ « e c ^"- ^«"> ^« mcouo/tty
(4.14)
c€C
is vaitrf.
Proo/. First, suppose X^G/v(e,i)|/,nc=0^« — *• Since adding the capacity constraints
for all tracks in C gives J ^ e c S i e M e ) /«^ «*« — S r e c ' ^ ' validity is obvious. Next,
consider X2i6N(r,))|/,nc=0^« ~ ^. This implies that all lines that pass eo also use at
least one track in C, and therefore
ft •
h"' < XI ^ *- - E E
Corollary 4.19 identifies redundant choices for eo and C, which is useful for the
separation algorithm, as discussed in §4.4.2.
Corollary 4.19. Consider an FC ineoua/ity de/ined fry t/ie pair (eo,C) wit/i eo e E
and C C E \ e o , t(»hcre the capacity constraint /or co has been strengthened using the
techmgues described in §-^ .5. i. F/oiu couer tnequa/thes iw'thout /ines crossing ftoth e
and part o/ C, t.e., {/|co € /, / n C ^ 0} = 0, cannot cut Oj(f any /easiftie solution o/
the LP re/axation.
Proo/. Strengthening the capacity constraint for eo implies that for all variables i
using t'o, /if, < h' holds. Therefore, X].eN(<,,) *• — ^ ^ow, since {/ e L : eo € /} =
{/ 6 L : eo € /,/ n C = 0}, this implies that X)i€iV(eo)|linc=0*' > I- We can thus
prove this corollary along the same lines as used in the proof of Lemma 4.18. D
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4.3.3 TVee search
In this section we consider several problem-specific branching rules and primal heuris-
tics.
Branching
As reported in Linderoth and Savelsbergh [47], implementing problem-specific branch-
ing rules can significantly reduce the size of the brandling tree and speed up the
solution process. In general, the applied branching rule for binary problems is to
branch on a single variable, creating two new subproblems. In this section we discuss
several alternative rules.
Branching rules are used to split a problem into several, usually two, new sub-
problems. Similar to cutting planes in a class of cuts, every class of branching rules
contains many possible branching instances. For example, for the class of variable
branching, a branching instance is a variable. The quality of a branching inst ance in
our minimisation problem is measured by the lowest bound of the new subproblems.
The branching instance for which this lowest bound is maximal is considered best
(see §4.4.3).
Variable branching Using the solution to the LP relaxation i at a subproblem,
the choice of a branching variable is made by taking the variable for which .r, is
closest to ^. In general, ties are broken by considering the variable for which the
objective coefficient is largest.
Generalised upper bounds and special ordered set branching An alterna-
tive class of branching rules for problems containing generalised upper bound (GUB)
constraints of the form
$ > < 1 (4.15)
for C C JV with x € {0,1}'^', is to branch on such a GUB constraint (see Linderoth
and Savelsbergh [47]).
For any feasible solution, (4.15) ensures that at most one of the variables in C
can be set to 1. Therefore, in general, a valid branching scheme would be to create /f
branches in which subsequently for fc € {1 , . . . , K"} the variables in subsets C* are
forced to zero, or
-""•'"• ~"™7 •--."."* Os&ffi TEiqff; i t ;
I, = 0 for all i € C*. (4.16)
The sets C* are subsets of C and must be chosen such that I J t e K C \ C j 3 C . In
most applications of GUB branching, only two new subproblems are created (/f = 2).
Now, instead of fixing a variable to zero in all branches, we can use (4.15) to split
the problem as follows
]Tx , = 1 versus i< = 0 for all t 6 <? (4.17)
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Thin splitting for A" = 2 is stronger than using (4.16) and can be used for the set C
and C \ C. The problem is to determine the set C.
In special ordered set (SOS) branching, an ordering of the variables in C is used
to determine (?. The variables in the GUB constraints (4.Id) for every line / can be
ordered according to their capacity. Then, a subproblem for which the LP solution i
is fractional is split into two new problems as in (4.17) using C = {t|/, = /} and
C = {* e C | M < *} where <$ = £/,c,x<. (4.18)
•€C
The value of the parameter J is the so-called branching value of the SOS.
Example 4.20. Corwuter a atifeproft/pm o/ </ie branc/itn^ (nee in w/itc/i </»e optt-
mal LP «o/«tion i M /rarruma/ /or tome varia6/e« o/ /tnc /. A/one 5pect/iea//y,
/ttippo/i^  i(»,i,8) = £(M,i2) = j - "^> ^ capacity o/ /inc / in tfits LP 50/utton
w £,, , ,„, /jCti* * 1 • 8 • i + 1 • 12 • ^ = 10 carnage* per /»our.
Line branching Similar to generalised upper bound branching rules, the line
branching rul<- also splits a .subproblem into two new subproblems using the GUB
constraints ( l i d ) on the lines. In line branching, we take C = C. Thus, the branch-
ing dichotomy for some line / is
j = 0 versus 2J ij = 1.
The effect of line branching on the new subproblems is two-sided. On one hand,
the added restriction itself has a direct effect on the solution to the LP relaxation.
On the other hand, the LP problem in the left subproblem becomes smaller because
we can remove any variable of line / from the model. The upward branch allows us
to obtain tv higher value for Q^ for strengthening the coefficients of the constraint
matrix. When £ \ , _, x, = 1, then for all variables j that do not belong to line /
.1 G « «
is clearly valid. . t
Capacity branching A subproblem is split into two new problems by taking a set
of integer variables C and enforcing
< < 5 versus ^ Xj > </ + 1
i€C
for some integer 0 < <j < |C|. The set C is constructed to contain variables with an
identical capacity. For a given track e, a capacity 6 and an integer g, the current
problem is split using C = {t € N(e)|/iCi = 6}. Since x is restricted to integer values,
the two branches cover the complete solution space.
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Subproblem selection
For the selection of the next open subproblem to be processed we use the well-known
best-first rule. Selecting the best subproblem from the list of open subproblems is
done by reviewing the estimates for the objective function value of the LP relaxation.
In the simplest case, these estimates are the value of the LP relaxation in the parent
problem. These estimates, however, postpone the fathoming of subproblems that
may turn out to have an LP lower bound above the value of the current best-known
solution. To prevent this, we use the strong brandling bounds calculated in the
previous section for finding the best branching rule. • . ; .
Primal heuristic
Our primal heuristic is based on the LP relaxation in a subproblem. From this LP
solution i , a new instance of CLP is constructed using only the lines £ / = { / €
£|Hj|/,=/£i > 0}. This significantly smaller problem is given to an off-the-shelf IP
solver, while bounding the available CPU time. Clearly, integer solutions to these
problems are also feasible integer solutions to the original problem. The algorithm
can be terminated when the lower bounds of the reduced problem are higher than
the current best-known primal solution of the overall problem, since we are only
interested in solutions that are better. Together with the small problem size, this
causes the heuristic to terminate well before the time limit is reached in most of our
experiments. Our primal heuristic is by default applied at tin; root node, and every
tenth node with a depth in the enumeration tree of at least five.
4.4 Implementation issues
We now discuss the implementation of the preprocessing, cutting planes and branch-
ing techniques of the previous sections.
4.4.1 Preprocessing implementation
All preprocessing techniques of §4.3.1 are applied at every subproblem of the enu-
meration tree. The implementation of the coefficient reduction techniques is not
described here, but in §4.4.2.
Variable reduction
The dominance rules for variable reduction are tested between all pairs of variables
belonging to the same line. For identifying dominance relations, it suffices to compare
the coefficients of both variables only in all (strengthened) service constraints present
in the model, not the added cutting planes. By definition, this is sufficient for the
validity of the reduction in any optimal integer solution.
Instead of using the strengthened constraints as given by the coefficient reduction
techniques to identify variable dominance, we use the following, stronger approach.
Consider strengthening the coefficients for every line separately. Strengthening all
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service constraints only for some given line will result in valid inequalities that are at
least as tight an the previous restrictions. Thus, we can derive dominance relations
based on these new constraints. Since removing these variables is also valid for
the original system, we can repeat this individual approach for all lines, thereby
circumventing the order dependence of the strengthening procedure.
Constraint reduction
At the root problem, the constraint reduction technique is applied to all pairs of
service constraints /i and A: for tracks that have one vertex in common. Recall from
Theorem 4.8 that constraint A: is redundant for the description of GLP if 6*. < O. fco(ft)
for some constraint /i. If 6* < Qm,(/i), then constraint Jfc Ls not removed, but 6* is set
t'» fOjuiCOl- I" "'I other subproblems of the enumeration tree, we only apply this
technique on constraint* ft and /c belonging to the same track.
4.4.2 Cutting planes implementation
Next, we describe the separation algorithms to find violated inequalities of the pro-
posed classes of cutting planes. At every iteration of the cutting plane algorithm, the
si'|iiiiatii>ii algorithms of all classes of cutting planes are called and violated inequal-
iin- in added to the I,P relaxation. The LP is then re-optimised. These two steps
arc repeated until no more cuts are found. For all classes of cutting planes we impose
a minimum violution of 1% for the valid inequality to be added to the system.
rtT-.-m::;!;•* ^ d - f f ? i * * • ; • "'•• r< ; - - v s ••••;«....)'. d t e s w
Coefficient strengthening cuts
The results of the coefficient strengthening techniques of §4.3.1 depend on the order
of strengthening. The later a coefficient is strengthened, the smaller the effect of the
strengthening. We describe a heuristic for determining a permutation of the variables.
In the root problem, this order is used to alter the coefficients in the constraints. In
subsequent subproblems a new cut built up from strengthened coefficients is added
to the problem description, replacing the initial constraint. We refer to these cuts as
coefficient strengthening (CoS) cuts.
Recall that strengthening the coefficient a^ of variable i j for constraint A- involves
finding a valid value for Ojtj(ft), for some constraint ft. For these ft-fc pairs, we
only consider the frequency and capacity restrictions on a track e. The reduced
coefficient a*,.j is then determined by
fifcj - min{ofcj,max{0,6fc - Q*>}} where Q^ = max{Q^(fc),Q^(ft),Q'^(ft)}.
For every track e, we first strengthen the coefficient in the frequency constraint, then
in the capacity constraint.
The strengthening is done in two phases. First, the coefficients of variables with
nonzero values in the current solution of the LP relaxation i are strengthened. The
ordering of the variables is done in blocks of the same line. These line blocks are
sorted according to £^,, _, i,-, strengthening first those lines for which this number is
high. The order of the tracks is given by the sequence of the tracks that are passed by
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Figure 4.5: Example instance of 2-Cover cuts.
the line from its origin to its destination station. In the second phase, we reuse this
ordering of the lines, but now strengthen all coefficients of the remaining variables.
The resulting CoS cutting planes are added to the LP of the current subprohlem.
Since all coefficients are either not changed, or strictly smaller than the coefficients
in the original constraint, we can safely remove the original constraints from the
current LP. FVom that point on, these new constraints are considered to b<> t In-
service constraints of the various tracks.
2-Cover cuts
The separation algorithm for the class of 2-cover cuts is straightforward, since there
is only one 2C inequality for every track. However, sukstitut ing for lix«*d variablm
in the service constraints, gives rise to new 2C inequalities. We also use the probing
techniques from §4.3.2 for rinding new violated 2C inequalities.
Example 4 .21. Consider t/ie instance unt/i two traribs s/ioum in Figure ^.5. 77ie
dispZayed /ractiona/ so/utton x /»as two t>aria6Zes at nonzero va/ues, Xj = 1 and x? =
i .
77ie 2C ineouaZity /or tracA: e i s x i + 2 - X 2 + . . . > 2 . CZearZy, f satM/trs t/iis 2C
cut. TVOUJ consider probing o n i j . T/iis s/iouw t/iat substituting /or X| in t/»e capacity
constraint resu/ts in a t/aZtd ineguaZity wit/i /i^ = 10 — 5 = 5. 7Vie corresponding 2C
cut 2 • X2 + . . . > 2 is vio/ated 6y x. i
For every track e, we probe on a set of variables. This set is built in two st.ej)s.
First, all variables j for which i^ = 1 and e € Zj are added. Second, we add one
additional variable that results in the maximally violated new 2C cut by considering
all i for which e 6 Z, and 0 < i , < 1.
Multi-cover cu t s
The probing set {i|e e Zj,ii = 1} is used for finding violated multi-cover cuts for
every track e. Furthermore, we limit the search for the number of cover intervals
to 3 < n + 1 < min{6, h*" - 1}. For every track we only add the MC constraint for n
for which the violation is maximal.
Flow cover cuts
In general, no efficient separation algorithm is known for the class of flow cover
cuts (4.14) (see Bussieck [11]). Therefore, the separation problem for FC cuts is
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solved heuristically. Corollary 4.19 shows that the edge eo and the edges in the
set C should not be too far apart in the graph G. Given the solution x to the
LP relaxation, it is clear from the proof of Lemma 4.18 that violated FC cuts can
only be found for tracks eo and C for which 0 < 5ZjeAf(e<,)|/,nc=«^« < *• Our
separation algorithm considers all possible r,) and C that are subsets of (5(r) for all
stations t)£ V, where <5(r>) is the set of edges for which f is one of the two endpoints.
For every combination of v and eo we add the cut that is violated most by f.
4.4.3 Branching rules implementation
As mentioned in §4.3.3, w«> compare different branching instances by using estimates
for the resulting increatw of the lower bound in the new subproblems. Determining
these lower bounds can be done exactly by explicitly solving the new LP relaxations,
s<> c al|c<l fltrong 6nmc/iin<7, or heuristically by determining estimates for the new ob-
jective values. In our implementation we heuristically find one candidate instance for
every class of rules, and then use strong branching to decide among these candidates.
Special ordered Bet branching
From all the line* in a given CLP instance, we select the line / with the largest
number of fractional variables as the line to branch on. Similar to Linderoth and
Savi>lnbergh [47], we only consider SOS branching on lines with at least three variables
at a fractional value. If there is more than one line that attains the largest number
of fractional variables, we break ties by choosing the line with the highest weighted
objective value £^,, _, w<x,. The set C is set to be the largest of C as in (4.18)
and C \ C. Note the possibility of a branching cycle, i.e., that the current solution x
remains feasible in one of the new subproblems. This would imply that for this new
problem the previously chosen branching rule would again be best. The latter is
prevented by ensuring that 0 / C / {i € C|fi > 0}.
Line branching
We pick the candidate line by calculating estimates for the new LP lower bounds of
the new problems arising if this line is chosen to be branched on. These degradation
estimates for branching on line / are based on the objective function coefficients for
a fractional solution i :
where £)~ and £>+ are the estimates for the left and right branch respectively. From
the lines for which 53i|i,=/'« '* fractional, we select the line with the highest value
for min{Z>~, D* }. This rule represents the multiple-variable variant of the standard
objective function based degradation estimate.
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SP97AR SP97IC SP98AR SP98IR SP98IC
# Stations
# Tracks
# Lines
Set F
SetC
{1
{*
141
177
1212
.2,3,4}
, . . , 5 }
40
52
831
{1.2}
{3,..., 15}
{1.
{2.
118
134
913
,2,3
• ' • *
.4}
10}
44
44
420
{1.2}
{3 12}
41
46
627
{1.2}
{3,...,15}
Table 4.1: Characteristics of the instances.
Capacity branching
Given an LP solution x in a subproblem, we choose the track r with the largest num-
ber of fractional variables |{»|r € /,.O < f, < 1}| to bo used for capacity branching.
We only consider capacity branching for tracks with at least f> fractional variables.
Given a track e and a branching capacity 6, the parameter j is completely specified,
since it must satisfy j < £)ier x, < (/ + 1 to prevent a branching cycle. The estimates
for the increase in the objective function value for the left and right branch are now
calculated for every capacity 6 as
for both branches respectively. The branching capacity b is selected to be such that
the value min{D", Z?+ } is highest.
4.5 Computational results
The effectiveness of the techniques described in the previous sections is examined
using five test instances. Characteristics for these instances can be found in Table 4.1.
Figure 4.6 shows the networks for SP97AR and SP97IR. The visual representations
of the other three instances can be found in Figure B.I on page 135. The network
reduction methods as described in Claessens et al. [18] were already applied to these
instances. Note that Bussieck [11] reports on similarly named instances that are,
however, not identical to ours. Therefore, comparing results is not useful. The last
two characters in the names of the instances give the train type that is considered.
All techniques have been implemented in the branch-and-cut framework ABACUS
(see Thienel [80] and ABACUS [2]). The linear programming relaxations arising
in the subproblems of the branch-and-cut tree are solved by CPLEX 6.6.1. All
computations where done on an Intel Pentium III 866 Mhz PC with 128 MB internal
memory running Windows 98SE.
First, we consider the effect of the different techniques on the root problem. The
results of the preprocessing techniques for reducing the number of variables and
constraints are given in Table 4.2. The initial number of constraints reflects the two
service constraints for every track.
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# Var. initially
# Con. initially
# Var. after §4.4.
# Con. after §4.4
Size reduction
1
.1
SP97AR
24240
354
14101
181
70%
SP97IC
21606
104
12497
60
67%
SP98AR
32868
268
15065
191
67%
SP98IR
8400
88
3651
65
68%
SP98IC
16320
92
10894
63
54%
Table 4.2: Preprocessing results for variable and constraint reduction.
SP97AR SP97IC SP98AR SP98IR SP98IC
Bait UB
No cuts
All ClltH
CoS cuts
FC cuts
2C cuts
MC cuts
6728
6456
6526
6499
6486
6475
6472
(26%)
(16%)
(11%)
(7%)
(6%)
4302
4169
4221
4204
4183
4173
4191
(39%)
(26%)
(11%)
(3%)
(17%)
5307
5151
5244
5219
5190
5193
5193
(60%)
(44%)
(25%)
(27%)
(27%)
2182
2115
2159
2145
2140
2128
2141
(66%)
(45%)
(37%)
(19%)
(39%)
4495
4364
4443
4413
4376
4381
4385
(60%)
(37%)
(9%)
(13%)
(16%)
Table 4.3: The objective function values of the best solution along with the different
LP relaxations at the root problem when applying only a specific class of cutting
planes.
Rule Mean St.Dev. After lh.
Variable
SOS
Line
Cap
3.8
2.0
3.6
16.5
4.8
4.0
3.4
27.2
4465 (42%)
4458 (29%)
4464 (40%)
4451 (15%)
Table 4.4: Statistics for the increase in the lower bound of SP98IC for different
branching rules.
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Figure 4.6: The network graphs for the instances SP97AR and SP97IC.
In Table 4.3 we see the effect of the different classes of cutting pianos on the lower
bound at the root node. The percentages between brackets indicate what fraction of
the gap between the best-known upper bound and the initial lower bound is closed.
The best-known upper bounds are obtained from the branch-and-cut. process. It is
clear that at least for the root node the coefficient strengthening cuts are superior.
The effects of the other classes of cuts are comparable. The combined results for all
classes of cuts together -still show a large increase in the percentage of gap closed
compared to the individual results.
Before presenting the branch-and-cut results, let us also review the three proposed
branching rules of §4.4.3 together with the standard variable branching. To analyse
the effect of a specific branching rule, we keep track of the increase in the objective
function value due to the application of the branching rule, i.e., before adding new
cutting planes. All rules have been tested on SP98IC, with a maximum computation
time of one hour and applying all classes of cutting planes. Table 4.4 shows both the
average increase and the standard deviation when applying the variable branching
rule ("Variable"), the special ordered set branching ("SOS"), the line branching
("Line"), or the capacity branching rule ("Cap"). The total effect of a branching
rule in the tree search is measured by the increase of the overall lower bound at the
end of the hour, relative to the best lower bound from the branch-and-cut process
(see Table 4.5).
A low standard deviation compared to the average increase is necessary for ob-
taining a balanced enumeration tree (see Linderoth and Savelsbergh [47]). Table 4.4
illustrates this. The capacity branching rule has by far the highest average increase.
However, since the standard deviation of the increase for this rule is also high, the
tree will be far from balanced. As predicted, the line branching rule combines both
a high mean increase with a relatively low standard deviation. The slightly better
performance of the variable branching rule can be explained by the higher number
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of processed subproblems, due to the simplicity of this branching rule.
The branch-and-cut algorithm was tested on the five instances using both different
classes of cutting planes, and different branching rules. The results for all 55 problems
are shown in Table 4.5. The cutting planes are tested using all classes, only the
coefficient strengthening cuts and the coefficient strengthening cuts combined with
either the FC cuts, the 2C cuts or the MC cuts. All combinations of cuts are tested
using only variable branching ("V"), and using variable branching combined with line
branching ("V fc L"). When applying all classes of cuts, we additionally tested all four
branching rules ("AH") at the same time. The last column shows the performances
of the ILP solver of CPLEX 6.6.1 for every instance, without applying any of the
techniques described in this chapter.
We enforced a maximum computation time of two hours. Table 4.6 shows results
that were obtained without imposing any time constraints. We will come back to
these results at the end of this section. Computation times are only reported when
an instance is solved within this time bound. For every problem the table shows
the best feasible solution that was found ("UB"), the remaining overall lower bound
("LB"), the implied gap ("Gap"), the total number of created nodes in the tree ("#
Node*") and the number of nodes that has already been processed ("# Done"). The
Ix-st upper and lower bounds for every instance are typed in bold. The only instance
that can be solved to optimality is SP98IR. An optimal solution for his version of
this instance was already found by Bussieck [11].
From Table 4.5 it is dear that the best lower bounds within two hours are obtained
lining all classes of cuts simultaneously, even though the number of subproblems
that can be processed in this time is lower compared to using only a subset of the
classes. Again we .sit* that the effect of using line branching on the balance of the
enumeration tree does not outweigh the larger number of subproblems that can be
processed when using only variable branching. This is illustrated best by SP98IR.
Solving this problem to optimality using variable branching requires more than 20%
more nodes, yet. the solution time is lowest.
The differences in the reported gaps after two hours are not only a result of the
differences in the overall lower bounds. The best-known upper bounds also differ
significantly for some of the instances. This can best be explained by the fact that
these solutions are often found using the primal heuristic of §4.3.3. Since the LP
solution is input for the heuristic, results can vary when different classes of cutting
planes are used.
Finally, the results in Table 4.5 show that our branch-and-cut algorithm outper-
forms the off-the-shelf ILP solver of CPLEX. For all 5 instances and for all the tested
combinations of cutting planes, both the upper and lower bounds are significantly
better than those obtained with CPLEX. For example, instance SP98IR, which can
be solved to optimality in around 3 minutes, cannot be solved by CPLEX within
the time limit of two hours.
Instance
SP97AR
SP97IC
SpgBtt
swea
8MBIC
UB
LB
Gap
# Nodes
# Done
UB
LB
Gap
# Nodes
# Done
UB
LB
Gap
# Nodes
# Done
UB
LB
Gap
# Nodes
#Doue
Time
UB
LB
Gap
# Nodes
#Done
All
6924
6547
5.76%
633
321
4308
4244
1.51%.
1176
616
5438
5262
3.34%
635
340
2182
2182
0.00%
236
236
0:03:00
4501
4469
0.72%
1488
785
All cute
V
6841
6551
4.43%
923
461
4304
4244
1.41%.
1519
760
5380
5263
2.22%,
929
464
2182
2182
0.00%
293
293
0:02:38
4499
4470
0.65%
2567
1300
V&L
6924
6547
5.76%
665
332
4337
4244
2.19%.
1029
514
5311
5261
0.95%
707
354
2182
2182
0.00%
239
239
0:03.23
4495
4469
0.58%
1685
844
CoS
V
6919
6534
5.89%
1485
742
4314
4228
2.03%
2503
1252
5308
5243
1.24%
2074
1039
2182
2182
0.00%
5821
5821
0:54:12
4518
4441
1.73%
2833
1418
V & L
6901
6531
5.67%
1285
643
4302
4230
1.70%
2473
1236
5307
5244
1.20%
1655
828
2183
2178
0.23%
9033
6503
-
4511
4438
1.64%
2923
1461
CoS
V
6728
6550
2.72%
1293
646
4325
4236
2.10%
2291
1145
5312
5252
1.14%
1819
910
2182
2182
0.00%
665
665
0:03:00
4506
4465
0.92%
2827
1428
& FC
V & L
6867
6545
4.92%
1027
514
4307
4234
1.72%
2425
1213
5317
5255
1.18%
1479
739
2182
2182
0.00%
689
689
0:03:59
4508
4465
0.96%
2921
1467
CoS
V
6949
6537
6.30%
1005
502
4319
4232
2.06%
1633
817
5439
5252
3.56%
1019
510
2182
2182
0.00%
1601
1601
0:14:28
4510
4446
1.44%
2493
1249
&2C
V & L
7056
6532
8.02%
803
402
4309
4232
1.82%
1271
636
5459
5254
3.90%
757
378
2183
2182
0.00%
2827
2827
0:31:52
4503
4445
1.30%
1941
970
CoS
V
6929
6536
6.01%
1339
669
4316
4236
1.89%
2155
1078
5314
5249
1.24%
1375
688
2182
2182
0.00%
2925
2925
0:20*0
4509
4446
1.42%
2835
1419
& MC
V & L
6894
6533
5.53%
1039
519
4312
4235
1.82%
1609
804
5313
5247
1.26%
1097
549
2182
2182
0.00%
3283
3283
0:28:17
4512
4441
1.60%
2835
1161
Bert
6728
6551
2.70%
4302
4244
1.37%
5307
5263
0.84%
2182
2182
0.00%
4495
4470
0.56%
CPLEX
7090
6497
8.37%
4694
4175
11.05%
5647
5216
7.63%
2231
2162
3.1%
5008
4384
12.36%
Cn
COA
s
=3
I
• • - .
. . -
_ '
Table 4.5: Computatioiial results.
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Instance Init. UB UB LB Gap # Nodes Time
SP97AR
SP97IC
SP98AR
SP98IC
6728
4302
5307
4495
6610
4277
5297
4491
6574
4277
5297
4491
0.55%
0%
0%
0%
302100
254734
154694
13846
477h
302h
154h
5h
Table 4.6: Cut-and-branch without time restrictions.
4.5.1 Unbounded computation times
Even though the remaining integrality gaps for four of the tested instances are very
small, the imposed time bound of two hours is too tight for them to be solved to
optimality. To know the true optimal values for these problems, we have tested
them also without time restrictions. These tests were done using a cut-and-branch
approach. We first applied all preprocessing and strengthening methods described in
the previous sections, and then let CPLEX 7.5' attempt to solve them. In addition,
the best-known solutions from the branch-and-cut process were given to the solver
before starting. The results are presented in Table 4.6.
All instances, except SP98IC, where tested on a hyperthreaded Intel XEON
2.20GHz machine, with 2 Gigabyte RAM running Linux kernel version 2.4.19. The
instance SP98IC was run on an AMD Athlon XP 2700+ with 1 Gigabyte of RAM,
running Linux kernel 2.4.18. As shown, only the instance SP97AR was not solved
to optimality, even after 477 CPU hours. The branching tree for this instance was
still growing rapidly, and therefore the process was stopped. For all other instances,
the best-known solutions from our branch-and-cut algorithm turned out to be within
0.6% of optimality.
4.6 Summary and conclusions
In this chapter we have outlined a branch-and-cut approach for solving the problem
of allocating lines to passenger flows. Two integer programming models were given
for this problem in Claessens et al. [18] and Bussieck [11]. Where these previous
papers use branch-and-bound and cut-and-branch respectively, to solve the models,
we have switched to branch-and-cut. The algorithm is described by introducing
several classes of preprocessing rules (§4.3.1), cutting planes (§4.3.2) and branching
rules (§4.3.3).
The developed techniques have been tested on five real-life instances of NSR.
From these tests we conclude that the described techniques perform well on prac-
tical instances, and significantly better than the ILP solver of CPLEX 6.6.1. The
preprocessing techniques considerably reduce the size of the initial problem and the
mentioned classes of cutting planes effectively strengthen the LP lower bounds. Com-
bined with the primal heuristic, we are not only able to obtain excellent lower bounds,
'At the time of these experiments CPLEX was upgraded to version 7.5.
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but also to find good primal solutions in reasonable time. Of the five test instances,
we can prove to have the optimal solution of one instance. Of the remaining 4 in-
stances, two were provably solved to within 1%, and two to within 3% of optimality
within two hours. Without time restrictions, all instances except SP97AR could be
solved to optimality.

Chapter 5
The multiple-type line
planning problem
The line planning models described in the literature, including Chapter 4, consider
decomposed line planning problems in which all lines are of only one type. In such
models, it can be assumed without loss of generality that the lines hall at all station*
along their route. Solving problems with more than one type was done by a priori
assigning the passengers to the different train types (.see Oltrogge [63]). In this
chapter we introduce a generalisation of these models, for simultaneously solving
cost-optimising line planning problems for multiple train types.
The next section introduces new definitions for the multi-type model. In §5.2 we
discuss how to formulate the multi-type model by using an intermediate problem,
called the edge capacity problem. For this problem we consider a number of model
formulations in §5.3. Apart from a multi-commodity flow formulation, we develop
two alternative mathematical formulations and prove their equivalence. In §5.4 we
describe a computational study, based on instances of NSR. The results in this
chapter are based on Goossens et al. [37].
5.1 Modelling
The essential difference between CLP and the multi-type problem MCLP is the in-
tegration of the different systems, and thus the freedom of the model to distribute
the passengers over the trains of the different types. Clearly, this can lead to better
solutions. However, as mentioned in Chapter 4, CLP is an A/'P-hard optimisation
problem. Since MCLP is a generalisation of CLP, it follows that MCLP is also
A/"P-hard.
Although CLP and MCLP are very similar in concept, there are several important
new aspects that have to be covered. As an example, a new modelling issue in MCLP
is to ensure that passengers are not assigned to trains that pass their destination
station without stopping there.
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To arrive at a formulation for MCLP, we are going to present a simplified version
of this problem, called the edge capacity problem. Where MCLP decides on the
provided capacities for the lines, in the edge capacity problem the decision variables
model the supplied capacities for individual edges. First, we introduce several new
concepts and notations.
5.1.1 Definitions and notation
As before, consider a network graph 6' - (K£) . To later distinguish between dif-
ferent kinds (jf edges, we refer to the edges in the network graph as netu/orfc edyes.
On this graph we define commodities it = («*,«/*) € V x V that can be seen as
travellers that want to (ravel from their source station r* to their destination tr*.
A commodity is not allowed to use just any arbitrary path through the network.
Instead, every commodity it is restricted to use the network edges of a given simple
path / \ C A' between tA and if*. This is comparable to the restriction enforced by
the ticket regulations. In general this route Is the shortest path. The assumption
that then? is exactly one fixed route is not important. The essence Is that the route
is known for every traveller. The demand for commodity /c, i.e., the number of trav-
ellers that want to travel from t>* to ir*, is given by its entry //' ' "' in the square
demand matrix //. This demand for commodity A: is also denoted by //*. The OD
matrix // is assumed to be symmetric. The developed models can, however, easily
lw adapted to suit instances for which this assumption does not hold.
Kvery vertex in the network graph is of a certain type. A similar categorisation
is also made for the train line* that will be operates! on the network. The route of a
train line through this network is a path-shaped collection of connected tracks. The
type of a train line determines the stations along the line's route at which the line
halts. Train lines of type 1, for example, halt at all stations they pass. Lines of type
2 skip the small stations of type 1, etc. In general, a train line of type t halts at all
stations n along its route with a type t« > t.
Example 5.1. Consider t/ie neiu/orfc graph in Figure 5.2. The network is de-
acriftcd fty t/ie connected graph G = (V, E), wnere V = {a,6, c, d, v,u>}, and E =
{{«, ft}, {6, r}, {r, d}, {d, i>}, {v,u>}}. 77ie type o/a .station is given fty the number fte-
/ou> tts wrtej;. 7'hu.s, t« = 1, t& = 3, etc. For /^tis grap/i G, we /iat;e de/med three
/ines o/ di/ferent types. Line 2 o/ type /, going /rom station o to station u?, ha/ting
«t a// .statum.s in between. Line 2 o/ type 2, /rom station 6 to station u>, ha/ting on/y
at .stations r and t>. Line 5 o/ type 5 t/iat does not /ia/t at any station, apart /rom its
origin station ft and destination station t>. 77ie ha/ting stations are aiso s/ioum fty t/ie
vertica/ dasnes in the /ines that represent the routes o/ the train fines.
Notice in Example 5.1 that travellers using line 3 of type 3 to travel from 6 to w
will not halt at any of the stations in between. We could thus introduce an edge {6, u}
of type 3 to show that, due to the types of the stations in between ft and v, train lines
of type 3 will not stop at any of the stations between ft and t>. That is, they will use
edge {ft, t>} instead. In general, we construct from the network graph G its "type"
graph G' = (V, E ' ) . With an identical set of vertices, the difference between G
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Line 3 I 1
Line 2 I 1 1 1
Line 1 I 1 • 1 +- - -H
j^gr \g/ \3/ \8/
t. = l 3 2 1 3 2
Figure 5.1: The network graph G showing the types of the stations and tlmx- train
lines.
«.=1 3 2 1 3 2
Figure 5.2: The type graph, based on the network graph from Figure 5.1.
and G^ lies in the set of edges. In the type graph we introduce T,,,,,x sets of edges,
and we refer to these edges as type
Example 5.2. 77ie network <7rap/i G ^tven in Figure 5. / can 6c associated u/tt/j t/w
<t/pe grap/i G^ = (V, £^) dtspiayed in Figure 5.5. Afote t/iat t/ie structure o/ t/ic
depends on tfte types o/ t/ie stations, not o/ t/ie /tnes.
The mapping of the edges in the type graph G^ to the original network edges
in G is done through the definition of the route of a type edge c. The route /?(r) C
£ is the simple path in the original network graph that is covered by the type
edge e. So, in the example above, with type 3 edge {b,u}, we have that /f({6,i>}) =
{{6, c}, {c, d}, {d, t;}}. The edge set £ / contains all type edges of type t. The overall
set of type edges E^ of the type graph is the union of all the sets of wlgra of a type /,
so £^ = UteT ^T- ^ ^ assume that the lowest set of type edges is equal to the set
of network edges, i.e., Z?f = ^- Every edge e of type t, i.e., every e € £•/' satisfies
that its route /?(e) contains only internal vertices i for which tj < t. We say that a
type edge 5 is covered by a type edge / if i?(g) C /?(/). Again, e.g., in Example 5.2
the type edge {c, v} is covered by the type edge {6, t>}.
The sets £^ for all t € 7\ together with the corresponding routes of the type
edges, are part of the problem input. In most cases the route for any pair of nodes w
and u; describes the shortest path from 1; to u>. The sets £ / need not be exhaustive,
i.e., not. every pair of vertices i>,u; € V for which there exists a simple path has to
be present in E,^. The graph G^ can be a multigraph in the sense that some type
edge {v, w;} € i?/^  and {»;, iu} € £^ T for t / t'. This is shown in Example 5.2 by the
type edges {6, c} and {v,u;}.
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We assume that the route definitions are consistent, i.e.. if the route /?(e) of type
edge e = ( t , j ( 6 £ ' contains two vertices t; and u; for which there exists a type
edge / = {r,t«} € E*\ then also /?(/) C fl(e). This is illustrated in Figure 5.2 by
the edge s = {fc, i>} of type 3, and the type 2 edge / = {c. r}. In addition, we assume
that if there exists an edge </ of type < > 1 whose route contains a network edge e,
then then* is also a type edge / of type ( — 1 whose route is contained in that of 9,
and that also covers e: e C /?(/) C ft(</). It would be the same to assume that the
complete route /*(#) of g can be covered by the routes of edges of type < - 1, that are
all contained in /?(<;)• Thus, for the type edge </ = {6, u} we assume the presence of
the tyj>e 2 edges {fe, c} and {r, ?;}. Both of these assumptions are not very restrictive.
Using the wig*** of the type graph, we introduce the set Pj.' C E ' of type edges
for every commodity /c. These paths consist of the type edges that make up the best
(highest type) possible route across a commodity's path P* from v* to u;*. Formally,
for all type edges e € £>'/ it should hold that
e 6 P/ «=» «(e) C Pfc and ft' > *: 3 / 6 £// : fi(e) C /?(/) C P* (5.1)
Hence, in the graph in Figure 5.2 the best-edge path for fc = (a, w) is P^ = {{a,6},
{6,w},{v,u;}} where {a,6} € Ef, {6,u} € E | and {v,u;} € E j .
5.2 Formulating the multi-type line planning prob-
lem
This section describes the first step in extending the formulation for CLP to model
multiple lino types simultaneously in the MCLP.
Again, every line / € L corresponds to a simple path through the network
graph G = (V, E). The halting pattern of a line / according to its type <(/) € T
follows the type edges of the same type in the type graph G^. Therefore, / is said
to "use" a simple path of type edges, namely the path of all type edges e € E^ for
which /?(r) C /. As in CLP, we have to decide for every line whether to deploy it
and, if so, at what hourly frequency, and with how many carriages per train. This is
done using the decision variables a:, for « = (li,/i,Cj)eJV that model
{1 if line /, is operated at frequency /*, with c< carriages per train (5.2)0 otherwise.
Now, however, the possible frequencies and number of carriages of a line depend on
its type. Valid frequencies and capacities of lines of type f are given by F(t) C N,
and C(<) C N respectively. The set N of triples is now defined as N = {(/, / , c)|/ €
On every type «>dge r in the network, the total capacity provided by all lines that
use a type edge p is given by
£ A(«i, )/*<**, (5.3)
i€/V|/,u»os r
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where A(t) represents the capacity, in number of passengers, of one carriage of lines
of type f. If a line is selected to be in the line plan at a certain configuration, then
it thus provides capacity along all the edges in the type graph G' that it uses. Note
that, in contrast to CLP, we will not consider any lower Iniund restrictions on the
number of train connections between adjacent stations.
Instead of formulating MCLP directly, we consider a simplified problem (.-idled
the edge capacity problem (ECP). The ECP is described on the network graph G
and the associated type graph G ' . The problem is to assign enough capacity to
individual edges in the type graph G' , such that all commodities can lx> transported
simultaneously, while minimising some objective function of the allocated capacity.
As such, MCLP is a generalisation of ECP.
We are going to present several formulations of ECP in which variables .!•(<•) € C
are used to represent the amount of capacity that is assigned to type edge r. Once we
have formulated ECP, then MCLP can be formulated by substituting (5.3) of MCLP
for every variable x(c) of ECP. In addition, the domain restrictions x(<) € C have
to be replaced by
ij < 1 for all f € L
i , €{0,1} fo r a l l i eN
as in (4.Id) and (4.1e) in Chapter 4. The objective function 52r€B "^ /(*(')) °f
ECP can be replaced by ^.e/v'"«*« '<** MCLP, where the weights u;* are defined
as in (4.1a).
5.3 Formulations for the edge capacity problem
We now present three different formulations for ECP.
5.3.1 The multi-commodity flow formulation
Let us introduce two directed graphs, similar to the network graph and the type
graph. First, D = (V, A) is constructed from the network graph G using the arc
set A which contains a forward arc (i.j) and a backward arc (j, i) for every network
edge {t, j} 6 E. Second, the directed graph D ' = (V, A') is built similarly from the
undirected type graph G^ by replacing every type edge in E^ by two opposing an*
in A*\ For dealing with these directed graphs we define fl(a) C A as the directed
simple path for an arc a = (i, j) € A/ similar to /l(e) for the corresponding type
edge e = {», j} G E^\ The prescribed path Pjt G E for commodity it in the original
graph is represented by the directed simple path P* C A.
In general, a feasible multi-commodity flow satisfies the flow conservation con-
straints
3 2 Z *JM = *? for all i € V and Jk € K x V
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where the flow variables F,* represent the number of passengers of the commodity Jt
that use arc (i, j ) € A' through the directed type graph D*\ The right-hand sides i
are chosen such that
i ff"*"* ifi = u*,0 if v* ?i i ^ «;*,
- / r * " * if t = «/*.The MCF can thus be formulated as
min 2 . /(*(*)) (5.4a)
for all t € T and (5.4b)
£ = fcj for all t € V and A: € V x V (5.4c)
F$ • 0 for all fc € V x V and (5.4d)
(i, j ) € A*" : R((t, j)) g Pt
F * € N for all Jfc € V x V and (t, j ) € A*" (5.4e)
*(«) € C for all c 6 E*\ (5.4f)
From the construction of tin- directed type graph D''' it is evident that there is
on exact i-to-if relation between an edge e = { I , J / € £7/ ^ some type t, and a
pair of arcs (i,j) and (j, t), both in A7 (and vice-versa). This relation is used in
constraints (5.4b) to enforce that, the capacity assigned to type edge c, x(e), is at
least, as large as the flow across both related arcs. The combined capacity of all lines
connecting two stations should be at least as large as the flow in either direction.
Consider, for example, a network with two stations »> and ?/;. If 50 people want to
travel from v to u>, and 60 from i/; to J\ then the combined capacity of the lines that
connect v and u> should be at least max{50,60} = 60.
The restrictions (5.4c) arc the flow conservation constraints for every vertex.
Restrictions (5.4d) enforce that travellers between a and b have to travel using arcs
that are within their predetermined path P,,b. In the directed type graph D^, we thus
restrict A- to use only arcs (i, j ) for which R((i, j)) C p\.. Finally, the set of feasible
values for ;r(r) is given by the set C C N, which represents the possible capacities of
edges.
We will now describe two lemmas that will be used to preprocess problem in-
stances, and to prove the equivalence of alternative formulations. Let us first show
that a commodity fc = (n, m) can be split into a number of partial commodities if
its path P / consists of more than one arc. Every feasible flow for these partial com-
modities can be recombined to a feasible flow for the original commodity A", while
tht> reverse' also holds.
Example 5.3. Lr/ tis pmnew tAc commodity decomposition princip/e on tAe
G and tAe type </ropA G^ used in /2ramp/e 5.2. Figure 5.5 /irsi o/ a// s/iows
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Figure 5.3: The directed graph D^ based on the network in Figure 5.2.
tAe dtrected ^rap/» £)^ based on C*\ /n addthon, tf also s/iows Aow (Ac commod-
ity it = (a, u.') and its 6es< po<A Pj.' arc decomposed/rom P j = {(a, 6), (6, t>), (t>, u»)} to
tAree separate commodities fc(«,,6), *(6.tr) <*"<* fc(t>,u>) ™"f Me tArre 6e«t patA.1 P ^ ^  a
{(o,6)}, P ^ = {(6,v)} and P ^ = {(v,u;)}. TAe commodity decomposition
Lemma 5.^ sAotws tAat i/ we Aave a /easib/e /Jou> /or t/»r tArre sr;>aratr co»n«uxii/»rs,
tAen tt is possi6/e to recomfrtne it tnto a /easi6/e /loui /or t/»e onyirioi cwrjiriKxii/y fc,
and tnce versa.
Lemma 5.4 (Commodi ty Decomposi t ion) . Given a commodity A- wit/i drmand //*
and arc set Pj?, consider tne /o//ounng decomposition. Every /rasib/r' /low /or a
commodity Jt urit/i demand / /* can 6c sp/tt into a /easibie ^o«i /or | P / | nrt« com-
modities Jfcy, unt/i / € Pj^, /or uiAicA tAe demand is f/*' = //*•' and u;tt/» best-arc
set P j = {/}. TVie reverse—combinino o/ tAe /Jows—resu/ts a^atn in a /eajjib/r /low
/or Ar.
Proo/. For all type arcs o = (t, j ) € A^ that can be used by fc, i.e., for which /?(g) C
Pjt, there exists a type arc / = (n,m) 6 Pj? in which g is contained (/?(c) C /?(/)).
We will prove this lemma by showing that setting the flows equal to
J # = J$ for all / and (i, j)|R((i, j)) C
and vice versa, satisfies the flow balance restrictioas of both instances.
Let us start with proving the decomposition. Note that, constructed in this way,
it is sufficient to show that the flow balance constraints for commodity A;/ are satisfied
at both endpoints of an arc / = (n, m) € P ^ :
*/="* = i/*' and
j|(j.m)€-4*"
Equality holds in both cases because / is one of the best-path arcs for fc. This, in
turn, implies that the total flow of fc (and of fc/) uses / or arcs covered by / . For
internal nodes in fl(/), the flow balance constraints are already satisfied because F/j
is a feasible flow.
Next, consider the reverse, i.e., that the combined flow is a feasible flow for fc.
This is true since the flow balance constraints are satisfied because both the total
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amount of incoming flow via /j (H*'>) and outgoing flow via /2 (H*'») are equal
to H* by construction. D
The application of the decomposition part of Lemma 5.4 for all commodities,
will result in many commodities with the same origin, destination, and prescribed
path. The following lemma shows that these similar commodities can be aggregated,
thereby mincing the total number of commodities in the system.
Lemma 5.5 (Commodity Aggregation). C'orwtder two commodities Art = (n, m)
and Jfca = (n,m) w»t/i tdentirai presented pat/1.1 P*, = P*.,. 77ic demands /or t/ie
commodities are oiwn />j/ //*' and //*'. Bot/i commodities con be rep/aced 6y a new
rommodtfy fc u/it/i demand //* = H*' + //*' and patA P* = P*, = P*,. Converse^,
/low /or jfc con be dwaojsrrr.flated «n<o /easift/e /Iowa /or fc| and £2.
/'rr*o/. Consider a feasible flow for commodity it with demand //* = H*' + //*'.
Construct two separate flows fri and /t-j by labelling H*' of the leaving flow units
in n red, and //*' of them blue. Clearly, these flows are still feasible flows. The
reverse is shown by removing the labels from both commodities. •
liy the previous two lemmas, we can assume that all commodities /c = (n,m) in
an instance of MCF have the property that P*J^  = {(n,m)}. Note that this does not
imply that an arc (n, m) can only be used by one commodity, since commodities are
Htill allowed to be routed using all arcs in their prescribed path.
The results of both lemmas hold because the ECP is only interested in finding
a capacity assignment that minimises the total cost. Any information about the
Hows according to the original routes of the passengers is lost by decomposing and
aggregating the commodities.
Example 5.6. Lfif u.« review </ie MCF pro6/em on t/ie jnip/i disp/ayed in Fioure 5.2
on pooe 5/. Orioinai/y, tnis pro6/em contained 6 x 5 = 30 dtj(fereni commodities,
i.e., onr /or rwry pair o/ t/erttccs. /1/fer app/yino 6ot/i o/ t/ie lemmas a6ore, we are
/e/f wit/i at most |i4''| = 2|E^| = 18 commodities, //owerer, t/ie type i edoes {6,c}
and {t),ui} can never 6e port o/ a 6est patn because o/ tne simiiar type 2 edoes.
77iere/ore, t/ie number o/ commodities can 6e reduced to 14.
Next, we use the previous two lemmas to show that we can assume that there
exists an optimal flow that is symmetric. This is shown by using induction on the
number of train types T,,,«x- In the induction step, where we assume that we can con-
struct a symmetric solution for T,,,ax = f, we show how to transform a nonsymmetric
flow across the arcs of type r,,,«x = t* + 1 into a symmetric flow.
Corollary 5.7. CVm.stnVr an arbitrary instance o/ MCF. //, /or some arc (i.j) o/
'!/!"' Tinax Mere fxtst.s a commodity fc /or w/iic/i (i, j) € P^ , tnen k is aiso tAe on/y
cornrnmitfy urt£/i tAis property.
Proo/. Recall the definition of P j , and thus of P^, in (5.1). Since arc (i, j ) is of
type Tmax, there do not exist any arcs ( i ' , / ) / (t, j ) of any type t > Tm»x- d
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Theorem 5.8 (Symmetric Flow). // tne demand matrix // is sj/mmffrir.
/or any so/ution (A'*.F*) o/ MCF tnere ejrists a so/ution (A'*,F) wttA tAc same
067'ecttve /unction vaiue, and twin tne property tAat FJj'" = F™'", i.e., t/iat F u a
symmetric /iott/.
Proo/. We prove this theorem using induction on the number of types T,,,«. Initially,
consider T,,,»x = 1. Since in this case there is only one type, and the prescribed path
is simple, every commodity has one unique path in the type graph from its origin to
its destination. Therefore, in case Tmax = 1, F* will be symmetric, given that // is
symmetric.
Next, assume that the theorem holds for r,,,«x = '*• We show that this implies
that it also holds for T^ax = t* + 1. FVom Corollary 5.7 it follows that for every arc
of type T,,,ax. there is at most one commodity that is allowed to list- this arc. If such
a commodity does not exist, then we are clone. Hence, assume that there exists one
commodity for arc (t,j) and one for arc (j,i). Thus, for the type edge {i, j} € ££ + ,,
equation (5.4b) tells us
Suppose the two opposing flows defined for this type edge are not symmetric. So,
without loss of generality, assume F,'j < F^,'. We can now find F ,^' - F,'' units of flow
of commodity (t, j) and, according to Lemma 5.5, reassign them to the arc (i, j) , mak-
ing the flow on (i,j) and (j,t) equal. The capacity restriction for r({», j}) in (5.4b)
will still be satisfied. Since we have only redirected flow away from the other arcs
that could be used by (i,j), this also holds for the type edges below {t,j}. The
resulting flow is feasible for MCF, and is symmetric on all edges of type t* + 1 by
repetition. Now, let us construct a new MCF instance with only <* types from which
the arcs of type t* + 1 have been removed and the demands for commodities (t, j)
have been decreased by F ^ for every (i, j) 6 A/I + ,. Clearly, the previous flow on till
but the arcs of type <* + 1 is a feasible flow for this new instance. Therefore, by the
induction hypothesis, this MCF can be made symmetric. The overall cost will now
In view of Theorem 5.8 we will no longer distinguish the commodities (n, m)
and (m, n), or the arcs (t,j) and (j, i), since we have shown that we can assume
that F,"'" = FJ"". Therefore, we will no longer use the directed graphs D and D*.
Before we introduce alternative model formulations for ECP, let us first make
some general remarks about the structure of the undirected network graph and the
type graph.
Lemma 5.9. Consider a ne<u>orfc grap/i G = (V, £?) tAat is a patA. JVou/, /or ewry
network edoe e 6 E and type t G T, tnere M at most one type edye / 0/ type t /or
/ i / € /?(/)
Proo/. Without loss of generality, we can rename the vertices and network edges of <7
such that V = {1 , . . . ,n} and E = {{u,t;+l}|t>€ { l , . . . , n - l } } , since G is a path.
The proof is by contradiction. Assume that, for an arbitrary type t, there are two
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distinct type edges / = {u, tu} and 5 = {i,j} in Ej^ that cover e. Without loss of
generality, we can assume not only that u < u? and i < j and v < i < to, but also
that either u; < j (crossing) or j < tu (non-crossing). Note that if u» = j , then
we could reverse the numbering of the vertices. The first case implies that t«, > t
since / 6 A'/ , while the fact that w; is an internal vertex of R(g) implies that it is of
type lew than /. Similar reasoning can be applied in the second case. •
Corollary 5.10. For any <«;o district type edges / and o 6otA 0/ type t untA R(/) D
0, tAe grop/i tndured 6y R(/) U R(g) « not a patA.
PTTOO/. Assume that the graph induced by the network edges in R(/) U R(g) is a
path. Since /?(/) n R(g) / 0, it follows that there is at least one network edge e for
which r £ /?(/) and c € R(tf). This Ls not possible according to Lemma 5.9. •
Corollary 5.11. TAere doe.* not exwt a type ed(/e A 0/ type t' tAat covers two type
ed^M / arid .0 0/ type t < t' /or u>A«cA fl(/) D fl(o) # 0.
Prrx>/. By construction, R(A) is a path. Assuming that such type edges / and g
exist, then this implies that R(/) U ^ (3) is also a path. However, this contradicts
Corollary 5.10. D
Lemma 5.12. Cofwidrr a network edoe e € E, and an arfcttrary typr rd^r g o/type t
unt/i #• C /?(.<;) yVoti), /or every type t' < t tAcre exists a un»</ur type cd f^ / 0/ type t'
untA r € /!('/) C R(g)
/ W / . First, consider the cane where t' = t — 1. Now, existence is immediate from the
assumptions. Uniqueness follows from Corollary 5.11. Moreover, since the existence
and uniqueness also hold for this type edge of type t', there thus exists a unique type
edge for every type t' < t, by repetition. •
Thus, we have shown that there cannot exist a type edge /i that covers two
overlapping type edges / , g € E/ of the same type, simply because the original
network edges covered by / and g cannot be a path according to Corollary 5.10.
5.3.2 The mixed integer programming formulation
Solving ECP instances using the MCF formulation requires a large number of vari-
ables and restrictions. It introduces a flow variable for all the available arcs in the
path for every commodity, requiring flow conservation constraints for all the nodes
along this path. We will now describe an integer programming formulation that uses
fewer variables, and show the equivalence of both formulations.
Compared to the MCF formulation with its completely disaggregated flow, the
IP.vv formulation is based on constraining only the capacities of the edges in the type
graph. For ease of notation, let us introduce //(e) as the number of travellers for
whom type edge e is part of their best, path P/ . Thus, we define //(e) = £fc|r€P*" H*
for every type edge e. We also introduce additional variables y«. for every type
edge r 6 E/* with r "> 1. They represent the number of travellers over all pairs (a.b)
that could have used type edge r across this particular part of their path Pah, but
do not. Capacity will be reserved for them on the underlying type edges.
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Figure 5.4: Travellers are possibly assigned to underlying type edges.
Example 5.13. Corutder tAc type yrapn in Ftyure 5.^. The (b,v)-travellers con
eitner use t/ie fype 5 ed</e / /rom 6 to i>, or t/iey an- aafltgned to t/ir fuw M»irfrr/yiri</
type 2 ed^es {6, c} and e = {c, t'} asmg t/ie variable y/. H7»et/ier tnry ut// actuu//y
use t/tese type 2 edges depends on the tndtindua/ values o/ tne vanaft/f.i y(6,r) and 1/r
t/irouyn tf/i»cn tAey can 6e cuAt^ned to t/ie undeWyi'ng type / edges, /n tnts examp/e,
t/»e capacity restrictions /or t/ie type ^ edge / and /or t/ie type 2 edye r twii 6e
»/ and x(e) > H(e) + y/ - *
The idea illustrated in Example 5.13 can be generalised to the following formula-
tion, referred to as IP.yy.
nun
s.t. x(e) >
x(e)>
for all
for all
and e
for all
for all
for all
and e
e €
1 <
€ £
e €
e G
1 <
€ £
££,..
£*•
(5.5)
(5.6)
(5.7)
(5.8)
(5.9)
(5.10)
x(e) > H(e) - y,
x(e) G C
Ife€N
If we enforce that all ye = 0, then all capacities x(e) must suffice to transport
all travellers using only the type edges in their best path. The model, however, can
decide to use different type edges (still part of the prescribed path) through the use
of the variables y,,. These y,. variables model the number of people that were assigned
to use type edge e of type t, but instead will be assigned to underlying type edges of
type t — 1. Note that in this way, these travellers may then again be reassigned to
edges of type t — 2, etc. The structure of the constraints for the type edges depends on
the types of the edges. For an edge e of type t = 1 in (5.6). there are no possibilities
for rerouting passengers through y,., since there are no edges of lower type. A similar
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argument for edge* of type Tm»x in (5.8) makes it clear that we can only reassign
passengers from there edges, not to them.
Next, we will prove the equivalence between MCF and IP.vv. To do so, let us
first make the following observation* concerning feasible flows.
Observation 5.14. For on ar6i<rury commodity A: and an ar6i<rary type edoe e e E,^
t/iat u» a//ow»//or t/iw r»rnmodt(y, i.e., unt/i R(e) C P*, eiac</y one o/t/ie/o//o«hng
e € P j or 3t' > t : 3 / € E,T : R(e) C fl(/) C P*
, eitAer a type edoe r: u part o/ tA« test patA /or commodity /r, or tAere exists a
type edfle / o/ AigAer type tAat can ai«o 6e twed fry fc at tAis part o/ Ais patn.
Next, ()ri«ervatjon .*>. 15 corwiders the sum of the demand for all commodities that
are allowed to iwe Home network edge r. It is easy to see that, for any feasible flow F,
this is equal to the sum of all the flows across e, i.e., to the sum of the flows on the
network edge r, and on all type edges / of a type t > 1 for which e € R(/).
Observation 5.15. For every /rajitMe /?ou> F o/ MCF t/»e /o//owtng /»oW.s /or every
edr/f f r</ /j/pr; i ;
Le//i/na 5.18. iTMrry ,W«^i7rt ^ ^ " ) " / AfCF con Af ^rnns/orrnca' th/'o a
hon (X,K) o/IP.w unt/i t/ie same objective/unction vaiue.
Pnw/. We prove this lemma by induction on T^ax- First_, consider the case in
which T,,,ax = 1- From Observation 5.15 it follows that //(e) = X)fc|ft(e)CPfc F*
for all type edges e € Ef, and thus that ... . , > ,•
x(e) > £ F* =
As induction hypothesis, let us now assume that the lemma holds for T,,,ax = f*i and
consider the case with 7',,,ax = f + 1. For any edge r of type f * + 1 we construct j/ , , =
H(c) - 5Z/t ^r • Note that e € E?. + , implies that y,. is nonnegative. Clearly, now
x(e) > £ F* = H(e) - y,. for all e € E?+,
The final step is to reduce the problem from t* + 1 types to t* types by removing
all the type edges of type f + 1 and the associated variables from the problem. The
original solution (X, F) is now also feasible for the MCF formulation of the reduced
problem with Tn,ax = t* • Therefore, we can apply the induction hypothesis and thus
prove this lemma. Q
Lemma 5.17. Every solution (A\ V) o/IP.yy can 6e trans/ormed into a solution
(J(, F) o/ MCF untA t/»e same o6jectit»e /unction vaiue.
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Pro©/. From Lemma 5.4 and Lemma 5.5 it is clear that we should show that feasible
flows can be constructed from (A'. V) for artificial commodities A- = {t\ ir} for typo
edges {t\ u;} 6 E*\ with demand //(It). We will prove this lemma using induction
on T"n,ax- First, note that for Tn,«x = 1 all constraints of (5.6) are of the form i(e) >
//(e) for all e € E ' . Since there is only one type of edges, we can thus sot
f ? = tf (e) for all it 6 E*\ e € P^ = {*}
Thus, every commodity corresponds to an edge in E*\ and F^ = 0 for all / ^ fc.
Obviously, all flow restrictions (5.4b)-(5.4f) are satisfied.
Next, assume that we can construct feasible flows for T,,,ax = **• Now we show
that it is also possible to construct feasible flows for r,,,»x = t* + 1- The con-
straints (5.8) for the type edges e € E£+, are
* ' i(e) > #(e) - y(e) for all e € E,%,
The total flow across type edge e can thus IK- found by taking F* such that
F* = ff(e) - y.
The remaining demand y, will be routed along the other possible edges: the type
edges / € E/J ^ which /?(/) C /?(r>). The bust part of this proof is to show that
we are now not only able to construct a feasible" How for the edges of type f* + 1,
but additionally, also for all other edges. To show that this is possible, note that by
restriction (5.7) it follows that
. x(/) > (£ ( / ) + y(e)) - y(/) ;< ' for all / € E?
This implies that, by our induction hypothesis, we can also find a feasible flow for
the remaining edges of types < < t*. '*.' ' ' O
The previous two lemmas imply the following theorem. - '
Theorem 5.18. T/ie/ormuiaiions MCF and IPxv arc e^uivaien*.
Lemma 5.19. Consider t/ie relaxation o/IP.w in «)/iic/i ai/ y, € R+. £wry *«'"-
turn (X, V) o/t/iis re/axa<ion, iw/iere V is t/te vector containino a// y,., can 6e trana-
/ormed into an integer so/ution (X, F) untA tAe same ofrjectiwe /unction va/ue.
Proo/. We show that setting all y,, to the rounded down value y, = [y J^ results in
a feasible solution (X, V). First, consider this rounding scheme for type edges e of
type t = Tmax- The integrality of x(e) and W(e) ensures that x(e) > W(e) - [y,J.
Since j/e < y^ i all other restrictions also remain satisfied. Next, consider the edges
of type t = Tmax ~ 1- Clearly, in (5.7) the sum of all y/ of the type edges / €
E,^,|R(e) C /?(/) is integer. Therefore, by applying similar reasoning as before, we
see that the rounding scheme preserves the feasibility of the constructed solution for
the remaining edges of types Tmax - 1 through t = 1. •
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Figure 5.5: The network graph (5.5(a)) and the type graph (5.5(b)).
5.3.3 The integer programming formulation
In the IPxv formulation we introduced additional j/e variables to model the rerouting
of commodities over other edges in the type graph. In this section, we describe an
alternative formulation that does not use the rerouting variables ?/e, but instead
guides the routing by imposing additional restrictions.
Let us first review an example of this formulation for Tmax = 2.
Example 5.20. Consider t/ie netiworfc disp/aj/ed in Figure 5.5. For every edge in </ie
nefworA: grap/i, we consider a// combinations o/ type edges t/iat can 6e rised £o cross
t/tis edge. In </izs /igftt, tfte /o//owing constraints are necessary, and, as u/e s/iotu /afer,
a/so su$?cient to /ormu/afe 2?CP:
/or f/ie netu/orfc edge e, and t/ie crossing type edges
x(e) > H(e)
and
x(e) + x(/2) > H(e)
/or t/ie netiuorfc edge g, and t/ie crossing type edge
/or t/ie nettuorfc edge /i, and t/ie crossing type edge
For examp/e, t/ie restriction x(g) +x(/ i) > H(g) + H(/i) en/orces t/iat t/ie comftined
capacity o/ t/ie type edges g and /i must su^ce to transport a/2 commodities f/iat can
at best use g, p/us a// t/iat can at feest ttse / i . Since t/ie on/y possifti/ity to arrive at c
is to use eit/ier 5 or / i , if is c/ear t/iat t/iis is a necessary restriction.
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The integer programming formulation IPx for ECP reads as follows
min £ /(x(e)) (5.11)
s.t. x(e)+ £ £ x(/) > #(e)+ £ £ # ( / ) foralleGEf (5.12)
and 5 | , • •., 5f
x(e) e C for all e e £ ^ (5.13)
where for a given edge e of type 1 the sets S* are such that Sf C U^g* {g €
Ef |R(/) C #(#)} with 5f = {e}. Thus, 5 | is a subset of all the type 2 edges that
cover e. Next, 5 | is then a subset of all the type 3 edges that cover some edge in the
current Sf, etc. Restriction (5.12) enforces sufficient capacity on type edge e together
with the type edges in the sets Sf for £ = 2 , . . . , Tmax- Note that a constraint is added
for all possible sets Sf, • • • > ^Tn,.»- For ease of reference, we refer to these restrictions
as the capacify-su&sef (CS) constraints. Finally, feasible values for x(e) are enforced
by the set C c N , which represents the valid capacities that can be assigned to a type
edge.
We will now show that the edge capacities X of any feasible solution of IPxv are
also a feasible solution for IPx •
Lemma 5.21. Even/ soiufton (X, Y) o/IPxy can 6e irans/ormed mio a so/ution X
/or IPx wii/i £/ie same o&jeciive /unction va/tte.
Proo/. We will show that all restrictions of IPx are valid for IPxv- Consider an
arbitrary restriction of IPx for type edge e 6 Ef, and with the sets 5f,..., 5f_
Recall the CS restriction (5.12) for type edge e:
x(e) > # ( e ) +
Now, consider an arbitrary collection 5 | , • • •, S^ of subsets, i.e., an arbitrary CS
constraint. Since all values «/<, are nonnegative, the following holds:
£
/eEj"|R(e)Cfl(/) t>
£
> £(e) + £ £
«>1 /€Sf
To prove the last step we need to show that the j/c variables with a negative sign
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cancel out against the other ?/,, variables. This is shown as follows.
{/ € S||R(e) C R(/)} u | J { j e Sr
The equality holds because, by definition, every 5 € Sf+i has some / € Sf for
which R(/) C R(g). Since we take the union over all / € S£, the equality follows
immediately. This completes the proof. •
The inverse, extending a solution X of IP.v with appropriately chosen values
for V, gives a feasible solution to IPxy, as is shown in Lemma 5.22.
Lemma 5.22. Every soiufion X 0/ IP* can 6e trans/ormed info a 50/ution (X, F)
/or IP.YV wi£/» tAe some 067'ecteve /uncfion vo/ue.
Proo/. As in the proof of Lemma 5.16, we will again provide a scheme for constructing
a suitable vector Y\ Consider an arbitrary solution X of IP.v- Let us choose the
value j/, . for any type edge e 6 E^ as
^ = (H(e) - x(e)
where (x)+ = max{0, x}. Recursively, we can thus construct all ye starting at type
edges e of type < = Tmax (for which E ^ = 0), and ending at e € E j . We are now
left to prove that
x(e) > H(e) + E/6Ej|fl(e)Cfl(/) y/ for all e e Ef
Thus, substituting (5.14) for all y/, we have to prove the validity of
z(e)>H(e)+ 2 [£ ^ ( ) J
To show this, consider the values of the different max-plus parts, i.e., the y/. Being
either zero or positive, we introduce the sets 5* C E,^ such that 5* = {/ € E^|y/ >
0} for our arbitrary solution X. Since the capacity restrictions (5.12) of the IP.Y
formulation contain all possible combinations of sets Sf, it follows that all sets 5*
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are among them. Therefore
As in the proof of Lemma 5.16, replacing the nested summations by the separate
summations in the second equation can be done using the results from Lemma 5.12.
Since this construction is valid for an arbitrary solution X, this completes the proof.
•
The previous two lemmas imply the following theorem.
Theorem 5.23. TTie /ormuiatoons IPx and IP^y are
The number of CS restrictions (5.12) is exponential in the number of type edges.
However, as we will show now, we can find the maximally violated CS constraint for
every edge e of type 1 in polynomial time.
To solve this separation problem, consider an edge e of type 1, and construct the
directed graph T(e) that contains a node for every type edge that covers e, i.e., a
node for every / e E^ with e 6 R(/)- The nodes can be layered according to the
types of the associated arcs. The graph contains only arcs between nodes of layer £
to layer £ — 1. Let us say that the node in layer £ is related to type edge <? e E^\
while the node in layer t — 1 is related to type edge / e E^_,. There exists an arc
between these two nodes if the type edge / is the unique type edge—according to
Lemma 5.12—for which e C /?(/) C #(5). Thus, every node in T(e) has exactly one
outgoing arc, though possibly many incoming arcs. It is easy to see that T(e) is a
directed in-tree rooted at the node associated with the type edge e. See Figure C.2
and Figure C.3 in Appendix C for an example of a type graph and its corresponding
layered tree.
Next, consider a solution X with a value i(e) for every e € E^. For simplicity, let
us refer to the node in T(e) that is associated with type edge / as node / , etc. With
every node / in T(e) we associate a revenue (violation) / / ( / ) - x(/). The problem
is to find a subtree of T(e) that is rooted at e for which the sum of the revenues
of the nodes in the subtree is maximal. Such a subtree that has a positive revenue,
corresponds to a violated CS inequality.
Lemma 5.24. Consider a /ayered tree T(e) /or an edge e 0/ type /. Every su&iree
o/T(e) t/ia£ is rooted a£ e corresponds £0 a C5 ineguaftty 0/ (5.12) /or type edge e
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Algorithm 5.1 Determine the maximally violated CS constraint on type edge e.
Input: A directed in-tree T(e) that is layered, and rooted at node e.
A solution x. ,
1: Initialise d(/) = H(/) - f (/) for each node / in T(e).
2: Initialise < = t*, where t* is the highest type for which there are type edges
represented in T(e).
3: while / > 1 do
4; for a l l node* 7 in layer t d o
•r ' if rf(f/) > 0 t h e n ' ' —
*$•( Let / be the unique node in layer t - 1 to which g is connected.
7: Set <*(/) - d ( / ) + d(0)
8: else ^
#1 Delete the subtree rooted at g from T(e). ;>.' ^
10; end if
11: end for
12: Set / < f - 1.
13: end while
untA t/ic set S| eauai to tAe nodes tn tAc subtree t/ial are m /ayer t, /or t 6
{2, . . .Tmiix}. y? •> r' i
/'roo/. We have to uhow that
(o e
with S'J' = {r} holds. By the construction of T(e), and the fact that the subtree is
connected, this result follows immediately. ' ' ' * ' . . D
To solve the problem of Rnding the subtree that maximises the total node revenue
we add a label d(/) to every node / , and initialise it to d(/) = / / ( / ) — x(/).
In Algorithm Ji.l, we examine the tree T(e) starting at the nodes in the layer of
the highest type for which there are type edges represented in T(e), say type t = t*.
Note that t* can be smaller then T,,,«x- For every node g in layer t that has a positive
label d(g), let / be the unique node in layer t - 1 to which g is connected. For these
nodes g with d(g) > 0, set d(/) • - d(/) + d(g). Otherwise, if d(g) < 0, delete the
subtree rooted at g from T(e). Note that the remaining graph T(e) is still a directed
in-tree rooted at r. Now, set t«— t — 1, and proceed with the next layer as before.
After t - 1 iterations, we arrive at layer 1 that contains only node e. All that is
left of T(e) is the subtree of the original tree, rooted at e that has a total revenue
of d(r). Note that the running time of the algorithm is O(T,,,ax|E^|), and therefore
polynomial in the size of the input.
Lemma 5.25. When processing layer t in Algorithm 5./, me value o/d(/) /or any
node at layer t is me maximum revenue o/ any sufetree o/ me original T(e) mat is
rooted at / . „.,„ .w .....,-. ^ _ „ -
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MCF IP.v> IP.v
#Vars. | ^ | *
#Cons. 1^1
Table 5.1: Variable and constraint statistics for the MCF, IP.vv and IP.\ formula-
tions of ECP.
Proo/. We show this by induction on the current layer t. For the initial layer at t = t*,
the value d(/) = / / ( / ) - z(/) is exactly equal to tho total revenue of the subtree
rooted at / , i.e., only node / . Now, assume that at some layer t the claim holds. For
an arbitrary node / of layer r - 1. the algorithm takes all, and only those subtrees
rooted at nodes y in layer t with d(g) > 0. Clearly, if d(</) < 0, then the total
revenue would become no better than if the subtree rooted at o were deleUnl. On the
other hand, if a subtree with d(o) > 0 were deleted, then this would strictly worsen
the overall revenue of the subtree rooted at / . Therefore, d(/) is also the maximal
revenue of any subtree rooted at / for any node / in layer f - 1. This completes the
proof. •
Corollary 5.26. 77ie remaining .sufttrw o/ tne origirm/ trrr T(r) is t/ir maxima/
su6tree t/mt is rooted a< e, urit/i rrspert <o <Ac ro<o/ rewnur ot'cr a// ntxirji.
Proo/. This follows immediately from the previous lemma. D
If d(e) is positive, then, according to Corollary 5.26 and Lemma 5.24 we have
found a violated CS constraint. Alternatively, if d(e) < 0, then all CS constraints for
the edge e of type 1 are satisfied. :., ;,<, _, ,.•, ,^ > • . ,. <;
Theorem 5.27. T/ie .separation prx»6/em /or £/ie ezponentiai/y many
constraints o/ (5.12) can 6e so/vcd in po/ynomia/ time in tAe size o/t/ie input.
Proo/. The separation problem for the CS constraints for one edge r of type 1 can be
solved in polynomial time. Since we only have to test this for every edge of type 1,
we can thus solve the overall separation problem for the CS constraints in polynomial
t i m e . • • • • " • • • ' • • " > • • ' • ' • • : ' * ? • ' ' • D
3
5.4 Computational results - --* - ^ ^
The three formulations MCF, IPxv, and IPx differ with respect to the necessary
number of variables and constraints for ECP. Table 5.1 shows worst-case statistics
for all formulations.
We have used three real-life instances of MCLP to compare the practical per-
formance of solving them using the IPxv and IP.v formulations, after applying the
substitutions mentioned in §5.2. The instances all concern different parts of the Dutch
railway network. We have chosen these instances because of the different structures
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Instance
NS3600
NSNH
T
* max
3
3
NSRandstad 3
Table 5
Instance
NS3600
NS3600
NSNH
NSNH
NSRandstad
NSR&ndstad
: W
64
81
331
.2: Characteristics
Model
IPvv
IPv
IPxv
IPv
IPvv
IPx
#Var.
1303
1280
1641
1620
6686
6620
|V| |E|
28 27
36 37
122 138
50
58
204
of the instances.
#Con.
114
145
139
230
535
734
# Subsets
81
-
149
-
403
Table 5.3: Statistics for the different instances and formulations.
of the aHnocinU'd network graphs. The characteristics of the instances can be found
in Table 5.2.
The three networks nr<- visualised in the graphs in Figure 5.6. The first two
iiiNtiiiH i .H' mther small with respect to the numbers of nodes in the network.
Wo have chosen these instances to compare the practical use of the two proposed
formulations. At, first glance, one might expect that there will be a computational
tradeoff between the model structure of IP.w and the additional CS constraints in
IP*. The network graph of NS3600 is a path. This influences the number of type
edges in £.''. From Lemma 5.9, it is easy to see that, in the case of a path, the
number of edges in E* is at most T,,,RX • |E|. But even more important, the number
of possible subsets for IP.\ is also at most T,,,,ix • |E|, i.e., at most T,,,RX per network
edn< ( t /.'. To test the behaviour of the number of subset restrictions, we have also
included two instances that introduce stations with a degree higher than two in the
network graph.
Kvory instance was tested using both the IP.vv and the IP.\ formulation. The
numerical results were obtained using CPLEX 7.5 on an AMD Athlon 800 MHz
with 512 MB internal memory running Linux, kernel 2.4.8. All instances where
tested with all the CPLEX parameters at their default values. The model statistics
and computational results are shown in Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 respectively.
The most striking statistics of Table 5.3 are the numbers of CS constraints for
IP*. The table shows that, for these real-life instances, the structure and size of the
networks call for a number of subsets that is roughly only linear in the number of
type edges |E ' |. Therefore, we did not implement the separation algorithm described
in §5.3.3, but simply added all CS constraints at the root node.
The computational results in Table 5.4 show that none of the IP.vv instances
could be solved to optimality within one hour. One possible explanation for this
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(a) HS36O0
O--
(b) NSNH
(c) NSFUndstad
Figure 5.6: The t>-pe graphs for the instances NS3600 (5.6(a)), NSMH (5.6(b)) and
NSRandstad (5.6(c)).
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Instance
NS3600
NS3600
NSNH
NSNH
NSRandstad
NSRandstad
Model
IP*
IPXK
IPx
IPxr
IP*
IPXK
Best
7520
7520
1376
1376
5248
5536
Root LP
7213
6430
1313
1250
4888
4615
Best LP
7520
7173
1376
1331
5051
4873
Gap
0.0%
4.6%
0.0%
3.3%
3.8%
12.0%
#Sec.
0.81
*
6.66
*
*
# Nodes
60
1207k
407
748k
25k
104k
Table 5.4: Computational results. The asterisk (*) indicates that the time limit of
3600 seconds was reached.
Instance CLP MCLP Difference
NS3600 9440 7520 - 1 9 2 0 ( - 2 0 . 3 % )
NSNH 17f>0 1376 - 3 8 4 ( - 2 1 . 8 % )
NSRandstad 6224 5248 - 9 7 6 ( - 1 5 . 7 % )
^ : « • •? • • : -
Table 5.5: A comparison between the MCLP solutions, and solutions of using CLP
with n Mvsti'in .split.
could be tin- significantly lower root LP values. With NS3600 for example, the root
LP value of the IP \ formulation is 7213 (4.08% gap), whereas one hour, or 1.2 million
nodes, of branching on IP.YV gives a best lower bound of only 7173 (4.61% gap).
Similar conclusions can also be drawn from the other results. It can be concluded
that the results for IP.v are more promising than those for IP.yy.
We have i\lso tested the effect of using a system split and solving a separate line
planning problem for every type as in CLP, compared to solving the line planning
problem \ising MCLP. The system split was made according to the best-paths for
every commodity. Thus, the capacities must allow all passengers to use lines of their
best (highest) possible type. Using such a system split is equivalent to forcing all j/e
variables in an IP.yy instance to zero. The optimal results for this system split are
shown in Table 5.5. The reduction in the objective function value by using MCLP is
between 15.7% and 21.8% for the tested instances. Note once more that these models
only minimise the operated capacities and operating costs, and do not measure, for
example, the necessary number of train changes of passengers that travel through
the network. For an analysis of the MCLP line plans with the more detailed traffic
assignment used in Chapter 6, see §6.6.1. ' • »• * ' **
5.5 Summary and conclusions ,^i <-
In this chapter we have described different integer programming formulations for
modelling the MCLP. Where previous work, e.g., Bussieck [11], Claessens et al. [18]
focused on modelling CLP for exactly one type of trains and stations, we present
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generalisations of these models within a cost-minimising setting. First, the gen-
eral multi-commodity flow formulation is introduced in §5.3.1. This formulation is
then used to prove the validity of the two main formulations IP.\y (see §5.3.2) and
IP.v (see §5.3.3). Even though the number of restrictions of IP\ can be exponential
in the size of the instance, we show in §5.3.3 how to identify violated constraints in
polynomial time.
Using three real-life instances we compare the computational results for both for-
mulations. From these tests, we can conclude that the IP.\ formulation outperforms
IP.vv in all of the chosen instances. Furthermore, the solutions that ure obtained
using the multi-type formulations are better than the results from solving a sequence,
of single-type problems.
lu.
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Chapter 6
The station type optimisation
problem
In many real life passenger railway networks, the types of stations and lines char-
acterise the stopping patterns of the lines. This chapter considers the problem of
altering the halts of lines by both upgrading and downgrading stations, such that
this results in less total travel time for all passengers combined. We propose a com-
bination of reduction methods, Lagrangian relaxation, and a problem-specific multi-
plier adjustment algorithm to solve the presented mixed integer linear programming
formulation. A computational study of several real-life instances based on problem
data of NSR is included. The results in this chapter are based on Goossens et al.
[39].
6.1 Introduction
The line planning problems in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 describe the decision problem
of finding routes in the railway network on which trains are to be operated. However,
the stations at which these lines halt are dictated by the types of the stations and
lines. These types are part of the problem input. In contrast, this chapter considers
the line plan to be given, but concentrates on altering the stops of the lines along
their route to decrease the total travel time of passengers through the network.
The next sections show how to formulate this problem as a multi-commodity
network flow problem with additional constraints and variables. Using Lagrangian
relaxation, §6.4 shows how to obtain lower bounds for this problem. These bounds
are then applied in a branch-and-bound framework in §6.5. In §6.6 we describe a
computational study based on instances of the Dutch passenger railway operator
NSR.
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6.2 Modelling
AH defined in Chapter 3, a line specifies a route between an origin and a destination
Htation, the sulwequent stops and an operated hourly frequency. Even though the
subsequent halts of a line could be any arbitrary set of the stations it passes along
its route, we consider the halts to follow strict patterns. As explained in §3.4, we
assume the halting pattern to be such that a line of type t halts at all stations along
its route that are of type f, or of a higher type.
For most planning problems, the types of lines and stations in the network are
given an part of the input. In contrast, this chapter considers the types of the lines
to be given, and concentrates on finding a type for every station. Since the type of a
station determines the halts of the passing lines, these types also influence the travel
times through the network.
AH an example, consider some station v. The type of this station is important
not only for the people that want to travel to and from u, but also for the people
that pass t» on their journey. Because some of the passing lines may not halt there,
the travellers starting or ending their trip at i> are restricted in their possibilities by
the type of t;. On the other hand, upgrading i' to a higher station type can have a
negative influence on I lie travel times of people on a train line passing t\ if the new
type of i' cnuws their train to halt there.
The moil' I u> describe for the station type optimisation problem focus on find-
ing an assignment of types to stations that minimises the total travel time of all
passengers through the network. We assume that all passengers choose their route
through the network in such a way that they minimise their individual travel time.
To allow the passengers this freedom, we also assume that the capacities of the train
lines are sufficient. This yields the traffic assignment for this system.
6.2.1 The line-event graph
Consider a railway network graph G = (V, E) built, up from the set of vertices
(stations) V and connecting edges (tracks) E. In addition, we are given a set of
lines L and a set of types T. Note that L is the set of operated lines, i.e., the
line plan. We also define the subset of lines L(v) as all the lines that pass some
station w € V. For every operated line / € L, the line plan gives a type £(/) € T and
an operated hourly frequency /(/) G N.
Without knowing the halting stations of the lines, the travel times of train lines
and, therefore, of the passengers are clearly not known. Yet, the passengers choose
their own shortest path through the network. To model this, we construct the /ine-
euent grap/i. In this graph, every possible halt, train change, etc, is represented. For
example, the line-event graph contains two nodes for every station that a line passes,
with two pairs of opposing arcs between these nodes: a pair with a positive length
representing a halting event (the halt arcs), and a pair with length zero (for not
halting). It also contains arcs representing the trips between consecutive stations,
as well as arcs modelling the changing between trains at a station (consider already
Figure 6.2). In this line-event graph, depending on an assignment of types to stations,
only a subset of the arcs is available. The length of an arc represents the amount of
' • • - • ' • • « M f
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time needed for the event. This concept is formalised below.
Consider the network graph G = (V, E) and a set of lines L. The line-event
graph G^ = (V U V*",i4*-) is a directed graph that is denned on the node sets V
and V*". The set of Zine-evenr nodes V^ is defined as
V* = {(/,e,v)|« 6 L,e € E,v 6 V : v € e,e € / } .
For every train line the set V*- contains two nodes for every station it passes. The
event tuple i € V^ is defined as the triple t = (/,,«',. t»,). The nodes in the sot V un-
used in G'' as general source/sink nodes for every station. We refer to these nudes
as station nodes.
The overall arc set .A** of tine-event arcs is defined as the union of five sets:
^p(w) = {(«», (Ml* €V* :«, = »}
for all tracks e € E and stations t> e V. The set -4,''(r) models the possible driving
trips across track c. We refer to these arcs as driving arcs. The changing of trains at v
is modelled by the change arcs in J4^(r) . The possible halting events ami non-halting
events at a station t> are given by the arcs in the sets -4£(v) and i4£(w) respectively.
Finally, the possibilities for passengers to enter and leave trains at i» an- modelled
using the passenger arcs in /tp (i>). The overall set of all change arcs, i.e., the union of
the sets A^ (f) for all i;, is denoted J4/'. Analogously, we define the sets .4,'/, 4/;, >4,';
and .Ap for the other line-event arcs.
Note that the set of non-halt arcs i4£(v) is identical to the set of halt arcs >4/,(v).
Note also the existence of arcs implied by these definitions. For example, the existence
of two change arcs (i,_/) and (j, /r), both at some station « and between lines /, 5^  (t
implies that there also exists a change arc (t, Jfc) at v. \
Example 6.1 . Consider <Ae network orap/i G = (V, E) unt/i stations V = {u, u,w}
and traefcs E = {e, / } «tt/i e = {u, t;} and / = {r,»/'} a.s sAoum in FioTirr 6. /. 77iere
are two /ines /1 and /2 operated on t/iis network. 77ie /irst Zinc uses on/j/ rdpe / and
tnus </oe.s /nom f to it; and vice versa, and is 0/ tj/pe /. 77ie second /tnr uses botn
tracts e and / and is 0/ type 2.
77ie fine-event onip/i G'' = (VU V*\ J 4 ' ) /or t/iis instance is s/iowm in Fioune 5.2.
77ie Zarper nodes are tne nodes /rom V = {u, v, w}, t/ie others arr tne Zine-event nodes
For simpfir;<2/ we nave not onZy s/iown t/ie trip/es (Zi,e,,f,) tut wr Ziavr aZso
n«m6ered tAese nodes. 77ie arcs 6etween nodes 1 and 2 represent tnr driving 0/
Zine Zi /rom station 1; l o w and tnce versa. 77iere are two pairs 0/ arr.i fc(t/wri
nodes 4 and 5. One pair represents tAe /la/ting 0/ Zine Z2 at t; wit/i a Zenjrt/i 0/ e.jf. i?
minutes, eit/ier coming /rom u and going to u;, or tne otner way around. 7Vie otAer
two arcs between vertices 4 and 5 are t/ie non-na/t arcs 0/ Zenot/i 0. 77ie arcs between
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H ', <(/,) = 2
Figure 6.1: The network graph with three vertices and two edges, together with two
Una.
Figure 6.2: The line-event graph.
vrrtttra 1 and 4 represent tAr po«stbt/ity /or pasacnpprs to cnanoe /rom /ine /i to /2
at t» and trirr t>rr»a. Fmo//j/, tnc arrs between node t» and node 4 arc tnerc to mode/
t/ie poMtbt/ttieJI /or pajwenper/i to enter and to /care /me /j at v.
All commodities use the line-event graph to find their (shortest) path through
the network. However, as discussed earlier, the availability of the arc pairs in the
line-event graph depends on the types of the stations.
Example 6.2. VV/«r</>er an event can OCCUJ—an arc can 6e used—depends on a oiven
as.su/rirnrfiY o/ fj/pr.s. Consider </ie /ine-et>ent ffraph o/ t/ie previous eiamp/e and t/ie
tj/pr-a.s.«ti«nmrnf t'frtor r" wnt/i f,, = 2, t,, = 1 and f,,. = 2.
A\ncr /mr i! i.s o/typr 5, t/iis /ine does not /ia/f a< r wften t> is o/type 1. Tftere/ore,
neit/ier tAe pairs o/ c/ianye arcs, nor t/ie (wo pairs o/ /ia/t arcs are avai/a6/e. T/ius,
/or station i\ t/»is assignment a//ow.s on/j/ tne arcs (u, 1) and (l,t>) and t/ie non-/ia/t
arcs (4,5) and (5,4) to 6e used, as can 6e seen in Figure 6.5.
Figtire 6.3: The line-event graph, given that station v is of type 1.
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To model the availability of arcs, we introduce the subgraph (7^(F) of the line-
event graph G*" for a given type-assignment vector t of types to the stations. The
available arcs at station t\ in case r is of type < = /,. are given by the sets
(6.2)
If station v Ls of type t, then the halt arcs, change arcs and passenger arcs of lines
of type t and lower are available. On the other hand, only the non-halt »n> nt Inn^
of types strictly larger than t can be used. We also define the complement hi); sets
of arcs, i.e., those arcs that are unavailable at a type strictly lower than /. For halt
arcs, for example, these sets are given by ,4£(v. t) = J4£(V) \ -4£(v, f).
Using these sets, we define the graph G ' (0 = (V U V'\ -4'(f)). This graph
contaiiLs only the arcs of ^4' that are available for a given assignment vector. In this
definition i4*"(t) is the union of the above arc sets for t = <„ for all t; € V, together
with the drive arcs of /l£. An assignment v<>ctor £ is called feasible if between any
pair of stations e and u\ there exists a path from ».' to u> in G' (/)•
From these definitions we can make the following observations that are used
throughout this chapter.
Observation 6.3. The sets o/ c/iange orr.s, fta/f arcs and passenger arcs are nested
in t in t/ie sense t/iat /or any station v it no/ds t/mt
>l^(t;,t')C A^(v,0 /orai/f' < t and r € {r,/i.p}.
T/ie opposite re/ation is true /or tne non-/ia/t arcs:
O2> ln (» .0 / o r a / / t ' < t .
Observation 6.4. TVie sets o/ Aait and non-na/t arcs at some station t; are eac/i
other's comp/ements:
^ ( « , t) = ^ ( t ; ) \ ^ ( r , 0 = ^ ( u , 0 /or a//1 € T.
For a driving arc (i,j) € ^4^(e), the length depends on the involved line /^  (= /*)
and edge e = {t^,i/j} of the network graph G. Thus, the lengths of pairs of driving
arcs are symmetric. The driving times are part of the input.
A change arc (t,j) € 4jr(f) has a length that only depends on the line /j that
is changed to. Given that line / = fj is operated at an hourly frequency of /(/), we
assume that these /(Z) trains per hour are evenly distributed across the hour, i.e.,
everj' ^ minutes. This leads to an expected change time of JJITJ •
The length of a halt arc (i, j ) € A^(v) of line / at station u is assumed to depend
only on this line and station. The length of arc (i,j) is assumed to be less than ^
All the arcs of .4^ and 4^^  have length 0.
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(/,,e,u) (J,,e,t;)
Figure 6.4: The highlighted path its not valid.
Algorithm fl.l Find a shortest valid path.
Input: A JJ,I.iph (.' (/;, imd two stations t; and w.
1: Hide all passenger area (t, j ) for which
i € V \ M or j = v
2: Find the shortcut path P from v to w that has the smallest number of arcs.
6.2.2 Valid paths in the line-event graph
6Wen a type assignment r', a shortest path in (7'(f) is not necessarily a realistic
path for real life travellers. Using the graph of Figure 6.1, consider the path shown
in Figure 6.4. All the highlighted arcs are available for the assignment t. Still, the
path for travellers from » to u> is invalid because it describes a path in which the
passengers first, change from line /-j to /i using arc (6,2), and then use the leaving
arc (2, u>) to exit the system. We define valid paths as follows.
Definition 6.5. /I directed pat/i P = (ai , . . . ,a2m+i) C A*" /rom station v € V to
station m e K i s o valid path i/ and on/y i/
a2i € Aj /or atf 1 < i < m
O2J+I <= A^ U A£ U A£ /or a// 1 < t < m
The arcs at and a2,,,+ i are passenger arcs of A£ since, by construction, these are
the only arcs incident to the station nodes r € V.
Finding a shortest, valid path is polynomially equivalent to finding a shortest
path. Consider Algorithm 6.1. After Step 1. the only remaining passenger arcs are
those that are outgoing arcs at r, and those that are incoming arcs at any station
node other than «\ The algorithm used in Step 2 to find the shortest path with
the smallest number of arcs requires only a simple modification of the well-known
Dijkstra algorithm. Of all paths with minimal length, this algorithm returns the one
with the smallest number of arcs. We now show that the shortest path P is also
valid.
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Lemma 6.6. 77ie s/iortcsr potA P = {aj <J2m + i} <w co/cuiaied 6y
ts a s/iorttsf vaZtd pai/i.
Proo/. Hiding all outgoing passenger arcs at nodes other than t» ensures the absence of
internal passenger arcs in the shortest path from some station t» to w. The assumption
that our path P is a shortest path with the smallest number of arcs, allows us
to show that both arcs Q2 and a_>,,, can only be drive arcs of .4,'/. Since similar
reasoning holds for arc a^ anil arc da,,,, we only discuss the latter case. Given that
the arc 0.2m+i = (j , w) is a passenger arc, consider the arc ajm = (», j ) , with t>, = Vj.
Since, by construction, there also exists a passenger arc (i, u>) of the same length
as (j , u;), we could replace the arcs 02m &nd <>2FII+I by (i, u>) and thereby decrease
the number of arcs in P .
The combination of a halt arc (i , j) and a change arc (j, fr) in P can be ruled
out by similar reasoning: by construction there exists a change arc (»'. k) of the same
length as (j, it). Replacing the sequence (i. j ) , ( j . fr) by (t, Jt) thus decreases the length
of P by the (positive) length of («, j ) .
For a sequence of two change arcs, the argumentation is very similar. Now,
however, we use the property that the length of a change arc depends only on the
line that is changed to, not on the feeder line. Thus, two change arcs (», j ) and (j. fr)
from line /, to Z^  and from line /j to /*.. can always be replaced by the arc (i, fr).
To show that a pair of halt and non-halt arcs cannot occur consecutively in any
path P in some C ( f ) , observe that for some line / at a station t» both pairs of arcs
cannot be present simultaneously. This is, by construction, also true for non-halt
arcs and change arcs. •
Lemma 6.7. For a fine Z and a .s<a<ion r, every va/td .i/iorte.st pa</i ronfnm.s af morf
one arc o// a< s<a<ion w, i.e., a< mosi one arc (i, j ) € ;4''(«») /or ui/iic/i / = /, or / = Zj.
Proo/. If a halt arc or a non-halt arc of Z is used, then no other arcs of Z can be
used at t>, since both line-event nodes have already been visited. In addition, the
definition of a valid path tells us that at most one passenger arc at v can be used.
Therefore, we are left with only two possibilities: a combination of a passenger arc
and a change arc, or a combination of two change arcs. The first combination cannot
be present in a shortest path, since also the passenger arc (of the same length) of the
line that is changed from could have been used to exit the system. The usage of two
change arcs can be ruled out by a similar exchange argument, since this valid path
can be shortened by immediately changing from the first line to the last. D
6.3 Problem formulation
The number of travellers that want to travel from w to u>, i.e., the demand for
commodity Jfc = (v,u;), is given by its entry / / ' " in the origin-destination ma-
trix J/. By using the directed graph G^(f) for some type assignment £, we define the
multi-commodity flow problem KSTOP(f) for routing the passengers (commodities)
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through the network as follows:
min 2J ^ * (6.3a)
fc€WxV
s.t. AfF* = 6* for all ifc € V x V (6.3b)
0 < F* for all * € V x V and (6.3c)
where the variables F,* represent the amount of flow of commodity fc across arc (», j )
in the network. In this sense, F* is the vector of all flow variables for all arcs of
commodity fc. The vector rf gives the travel times for every line-event arc in A''(<).
The matrix A/* is the node-arc incidence matrix of A''(£)• Together with the
column vector b* of size |V U V''|, it builds the flow balance constraints (6.3b). Note
that for every commodity it = (v, w), the vector 6* of size jV| contains only two
nonzero entries: a positive entry H""' at v, and -H*"" at u;. The restrictions (6.3c)
im[M>Hr that ilic • <Miinxxlity Jfc = (V*,UJ*) can use arcs that are not outgoing from a
MIHIIUII nodi <••.< 1 pi 1 •' . mid that are also not incoming arcs at t'*\ The flow on arcs
for which tli> •.* ( onditions do not hold is set to 0. These constraints are identical to
the restrictions 111 Algorithm G.I.
Note the ttUsence of cupucity restrictions on the amounts of flow in (6.3). As
mentioned in §6.2, we assume that the capacities of the train lines are sufficient
to meet tlii\iiaMM»oju>t- ({jiiitiiiu! I l^i.v ..v iir ctjuiAttia' willl ule capacity shortages as
remarked in §1.1. However, the station type optimisation problem is designed to
focus on the passengers and their travel times.
Lemma 6.8. For ei;ery /eaai6/e solution F^ 0/ KSTOP(f) t/»ere exists a so/u<ion
//»r .same ros< /wr comrHcxit^ t/, 6u< /or ui/itc/i /or crerj/ commodity t/ie arcs /
r /low maJbc up a va/td pa</i i/trouy/i </ie
Proo/. Since KSTOP(f) does not enforce capacity restrictions on the arcs of the flow
problem, it follows that Observation 2.4 and Observation 2.3 hold. The arcs-usage
restrictions in (6.3c) allow the same arcs to be used as in Step 1 of Algorithm 6.1. It
follows from Lemma 6.6 that if there exists a shortest path between a pair of nodes
in this restricted graph of Step 1, then there exists a shortest valid path of equal
length. D
As the model formulation lacks restrictions that tie the different commodities to-
gether, the minimisation problems for the different commodities are independent. Ev-
ery commodity chooses the cheapest route(s) according to the arc lengths d through
the network. Consequently, these paths make up a feasible and optimal solution.
Lemma 6.8 shows that an optimal solution to the multi-commodity flow problem
of KSTOP(0 can be found by solving a shortest path problem in G^(f) for every
commodity fc € V x V, considering only the available arcs in (6.3c). Thus, the set of
arcs with positive flow of the commodities with source u form a shortest path tree
rooted at u. This leads to the following equivalent reformulation of KSTOP(f) called
STOP(0- This formulation uses the flow variables Fj" for u € V that represent the
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flow across arc (i.j) that originates at u. , •; i
j vt:f. ,
8.t. A/T"=6" forallueV
0<F£ for all u € V and
where again the vector d contains the costs per arc in 4^ (f). We use this reformula-
tion to describe a model for the station type optimisation problem, i.e., optimising
STOP(f) over the type assignments f.
The next section introduces a formulation for solving minj STOP(f) as a mixed
integer programming problem.
6.3.1 Extending the STOP(f) formulation
To model the variable type t of a station v, we introduce additional binary vari-
ables xj , where
„ J 1 if station t; is of type t, and
l o otherwise.
Two new classes of constraints are used to link the station type variables to the flow
variables, allowing only a flow that is consistent with the value of the xj' variables.
This formulation is called STOP.
min V dF" (6.4a)
s.t. AfF" = 6" for all u € V (6.4b)
- ^ 5T *" for all v € V, < € T and (6.4c)^ -
>« r G { / i , c , p }
o" < M 5 3 *"' for all t; € V, f G r (6.4d)
^1'= 1 fo ra l lveV (6.4€)
0 < F^ J for all u e V and (6.4f)
( t , j ) € ^ ( 0 : ^ V \ { u } , j ? « t ;
x^ e {0,1} for all r 6 V, < € T (6.4g)
We refer to the optimal objective function value of (6.4) as ZSTOP- Constraint (6.4c)
for halt arcs enforces that if a station t; is of some type < or lower, in which case
5Zj<>t *r •* zero, then no flow Is allowed across the arcs in i4/;(u)\i4^(v, <) = £
i.e., those that are unavailable at type t or lower.
Theorem 6.9. 77ie /ormutofcorw STOP and mint STOP(0 o
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Proo/. The additional restrictions of (6.4c)-(6.4d) are necessary restrictions to hold
for any feasible solution F of STOP(f) for a vector <. Thus, the flow F automatically
satisfies the additional restrictions of STOP with x}' = 1 for < = <„ and zero otherwise.
Vice versa, consider Nome feasible solution (F,i) of STOP. We construct a
vector < such that F is feasible for STOP(f)- Because of (6.4e), we set £„ =
t for those x" = 1. It remains to be shown that only for arcs a € A^(<) the
flow F," is strictly positive for any station u. By contradiction, assume that the
solution (F, x) has some F," > 0 for an arc a at some station i» for which x{' = 1, but
with a £ A''(t>,£). The following argument can similarly be applied to (non-) halt,
change and passenger arcs. Consider the case where a is a non-halt arc. It follows
that a € i4f;(w,<) since « £ A''(J>, <)• However, since by assumption x|' = 1, this
implies that the right-hand side of (6.4c) is equal to zero, and thus F^ < 0. Clearly,
thit» contradicts that (F.x) is feasible in STOP. D
The problem formulation STOP allows us to model the station type optimisation
problem. The difficulty, however, lies in the number of variables needed in the mod-
elling. With the number of arcs in the liii<«-event graph G''' of order 0(mAr + riA:^ ), the
number of flow variables F," is of order 0(n x (fn)fc + nJfc*)), where n = |V|, m = |E|
and A- |/-|. Kven though this is still polynomial in n, m and A:, the number of
variables II<M'<|<'<! t<> modi>l practical instances is enormous (see §6.6). The next sec-
tion consi<l HI i.in ii I.i •.111<<ik on the complicating constraints (6.4c)-(6.4d).
This allows us to solve iIn- S I ()!' lormulation by considering only small independent
Niibprobleins.
6.4 Lagrangian relaxation
Consider dualising the complicating additional constraints (6.4c)-(6.4d). Since these
are the only constraints linking the flow variables of different origin stations, this
makes tin- remaining problem separable. Therefore, let us study the following relax-
ation ol STOP, referred to as LR(A).
( >T A(u)
Vuev
= min J ] dF" + A ( >T (u)F" -
s.t. AfF" = 6" for all u € V , . . .
(0.5)
Cx" = 1 for all t> € V
0 < F^ for all u 6 K and
z ^ € { 0 . 1 } for all t>€ V , « € T
where the matrix A is an m by | V| • |A^| matrix, and B is an m x (| V| • Tmax) matrix,
with m (Hiual to the number of additional constraints. We define A(t>) and B(t/) as
the submatrices of .4 and B that contain only the columns for some station t> € V.
Thus, for example, B(u) is of size m by Tm«x» and holds for station t> the big A/
values of the restrictions that contain the x}' variables. Note that the only nonzero
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elements that B(t>) contains are at the restrictions for station «\ The class of con-
straints Cx' = 1 represents the constraints for choosing exactly one type for every
station as in (6.4e). The vector A 6 R"' is a multiplier vector with mu element for
every of the m additional constraints. Lagrangian theory tells its that for any non-
negative vector A, the value :I.H(A) LS a lower bound for the objective value ;STOI>
of the original problem. In particular, recall the following well-known theorem in
optimisation theory. - ; >i
Theorem 6.10 (Kuhn and Tucker [45]). For a otven vector A. tft/»e opitmai so/u-
tion o/LR(A) u/east6ie m t/»e orw/mai pro6/cm, and i/A and </»c duaiued foiw/raiii(.«
salis/j/ </ie roT;ip/<7ncri<ar-y sJadtne&ii amdtitortd, then tAc soiutton is aiso ojritrriui /or
tAe ortainal pro6/cm. ,
We use this lower bound in a branch and bound scheme, and we are therefore
interested in the vector A that maximises :u<(A). For a review of Lagrangian relax-
ation and duality, we refer to Nemhauser and WoLsey [55, Page 323]. First, consider
solving LR(A) for a given A. We can rewrite and solve LR(A) as
2ui(A) = min ZLRF(^) - JLRX(A)
with the two subproblems LRF(A) and LRX(A) defined as
= min JZ (d + AA(«))F"
s.t. ATF" = 6" for all u € V
0 < F^ for all u € V and
and
ZLRX(A) = max ^ ( )
«ev (6.7)
s.t. Cx" = 1 , for all f € V
x?€{0 , l} for all we V , t € T
First consider the maximisation problem (6.7). Since the constraints Cx" = 1 impose
that for every station v we choose exactly one station type, this problem can be solved
to optimality by inspection:
_ " forallueV (6.8)
10 otherwise.
where AB(r, f') Ls the objective function coefficient of variable x",.
The subproblem (6.6) is also much easier to solve than the original problem. Given
a vector A, this problem is similar to STOP(t), but with all arcs in A''. The objective
function coefficients d + AA(u) make up a new vector of the arc costs per unit of flow
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originating from station w. However, the matrix A(u) is based on the arc-presence
in the sets A' '(V, t). Thus, for all pairs of stations « and u' the constraint matrices
are equal: A(u) = A(u'). This is easy to see, since a flow variable F," appears in the
constraints based on the arc a for which it is defined, but irrespective of its origin
station u.
If we define the new arc costs depending on A as d(A) = d+AA(), then the optimal
routing in the multi-commodity flow problem can be found by solving one all-pairs
shortest path problem using d(A) as arc costs. Given the shortest paths P""' C A**,
the flows /•' can In- reconstructed as F," = Si^ev a€P""* ""*"•
In |j6.iT>.2, we consider a standard subgradient based optimisation method, and a
problem-sjwcific method to find good multiplier vectors. First, however, consider the
following well-known result by CieofFrion [36].
Theorem 6.11 (Geoffrion [36]). ///or a// vectors A > 0 tne optima/ va/ue O/ZLR(A)
M not a/t^ nprf ftu dropping t/»r mtr^m/ity conditions on ito varia6/es. tnen t/»e va/ue o/
<fua/ pr»6/^m (LD)
u f<^ xa/ to t/ie optima/ va/ue o/ t/ie /tnear proynjf»mmg ne/axation o/ tne ori^tna/
prtiMrrn.
For the integrality restriction of (6.7), it is easy to see that all extreme points of
{x € RlV|-'">-» ; (7x = 1 , 0 < X < 1 } are integer, since every variable is only part of
exactly one of the constraints. Therefore, the following is true for the Lagrangian
dual LD.
Corollary 6.12. 77ie va/ue O/ZLD W eaua/ to tAe va/ue o/t/ie /inear prooramminj
re/axation o/ STOP.
This bound offers a way to test the quality of algorithms for finding a good
multiplier vector A.
6.5 The branch-and-bound algorithm
As mentioned in the previous section, STOP cannot be solved by only optimising the
Lagranginn dual problem of (6.9). Therefore, we apply branch-and-bound on the x"
variables, using the Lagrangian relaxation LR(A) for calculating lower bounds. The
details of the branch-and-bound algorithm are described in three sections. First, we
discuss preprocessing techniques. Then, the details of using the Lagrangian relaxation
for deriviivg good dual bounds are presented. Finally, the section on tree search covers
branching rules and primal heuristics.
6.5.1 Preprocessing
Strengthening the initial problem formulation is done on three levels. The next
section discusses techniques for reducing the size of the line-event graph.
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Line-event graph reduction
Identifying redundant lines in L can significantly reduce the size of the line-event
graph.
Lemma 6.13. Cortsufer <«»o distinct /tnes / and /' /or ti'/iuTi Me pat/i o/ /inr /' in
t/ie netu/orifc yrapn G is contained in the potn o//. / / /or ewry arc a' = ((/'.<"i. t>j),
o/ /ine /' Me /o//ourtn</ no/ds
do <da- /oro//a = ((/,ei,vi),(/,e
Men /ine /' is dominated 6y /me /, and can 6e removed/rom the prob/ern deacrtptton.
Proo/. We show that every arc of line /' can be replaced by an arc of / that is not
longer. This follows immediately from the fact that the path of /' is contained in the
path of/, and the presence of arcs as implied by definition (6.1). Any solution (/•"",x)
of STOP, that uses arcs of /', can thus be replaced by a solution (/•", x), where the
flow on arcs of /' is replaced by arcs of /. D
Due to the structure of the line-event graph, and the assumptions we haw made
concerning the lengths of its arcs, sufficient conditions for line dominance can easily
be derived.
Corollary 6.14. Consider two distinct /ines / and /' /or u;/iic/i (Ac pat/i o// ' in t/ie
networifc (/rap/i G is contained in t/ie pat/i o//. //<(/) = t(/') and /(/) > /(/ ') , Men /'
is dominated 6y /.
: - • •' »"••• J k ^
Reducing the number of dualised constraints
The Lagrangian relaxation formulation presented in §6.4 is defined on the. line-event
graph, and the dualised constraints. The number of these constraints, i.e., the number
of constraints that is relaxed, depends on the possible types r(u) for the stations v
in the network. These sets can be taken equal to the set of all available types 7\
However, the sizes of these sets can be reduced by using several intuitive methods.
We discuss three such ideas.
Consider a station t; and the lines L(u) C L for which i> is part of their route.
Making u of a type that is higher than any of the lines is not useful. Similarly, a type
of t; that is lower than the lowest type of the lines in L(v) would induce that no line
halts at i>.
The given set of operated lines implies that the start and end stations are available
for these lines. In other words, the type of a station must be at least equal to the
type of the lines that start or end there.
In case a station t; is fixed to type t 6 T(v), then by definition the arcs of >4 (^u, t)
are available at t;. If, for some other type t' € T(v), the available set i4''(r, t') is a
subset of j4*"(t;, t), then type t' can be removed from the set of available types of T(w).
Fixing a station t> at some type t € T(t;) can make G'' unconnected. In this
case, any assignment t with t> at this type would be infeasible, and therefore t can
be removed from T(v). This holds in particular for the smallest type in T(u).
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(^)
= 2
Figure 6.5: Setting station 6 to type 1 causes line i2 not to halt at o.
Example 6.15. Corwuier t/u; /o//ounn<; examp/e un/A /our «<attons V = {1,2,3,4},
t/irvr frarA:* /i - {(1,2}, {2,3}. {2,4}} and /wo /ine«, /j o/ type /, operated between
o and d, and /-^  o/ type # operated te/uieen a and c. f/s»ny t/ie ruiea given
e, we ran set T(2) = {1,2}. //owever, i/we consider t/ie case w/iere station 6 is
o/ tj/pr /, t/irri t/u.i rausr* /inr /j not to /»a/t at 6. T/ius, t/ie trare//crs /rom 6 and d
cannot reacn a or r, and wee versa. 7'/JUS, type / is not a va/td option /or 6.
Coefficient reduction
We propow a formulation spwific preprocessing rule to strengthen the 6ij A/ con-
straints of (»>.4c)-(6.4d):
) r>«
^a ^ A/ 5 3 *J- for BJI « € V, * € T(v) (6.11)
) «'>«
53 5Z ^" ^ ^ 5Z ""' ^ »" " € V, t G T(u) (6.12)
"eVae/tJ(i>,e) ' ' > '
53 51 ^" - ^ E *"' ^ al^ G ^ < e T(w) (6.13)
Given ft station » and type t, note that the right-hand sides of the first three
constraints are identical. In order to tighten the values of A/, let us recall Lemma 6.6,
i.e., the valid path lemma. From tliis we can show that non-halt arcs are the only
arcs of which travellers originating from some station u can possibly use more than
one arc at any station in the network. This is formalised in the following lemma.
Lemma 6.16. -4 .shortest vaiid pat/> o/ a commodity contains at most one arc a €
A*"(v) \ A£(t>) /or every station t» € V.
Proo/. By contradiction, assume that two or more of these arcs are used. From
Lemma 6.7 it follows that at least two lines are involved. Since at some station, t> or
other, the path changes from one line to another, this change could also have been
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,) = 2
*(/,) = 2
Figure 6.6: The shortest path from a to d can contain two non-halt arcs at fc.
made immediately at t>, since the assumption of §6.2.2 tells that the time needed to
change lines depends only on the line that is changed to. Thus, a valid path cannot
be a shortest valid path if two or more arcs of A'(v) \ A (^i>) are used at t> € V. •
This lemma shows that any passenger can use at most one change or halt arc at
any station. Therefore, we can merge (6.10) and (6.11) to
' foralli;eV,«er(v) (6.14)
where, for a station t>. for the value of A/ we can use the total number of travellers
in the system except the people entering or leaving the system at u:
A/*- ^ #""" for all v € V, f e T(«) (6.15)
Passengers entering or leaving at f use a passenger arc, and can thus not use any
change or halt arcs according to Lemma 6.16.
For the passenger arcs at u, we already know from Lemma 6.16 that at most
A/ - }T (JT" + #"") for all w € V, * € r(t>) (6.16)
units of flow can pass on the arcs entering and leaving u in the line-event graph.
Thus, the A/ for station i; in constraint (6.12) can be replaced by this quantity.
The number of non-halt arcs used at a station can be more than one. Consider
the following example.
Example 6.17. Let us sfudy an instance wit/i /our .stations arid two !tnM a.s s/ioum
in Figure <?.6\ /n case <Ae type o/station b is /ess t/ian t/ie type o//i and 0//2, <Aen
troreZ/ers tAat want to trarei /rom a to d /ia«e to twe two non-/iaZt arr* at 6.
From Lemma 6.7 it follows that at most one of the non-halt arcs of a line at a
station can be used. Therefore, the total flow across the arcs in A (^i>, t) is at most
A/ «-|I(u)| I £(#'•"+#"')+ £ ^""'1 fof«Uw€V,t€r(») (6.17)
\u€V u,u>€V\{t;}
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Note that the right-hand side sum of elements of / / Ls equal to the total number of
travellers in the system.
We now derive bounds for the maximum amount of flow via station t>, i.e.,
fr"" 5Zu wevWvt H*"". The technique derives guaranteed maximum travel times for
traversing the network, and us** these to determine if stations in the network can
ever be passed by travellers of a commodity in any feasible solution. First, we derive
lower bounds on the travel times between stations in G^(f) for any assignment t.
Lemma 6.18. 77ie s/iortest va/td pat/i distance between two nodes f and w in G*" is
a /ouv:r bound /or t/»e «/iorte«t uaitd pat/i distance 6etween u and u; in G^(£) /or any
as«iynmenl t.
PTTW/. TVivial, since G*-(?) is a nubgraph of G*". " D
Next, consider the shortest path distance in the following graph that is derived
from the line-event, graph. The graph D is equal to G''(t) for t,, = min{t € T(i>)}-
Thus, £J contains the arcs that art* available in case all stations are assigned to their
lowwt ty|M'. In contrast to the arcs in the line-event graph, the non-halt arcs in D
•re of a length that is equal to the length of their (unavailable) halt counterpart
Lemma 6.10. fonaufcr two tuxfe* t> and ti» /or wntrn a AAortatf t>a/td pot/j in
exw'.i, wiM /<m/t/i A. 77ie /engt/t o/ //»• A/iortest vaitd pat/i between i> artd u> in
/or any /ca»t6/p aMij^nmrnt t is at most «. , - j
Proo/. We prove this lemma by contradiction. Define P to be the shortest valid path
from J) to u; in £>. If a shortest valid u-u> path P' in G'"(f) is longer than s, then
either some arc lengths in G''(/) are higher than in D, or P contains arcs that are
not present in G''(f). From Observation 6.3 it is clear that, by construction, the
only iiivs of D that can be unavailable in G'(f) are non-halt arcs. However, the
complementarity relation of Observation 6.4 shows that for every unavailable non-
halt arc there is an available halt arc. Since, in D, these arcs are of the same length
it follows that P ' cannot be longer than P. . . , •
This lemma leads immediately to the following corollary.
Corollary 6.20. Con.stdcr two nodes i> and «; /or w/itc/i a s/»ortest ra/id patA in D
exists, «/Jt/i /cngfn .s. Any v-it; pat/i in some G^(t) t/iat is strict/y /onger than s is
not a .s/iortest i>a/td pat/i in t/tis (/rap/».
' Using the lower and upper bounds on the lengths of the shortest valid paths, we
can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 6.21. Consider two nodes v and w /or w/iic/» a s/iortest raiid pat/i in D
exists, u^ tt/i /«'ngt/» s. // t/»e s/iortest t'ai«d patn in G*" /rom v to u, combined witA t/ie
t'a/td p<«M /rom u to w is strict/y /otiycr tAan s, </»en u cannot be part o/ tAe
va/id ;wtn /rom u to to in C"(t) /or any assignment t. ;. ,. ,.
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Proo/. FVom the assumption, and Lemma 6.18 it follows that a similar path from t>
to u' via u in any G*"(<) is at least as long as that in (?'~. and thus also longer than ,s.
The remainder follows from Corollary 6.20. D
Thus, we can bound the number of travellers passing some station in any type
assignment. Only travellers for whom the conditions in Theorem 6.21 for some sta-
tion v do not hold can possibly travel via i\ The total number of those passengers for
station t) is used in (6.15) and (6.17) to replace the previous bound £ „ u-€V\M """ '
on the number of travellers via u.
6.5.2 Bounding methods
The Lagrangian relaxation formulation is used to find lower bounds for the optimal
objective value in a branch-and-bound setting. Since the size of the enumeration
tree strongly depends on the quality of these lower bounds, this section describes
a problem-specific algorithm for finding good multiplier vectors for the Lagrangian
relaxation. This method is based on a sensitivity analysis of the arc costs. We
have also implemented the subgradient-based Revised Volume Algorithm (RVA) as
described in Bahiense et al. [7]. The algorithm can be found in Algorithm D.I on
page 140 in Appendix D. At the end of this section we discuss several issues related
to using Lagrangian relaxation for bounding in general.
Problem-specific multiplier adjustment algorithm
As we have seen previously, solving the Lagrangian relaxation problem for a given
multiplier vector A can be done by solving two polynomially solvable problems. Thin
section describes a technique for finding good values for A, that is based on a sensitiv-
ity analysis of the shortest paths resulting from optimising the flow problem LRF(A)
in (6.6). We refer to this multiplier adjustment algorithm as MAA.
First, recall the structure of the dualised constraints. In the original formula-
tion of (6.4), each restriction relates the flow across a set of arcs to the variables
modelling the station types. Following the dualisation, the multiplier A,- of con-
straint r = 1,... ,m thus contributes to the cost of a group of arcs in the prob-
lem (6.5). For simplicity, we refer to this set of arcs as i4''(r). Conversely, a specific
arc can be contained in the arc set of more than one constraint. The relation be-
tween the multipliers A of the constraints and the cost per unit per arc is given by the
vector d(A). The set of constraints that are part of the restrictions of some station u
are given by the set i?(u).
For suitably small changes in A, and so for small changes in the arc costs d(A),,, the
optimal flow F of LRF(A) does not change. Therefore, we propose to do a sensitivity
analysis on the arc costs d(A),,. This analysis results in a lower bound <$„ , and an
upper bound (5 + for every arc a. If we consider one arc a, then the flow solution F
is optimal for any cost of a between these two bounds, given that all other arc costs
remain unchanged.
A sensitivity analysis on the cost of an arc a with respect to an optimal flow F,
is equivalent to an arc cost analysis for shortest paths. This is a consequence of
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Observation 2.3 for min-cost flow problems in (incapacitated networks. We present
a specialised algorithm for performing this analysis. The special structure of the
underlying problem gives us the opportunity to derive better (wider) bounds on the
allowed changes in arc costs. Of particular use Ls the fact that the costs of arcs are
not changed individually, but are altered as a consequence of a change in a constraint
multiplier that affects a set of arcs at the same time. A second important aspect is the
valid path property that mast hold for the paths of travellers through the network.
The proposed sensitivity analysis algorithm is outlined in Algorithm D.2 on page 141
in Appendix D.
We assume that the optimal flow F does not change if the implied changes in
all the arc costs remain within the sensitivity bounds. This allows us to model the
effects of changes of the multiplier vector to changes in the value of the Lagrangian
dual. The following linear program determines a good update A •— A +A by building
the vector A station by station.
Given a flow F, a change Ar in the multiplier of some constraint r has a two-sided
effect on the objective function value of (6.5). Firstly, through (6.6), it results in a
change of
Ar(AF), = A, 2 ^ F(a) = Ar<v with <v =
«€4'(r)
where F(«) is the total flow of all origin stations on arc a.
Secondly, via (f>.7) there can be a change in the optimal solution x. The new
vector A appears in the objective function of (6.7). As shown in (6.8), the optimal
solution to this problem is found by station-wise setting the x" to one for which the
objective function coefficient is highest.
The overall effect of a variable Ar on the two subproblems can be expressed using
linear restrictions. For the constraints of a station t>, the problem of finding the
vector elements A that maximise the objective value of the Lagrangian relaxation is
modelled as follows
max 5 J <vAr ~ ^
r€«(u)
for
for
for
all
all
all r e fi(i
(6.
(«) (6-
(6.
u) (6.
(6-
18a)
18b)
18c)
18d)
18e)
r|o€/4'(r)
(A + A)B(u,t) <Z
ZeR+
The variable Z is used to model the optimal objective function value
of (6.7). The constraints (6.18b) link the change in the multiplier of every constraint r
to the upper and lower bounds <J+ and <5,~ for arcs on which r is defined. According
to (6.8), the optimal solution for station u takes the type f that maximises (A +
A)B(u, t). The restrictions (6.18c) model this by ensuring that Z is at least as large
as (A + A)B(u, t) for any type f of station u. Since Z has a negative coefficient in the
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objective function of the maximisation problem here, this ensures that Z actually
attains the correct value.
The bounds derived by the sensitivity analysis are only valid for changes in the
costs of individual arcs. Changing the costs of many arcs, as we propose here, can
therefore not guarantee an improvement. However, consider only the arcs /?(u) at
station u. Lemma 6.16 shows that every valid shortest path can contain at most
one of them, except for the non-halt arcs. Therefore, we could propose to iteratively
solve LR(A) for the new vector A «— A + A, for changes made to the arcs of only
one station. However, extensive initial experiments have shown that solving for all
changes at the same time gives better results. This procedure is shown in Line 30
and Line 34 of Algorithm D.2.
Using Lagrangian relaxation for branch-and-bound
A solution (F, x) of LR(A) for some vector A is used in the primal heuristic of §6.5.3.
Alternatively, in case the solution (F,x) is primal feasible, then such n solution is
only optimal for the subproblem, if (F, x) is an optimal solution of LR(A) and if the
complementary slackness conditions hold, according to Theorem 2.1. The opt innility
condition is satisfied automatically, by the algorithms used to solve LR(A). In case
the complementary slackness conditions are not satisfied, then this means that the
Lagrangian relaxation lower bound resulted in a feasible solution, but there is no
guarantee that this solution is the best feasible solution for this suhprohlem.
When some station u is branched on, then its x" variables and the constraints /{(u)
can be removed from the problem description. The remaining question is what, hap-
pens to the lower bound in the child node. Let as compare the value of the lower
bound for a vector A* in the parent node and in the child node.
Lemma 6.22. For a ytwen vector A > 0, removing any redundant duo/ised restric-
tion r /rom LR(A) increases t/ie va/ue o/tnc La^rant/tari bound./rum *I,R(A) to *I,R(A')
/or A' eoua/ to A unt/i e/ement AJ. = 0. .,
Proo/. The objective function of LR(A') is ' '• • •
*LR(V) = nun £ dF" + A' (MF - fix) . ^ , „ f
Since r is redundant, it follows that (AF)r < (Bx)r for any solution (F,x), and
thus ZLR(A) < ZLR(A') for any A > 0. D
This lemma shows that removing any obsolete restrictions from the dualised con-
straints by fixing their multiplier to zero does not lower the optimal solution value
of the minimisation problem for the Lagrangian relaxation.
Corollary 6.23. Consider a parent and chtid node in tne branc/i-and-bound tree /or
taftic/i a vector A resuits in a /ou>er bound o/ 2p = ZLRM W» ^ parent node, /n
t/ie c/i»id node, a/Cer /izing t/ie vartafties and removing tAe redundant corwtnatn^ 6j/
tAe e/ements o/A to zero, tAe Lagrangian re/axatton /ouier bound is at /east 2p.
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6.5.3 Tree search
Next, we discuss the construction of the enumeration tree and the search process
through it.
Branching
Branching rules are used to split a problem into several new subproblems that are
earner to solve than the original problem. Normal variable branching for binary
variables creates two new suhproblems, one for every possible value of the binary
variable. Alternatively, we propose to create at most Tm«x new subproblems, where
in every new node a chosen station u is assigned to be of type t with t G T(u).
Clearly, the station to use for branching can be chosen in an number of ways.
Branching rules influence the number of nodes of the branch-and-bound tree.
Because the size of the enumeration tree strongly depends on how quickly the upper
and lower bounds converge, we prefer a branching station that improves these bounds
(see also Ijnderoth and Savelsbergh [47]). A difficulty of the STOP problem is that
many of the variable* in particular, all x variables, and the flows on the non-halt
arcs and passenger arcs do not appear in the objective function (6.4a). We consider
three branching rules, given a solution (F, J") of the Lagrangian relaxation problem
for the multiplier vector A.
Maximum unavailable flow branching For every station u, we consider
the current amount of flow of F that would become unavailable if u where to be of
type < in 'T(u). The quality of branching on u is given by the smallest amount of
unavailable flow over the typett in 7'(u). Thus, we branch on the station for which
min > F(a)
t€T(u) f-^
is maximal.
Constraint based branching Consider the vector AF - Bx that represents
the dualised constraints. A positive entry shows a violated constraint AF < Bar
of (6.5). Every constraint can be contributed to exactly one station. This branching
rule proposes to branch on the station with the maximally violated constraint, i.e.,
the station u for which
is maximal.
Degradation estimated branching Throughout the branch-and-bound tree,
it is likely that a station is branched on more than once. To estimate the increase in
the lower bound of the new child problems when branching on some station u, this
branching rule uses the average increases over previous nodes where u was used for
branching (see also Linderoth and Savelsbergh [47]). For every station u, we store
the sum of the differences between the lower bound at the parent node, and the lower
bound at the current node after fixing u to a certain type. This total improvement
for u is reset after a fixed number of times u was branched on. Then, this estimate P,,
is used to weigh the amount of unavailable flow, as in the first branching rule. We
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NS3600 NSNH HSRandstad
# Stations
# Tracks
#Types
# Lines
28
27
3
14
36
37
3
14
122
138
3
64
Table 6.1: Characteristics of the instances,
choose the station u for which
min Pu Y^ F(a)
o 6 . 4 ' <» M
is highest. To initialise the estimate P,,, we iteratively fix every station u to tho
types £ 6 T"(u).
Primal heuristics
A primal feasible solution (F, x) is completely described by an assignment vector x
of types to stations. We propose two algorithms to construct good assignments
according to a solution (F. a-).
The first primal heuristic is based on the flow solution F of LRF(A). Every station
is assigned the type f for which the amount of unavailable flow of F is smallest: f,, =
argmin, Sae^Mu.O (^<*)- This assignment is then used with STOP(/) to find a primal
feasible flow and the total travel time needed.
Second, consider the assignment variables x" that are produced by LKX(A). From
the construction of this solution in (6.8) it is clear that the solution x" can also be
represented by an assignment vector f. Again, a primal feasible flow can easily be
constructed from this assignment by solving STOP(f).
These fast primal heuristics are used at every node in the branch-and-bound tree
to find good primal solutions.
6.6 Computational results
The proposed Lagrangian relaxation based branch-and-bound algorithm of §6.5 is
tested using three real life instance of NSR. Table 6.1 shows some basic statistics
for these instances, such as the number of statioas, tracks and available types, as
well as the number of lines in the instance. The same networks were also used in
Chapter 5 (see Table 5.2). Figure 6.7 shows the network graplis for these instances.
All computations were obtained on an AMD Athlon XP 2700+ with 1 GB internal
memory running Linux, kernel 2.4.18, using CPLEX 8.1.
A short list of characteristics for the line-event graphs of these instances before
preprocessing is shown in Table 6.2. The sizes of the line sets ("# Lines"), node sets
("# Nodes") and arc sets ("# Arcs") are presented. In addition, the table also gives
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*>*
(a) NS3600 (b) HSNH
(c) NSRandstad
Figure 6.7: The networks for the instances NS3600 (6.7(a)), NSNH (6.7(b)) and
NSRandstad (6.7(c)).
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# LRcons
# Lines
# Nodes
#Arcs
Z L R ( O )
NS3600
120
14
168
1296
4326
NSNH
176
14
288
3074
3221
NSRandstad
432
64
1308
19812
3404
Table 6.2: Init ial s tat is t ics before preprocessing. T h e numbers of nodes and arcs
refer to the line-event graph. T h e value 2 I . R ( 0 ) is t he Lagrangian bound for the zero
multiplier vector.
NS3600 NSNH NSRandstad
# LR cons
# Fixed
# Lines
# Nodes
#Arcs
60 (-50%)
10 (+36%)
7 (-50%)
130 (-23%)
126 (-28%)
6 (+17%)
9 (-36%)
230 (-20%)
321 (-26%)
57 (+47%)
40 (-37%,)
922 (-30%,)
660 (-49%) 1773 (-42%) 9502 (-52%)
4939 (+14%) 3353 (4%) 3717 (+9%)
Table 6.3: Statistics after preprocessing. The first row Hhows the number of stations
for which the type could be fixed a priori. The numbers of node and arcs refers to the
line-event graph. The value zi.n(0) is the Lagrangian bound for the zero multiplier
vector.
the number of dualised constraints in the Lagrangian problem ("# LR cons"), and
the values of the Lagrangian relaxation ZI,HM for A = 0.
Using the preprocessing techniques described in §6.5.1, the sizes of the line-event
graphs can be reduced considerably, as can be seen in Table 6.3. By eliminating
redundant lines from the problem description, the number of nodes and arcs is re-
duced on average by around 27% and 50% respectively. The strength of the reduction
techniques for the available types of stations is shown by the number of dualised con-
straints for the Lagrangian relaxation. For some of the stations only one available
type remains. These stations can thus be fixed to this type a priori ("# Fixed").
Note also the improvements in the values for ZLR(A).
The line-event graphs for these instances are too large to have a useful visual
representation. Still, as an example, Figure D.I on page 142 presents the line-event
graph of NS3600.
We start our analysis of the reduced problems at the root node of the branch-aad-
bound tree. To test the effectiveness of the two techniques mentioned in §6.5.2, several
combinations of them are tried at the first node. Apart from the two algorithms, we
also test the zero multiplier vector, as an obvious trivial "algorithm". The statistics
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Instance
NS360O
NSNH
NSRandstad
ZLR
2STOP
Gap
Time
*LR
*STOP
Gap
Time
2|.H
^STOI'
Gap
Time
Zero
4939
5497
11.30%
0.24
3353
4252
26.81%
0.31
3717
4200
12.99%
2.4
MAA
5019
5497
9.52%
0.47
3368
4252
26.25%
0.87
3717
4200
12.99%
5.95
RVA
5024
5497
9.41%
4.14
3353
4252
26.81%
2.37
3717
4200
12.99%
127.73
MAA,
RVA
5019
5497
9.52%
1.59
3368
4252
26.25%
3.01
3717
4200
12.99%
131.41
RVA,
MAA
5025
5497
9.39%
4.32
3368
4252
26.25%
3.09
3717
4200
12.99%
129.81
LP
5026
32.95
3370
165.95
-
-
Table 6.4: Statistics for the root node of the branch-and-bound tree.
for the revised volume algorithm, the multiplier adjustment algorithm and the zero
vector ("Zero") are shown in Table G.4. The column ''MAA, RVA" gives the results
for first applying the MAA, and then using the resulting vector as input for the RVA.
The column "RVA, MAA" is similar, but for the reverse order. The last column shows
the value of the lineiir programming lower hound, obtained from constructing and
solving the LI' relaxation of the original STOP model of (6.4). As was shown in
Corollary 6.12, these LP bounds are tight upper bounds on the best possible values
of the Lagranginn relaxation. The LP relaxation for the last problem, NSRandstad,
turned out. too large to construct. More information on the number of variables and
constraints of STOP can be found in Table D.I in Appendix D.
For the first instance, the improvement of the lower bound ("ZI .R") , compared
to using just, the zero-vector, is considerable. Here RVA takes much more time, but
also slightly outperforms MAA. Combining RVA and MAA, in this order, further
enhances the quality of the lower bound. This is shown graphically in Figure 6.8.
The graph shows the value of the so far best lower bound as a function of time. The
different nodes in the graph indicate the iterations of the two algorithms. For the
RVA, the nodes represent only the iterations at which an improvement was made. The
final bound is very close to the theoretical limit imposed by the linear programming
relaxation. This is also true for the second instance, NSNH. However, for this instance
RVA cannot improve upon the trivial lower bound, nor on the vector of MAA. Based
on these findings, we use the combination of RVA, followed by MAA to find the
multiplier vector at the root node. For a graphical representation, see Figure D.2 on
page 142 in Appendix D.
The results of applying the primal heuristics of §6.5.3 are shown in Table 6.4
("*STOP")- The remaining gaps between the lower bounds and these upper bounds
("Gap") are still considerable. However, as we shall see in Table 6.6, these initial
solutions are within a few percent of the optimal solutions.
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Figure 6.8: The improvement of the lower bound ZLR(A) over time (seconds), for
NS3600 at the root node, for combinations of the improvement techniques.
Next, we investigate the different branching rules pqMMfBd in §6.5.3. Each of
the three instances was tested using one of the branching rules. For a maximum
computation time of one hour, the results of these nine tests arc reported in Table (i.5.
v An important difference in the results is the fact that, using the maximum un-
available flow rule ("Flow"), the iastance NSNH could not be solved within the given
time bound, while the two other rules solve within a few hundred seconds, iiased on
these results, we propose to use the estimated degradation rule ("Degradation") as
the default branching rule.
As an illustration of the branching process, consider Figure D.3 in Appendix D.
This figure shows a graphical representation of the first 66 branch-and-bound nodes
in the process of solving NS3600 using the Degradation based branching rule. At
every node, it is indicated what station was used for branching, and also to which
type it was fixed. Note the recurrent order of stations throughout the tree. On the
left side, e.g., the station Tbwt is first fixed to type 1, then station 0 is set to 1,
and Est to 0. Almost the same order, although with different types, is repeated in
different parts of the tree. Similar behaviour was found for the other branching rules,
and also for the different instances.
Using the Degradation based branching rule, and strengthening the root node as
described earlier, we have tested all three instances against three different scenarios
for applying the bound improvement techniques. To investigate the computational
tradeoff between better bounds and complex improvement techniques, we first tried
using only the zero-vector at every node. This considers the zero-vector, and the mul-
tiplier vector of the parent, and chooses the one that gives the best bound. Through
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Instance
NS3600
NSNH
NSRandstad
2LR
*STOP
Gap
# Nodes
Time
*LR
*STOP
Gap
# Nodes
Time
*!.R
*STOP
Gap
# Nodes
Time
Flow
5489
5489
0.00%
389
6.8
4088
4203
2.81%
240489
*
3972
4135
4.10%
12900
•
Constraint
5489
5489
0.00%
377
6.68
4139
4139
0.00%
28333
507.15
3949
4135
4.71%
12978
•
Degradation
5489
5489
0.00%
331
6.51
4139
4139
0.00%
18500
320.14
3979
4138
4.00%
13752
Table 6.5: Branch-and-hound statistics for using the different branching rules on the
three instances An asterisk (*) indicates that the time limit of 3600 seconds was
exceeded.
its simplicity, this technique is very fast at every node. Alternatively, we tried the
MAA mid HVA individually, hut wo have not tested a combination of these two.
'Phi' findings of applying different improvement techniques are shown in Table 6.6.
A maximum computation time of two CPU hours is used. The first two instances
could be solved to optimality, regardless of the configuration. However, the necessary
amount of time and the number of enumeration nodes differs significantly. For these
instances, the number of nodes is smallest when using the MAA at every node, even
though the difference is only modest. The RVA does not outperform the trivial zero-
vect.or method. For NSNH, the number of nodes needed to solve the instance is much
higher. With respect to the required amount of time, the zero-vector method excels
due to its simplicity. The time spent at a node is roughly a factor of four lower than
for MAA. Kven though the quality of the individual lower bounds is less, the overall
computation times are lower.
The last column in Table 6.6 shows the findings for solving the complete STOP
formulation of (6.4) as a mixed integer programming problem using CPLEX 8.1.
As mentioned before, the NSRandstad instance is too large to construct in this way.
The remaining two instances can be solved. However, the computation times are
far worse than using, e.g., the zero-vector method, or MAA. This shows that the
techniques proposed in this chapter perform much better on practical instances than
the ofF-t he-shelf solver CPLEX.
In Table (i.7 we compare the total travel time using the currently operated station
types ("Current"), with the best solution of Table 6.6 ("New"). The improvements
of between 2.1% and 4.4% are indications that a reassignment of station types can
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Instance
NS3600
NSNH
NSRandstad
*LR
2STOP
Gap
# Nodes
Time
*LR
*STOP
Gap
# Nodes
Time
2LR
*STOP
Gap
# Nodes
Time
Zero
5489
5489
0.00%
303
5.35
4139
4139
0.00%
18500
319.17
3996
4138
3.55%
29733
*
MAA
5489
5489
0.00%
292
12.71
4139
4139
0.00%
17068
1265.59
3954
4138
4.65%
4497
RVA
5489
5489
0.00%
303
94.94
4139
4139
0.00%
25221
6284.49
3835
4138
7.90%
157
•
STOP
5489
5489
0.00%
200
68.47
4139
4139
0.00%
8700
4600
-
-
Table 6.6: Computational results of applying the MAA and RVA techniques at every
node of tree. The results of the first column are obtained using only the zero-
vector at every node. An asterisk (*) indicates that the tiim; limit of 72(X) seconds
was exceeded. The NSRandstad coukl not be constructed using the original S T O P
formulation.
Instance Current New Difference
NS3600 5607 5489 - 1 1 8 ( -2 .1%)
NSNH 4331 4139 -192 (-4.4%)
NSRandstad 4281 4138 -143 (-3.3%)
Table 6.7: Comparing the current and new total travel times.
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Figure A.I: The station layout of Utrecht (taken from NS [60]).
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Figure B.I: The graphs for the instances SP98AR. SP98IR and SP98IC.
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Figure B.2: The number of open and done (processed) nodes at various depths in
the enumeration tree of SP98IC (All cuts, variable and line branching rules).
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Figure C.I: The instances NS3600, NSNH and NSRandstad placed in a map of the
Netherlands.
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Figure C.2: Example instance of a type graph.
Figure C.3: The layered, directed in-tree T(e) for the edge e of type 1 in the instance
in Figure C.2.
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Algorithm D.I Revuted Volume Algorithm
Input: A vector of Lagrangian multipliers An > 0, and a primal bound z*.
A tolerance mi 6 (0, 1), and a relaxation factor /i € (0,2). f t"i j f f^ij
A maximum # of iterations T, and a # of consecutive null steps JV.
Two thnnhold valucx j^ > and <5,.
1: Solve LH(A(i), and let (F, i ) be the optimal solution.
2: Initialine PU = (/4.F — flz), *i = F, Ai = pi = A<), u»o = f i = «t). and ei = 0.
.'<: Calculate the new stcptize . „. ^ j, , , „ ; i>• T f t '
" IMI •
4: Set fc = « = 1.
5: while < < T and ZI.R(A«) < z* do
6: Make the move A, = A/, + <iu |^.
7: Compute the ascent measure (5i = «t||u;i||* + |(u;(, A^  - pi)| + ct.
H: If Ht—tII'-* < <$i or |(w«. A* - p,)| + t, < 4, then
9: atop
10: and If
11: Solve M<(Ai) an described in §6.4, and let (F,x) be the optimal solution.
12: Set i/, = (/tF - Bx).
13: If Z|,H(A|) > ZI.H(AJ,) + mi^i then (jenouj »tep}
14: FUwet the counter n = 0, and set it •— fc + 1
16: Sot A* = A,
16: If J^ < 1 t h e n / 4 - 1.1 /i end If
17: else {nu/i step}
18: « — ri + 1
19: If n > JV then {too many mil/ jtepa} Set n •— 0 and p — 0.5/i end If
20: end If
21: Calculate the new Htcpsize «i + i as in (D.I) above.
22: Set E, = i/,(A|. - A,), and Ei = w,(A/t - p,).
23: Set O| € [0,1] to be the value closest, or equal to
24: Compute
QiF + (1 - ai)zi
Q{A( + (1 - «()P|
where <TI = (1 — QiJ^Kf — u>t,pt — A()
25: Set t — f + 1.
26: end while
Output: the proposed multiplier vector A*
Algorithm D.2 Multiplier Adjustment Algorithm
Input: A vix'tor of Lagrangiaii multipliers A, and a tolerance rrit -
A distance matrix with £>,., € R* for t> 6 V and i f l ' U V*".
A predecessor matrix with P,., € M' for t; € V and i € V U V*\
The set P, contains the arcs of the shortest path tree rooted at v.
A maximum # of iterations T, and a # of consecutive null steps AT
A factor c > 0 for widening the derived sensitivity bounds. '
1: Set A = A {tAe teat vector u A)
2: while I < T and H.H(A) < i" do
3: for all stations c do
4: for all a = ( I , J ) € -4' : a ^ P, do {loop aif non-tree arc*}
5: If P,, ? .4^ then break end if
6: Set d = D,,j -(£>,.,+ d(A),,) {d u rion-pojttitr }
7: Set a' = ( i ' J ' ) = />„,
8: if a' is not in the same constraints as a than {consider decretutng t/te oo»l o/o}
9: <5, = max{<5o ,d}
10: end if
11: w h i l e t / j d o
12: if D, i > £)|.j or ( = i' then {corutdrr dr<-Tro.im(j t/ir co.i( o/ arrj (o •}
13: a' = (i'.j ') = P,., {a' « on tAe potA to tAc faU o/o, 6ut not to /lead.}
14: if (a' € .4^) or (a at a different station than a') then
15: Update ^ , = max{i5^,,d}
16: end If
17: i - i'
18: else {consider incmutnj tAr cost o/ arr.< (o j}
19: a' = ( i ' , / ) = P,,j {a' u on (Ae pat/i to t/ie Aead o/a, fcut not to tai/.}
20: if a' is not in the same constraints as a then
21: Update <5+, = min{<5+,, -d}
22: end if
23: j — i'
24: end if
25: end while
26: end for
27: end for
28: Stretch the bounds: <5" — c < 5 , and <+ «-c-4+.
29: if ||<5^  -(5" || < m, then stop end if
30: for all stations v that arc not fixed do
31: Solve the improvement problem (6.18) for u, giving the vector A
32: Set A — A + A.
33: end for :
34: Solve LR(Af) as described in §6.4, and let (F, i ) be the optimal solution.
35: if 2| .R(A)/2I,R(A) > 1+ mi then {aerioiu »tep} 3-*
36: Reset the counter n = 0. ^,* *
37: Set A = A. ..-„, .
38: else {nui/ step}
39: n *- n + 1
40: If n > TV then {too many null steps} stop end if
41: end if
12: end while
Output : the proposed multiplier vector A
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Figure D.I: The line-event graph of NS3600. The station nodes are coloured blue,
and the line-event nodes are white. The driving arcs are coloured black, the non-halt
arcs green, and the change arcs and the halt arcs are both coloured blue. Finally, the
passenger arcs that model the possibilities for passengers to enter and leave trains
are coloured red.
NS3600 NSNH NSRandstad
§•-••; r
# Var. initially 31642 99536 2257130
# Var. after 15348 55790 1055054
# Con. initially 148 212 554
# Con. after 88 162 443
Size reduction 71% 57% 63%
Ifcble D.I: Statistics for the original STOP formulation, before and after preprocess-
ing. ;^;"-V";*'"'"" '
120.0%
..f . * I -
• MAA
• RVA
DMAA
• RVA,
, RVA
MAA
NS361K) NSNH
Instance
NSRandstad
Figure D.2: The performance a t the root node of combinations of the RVA and the
MAA methods to close the gap between the trivial lower bound Z L R ( O ) . and the best
lower bound according to the linear programming relaxation (see §6.6).
a HM i'-i. H) Stfl (1 143
r . i : - , : , . . ' / ' • • !
Figure D.3: The first 66 nodes in an enumeration tree of NS3600. Tin- Inlx'ls above
the nodes show the branching station and type. Note the repeating branched stations
(see §6.6). ,_,.,„ . .,
NS3600 NSNH NSRandstad
Distribution Direct
1 Change
2 Changes
93.5% (-0.1%)
6.3% (0.0%)
0.2% (0.1%)
91.6% (-0.3%)
7.8% (0.7%)
0.5% (-0.4%)
80.0% ( -
18.3% (0.8%)
1.7% (0.2%)
Avg. speed Direct
(kph) 1 Change
2 Changes
72.0 (3.6%)
47.2 (-7.3%)
0.0 (0.0%)
62.9 (5.6%)
43.0 (-0.6%)
39.1 (-4.3%)
66.0 (4.5%)
50.7 (4.5%)
46.6 (1.7%)
Solution Upgraded
Downgraded
Tr. time
TV. distance
0 (0.0%)
3 (10.7%)
5489 (-2.1%)
6274 (0.1%)
2 (5.6%)
3 (8.3%)
4139 (-4.4%)
4057 (-0.1%)
0 (0.0%)
11 (9.0%)
4138 (-3.3%)
4100 (0.4%)
Table D.2: Solution statistics for travellers in the proposed solution. The differences
with using the current station types are shown between brackets. The distribution
of the travellers and their average speeds are shown for the direct travellers, and for
those travellers that have to change trains once, etc. The last rows of the table show
the percentages of all stations that were upgraded or downgraded relative to the
currently operated station types, and the new total travel time and total travelled
distance.
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Dmnz
Asb
Figure D.4: Visualisation of the passenger flows around station Dvd. The width of
the bars represent the number of passengers. This station was downgraded in the
new type assignment from IC to R.
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Figure D.5: The number of open and done (processed) nodes at various depths in the
('numeration tree of NS3600 (Zero technique). There are no remaining open nodes,
since this instance was solved to optimality.
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Figure D.6: The number of open and done (processed) nodes at various depths in
the enumeration tree of NSNH (Zero technique). There are no ri'iuainiiiK open nodes,
since this instance was solved to optimality.
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Samenvatting
Door de toenemende vraag naar mohiliteit. maar zeker ook door de privnt isering
van de spoorwegen is het ouderzoek naar het oplossen van pliumingspiobli'iiirn in di-
spoorwegwereld in een stroomversnelling geraakt. Dit proefschrift onderzockt zowel
wLskundige niodellen. als oplossingsmethoden voor zogenaamde lijnvoeringsproble-
men voor spoorweguiaatschappijen.
Een lijnvoering ligt ten grondslag aan vrijwel alle vonnen van transport die werken
met behulp van lijnen en dienstregelingen. Hierhij kan het zowel gnan on», bijvoor-
beeld. vervoer per bus, train, oftrein, als oni vliegschema's van lurhtvaartinaat.srha|>-
pijen. In alle gevallen besclirijft de lijnvoering een lijst van vervoersverbindingen,
oftewel lijnen, tussen paren van locaties, die aangeboden worden met eon vant.<- regel-
niaat, zoals per uur of j>er week.
De wiskundige modellen en technieken die besproken worden in dit proefwhrift
richten zich op het ontwerpen van lijnvoeringen zodanig dat de beschiklmrc middelen
van de vervoerder efficient worden gehruikt. Met beschikbare middelen kuiinen zowel
kosten bedoeld worden, als benodigde hoeveelheden materieel en personeel.
Hoofdstuk 1 van het proefschrift bespreekt oude en uieuwe onlwikkclingcn in
de wereld van het openbaar vervot?r per trein in Nederlaud. In het bijzoiidcr de
verwachte grote toename in het aantal treinreizigere stelt zware ei»en aan de or-
ganisatie van het vervoer per spoor. Zo zal een significante verhoging van de be-
trouwbaarheid en de capaciteit van het spoorwegennet gerealiswrd inoeten worden.
Daarnaast geeft dit hoofdstuk een overzicht van het scala van planningsproblctnen,
waarvan het lijnvoeringsprobleein een onderdeel vomit. Hier wonh-n probleinen bc-
sproken als het maken van een dienstregeling, het plannen van personeel, maar ook
het ontwerpen van onderhoudsschema's van treinstellen.
Het resterende gedeelte van het proefschrift is opgebouwd uit twe»- delen. In het
eerste deel, met daarin hoofdstuk 2 en hoofdstuk 3, wordt «;ii theoretls<:he <fii prak-
tische basis gelegd. Allereerst geeft hoofdstuk 2 een overzicht van de wiskundige con-
cepten die veelvuldig gebruikt zullen worden in de latere hoofdstukken. HoofdNtuk 3
beschrijft de aspecten die een rol spelen bij het modelleren van lijnvo<TingMprf>bl<^
men. Hierbij worden onderwerpen besproken als de samenhang tuswui lijnvrx;ringen
en dienstregelingen. het schatten van de vervo«?rsvraag door het netwerk. en bej)er-
kingen door de infrastructuur bij het ontwerpen van lijnvoeringen. Teveiw w(»rdt een
aanzet gegeven voor het modelleren van het lijnvoeringsprobleem.
Het tweede deel van het proefschrift bespreekt drie toepassingen van wmkun-
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dige modellen voor het oplossen van lijnvoeringsproblemen. In hoofdstuk 4 wordt
begonnen met het beschrijven en analyseren van een algoritme voor het samen-
Ktellen van lijnvoeringen. Hierbij geldt de beperking dat slechts een lijnvoering wordt
gemaakt voor treinen van een treintype, zoais intercity treinen, sneltreinen of stop-
treinen. De bestaande theorie wordt hierbij sterk uitgebreid met onder andere me-
thoden voor het. vereonvoudigen en compacter maken van de probleembeschrijving,
en een aantal technieken voor het oplossen van de wiskundige modellen. Het hoofd-
Htuk wordt afgesloten met een toetsing van deze methoden en technieken aan de hand
van een iiantal praktijkvoorbeelden. Hieruit blijkt ten eerste dat de ontwikkelde me-
thoden deze problemen VIHJI compacter maken. Daarnaast zorgt de gecombineerde
aanpak voor goede oplossingen binnen een redelijke tijd en kan voor nagenoeg alle
probU-enivoorbeelden do best mogelijke oplossing worden gevonden.
Tegenover de lijnvoeringsproblemen van hoofdstuk 4, die zich beperken tot treinen
van een treintype, Htaan de problemen die besproken worden in hoofdstuk 5. Dit
hoofdstuk int.roducoo.rt het lijnvoeringsprobleeem voor het gei'iitegreerd oplossen van
lijnvooringsprobloinen voor meerdere treintypen. Hiervoor worden een drietal wis-
kundige modellen ontwikkeld. Hoewel aangetoond wordt dat deze modellen het
onderliggende probloein i><|iiivalent besrhrijven. blijkt dat, een modellering duidelijk
betor in staat is de bekeken praktijkinstanties op te lossen. Verder komt naar voren
dat bij dc gotosto voorbeelden de geintegreerde aanpak uit dit hoofdstuk beduidend
hetere rosultaton levort dan de gosplitste aanpak uit hoofdstuk 4.
I)c lijuvooriiiKsproblemon zoals zij aan bod konien in hoofdstuk 4 en hoofdstuk 5
zijn erop gerieht een vollodig nieuwe lijnvoering te ontwerpen. Voor iedere lijn in een
dorgoh'jko fijnvocring worden de stations waar deze lijnen stoppen gedicteerd door de
types van de lijnen on de stations in het netwerk. Zo zullen intercity treinen alleen
stoppen op intercity stations, terwijl st.optreinen ieder station aandoen dat op hun
route ligt. De stationstypos worden hierbij als gegeven beschouwt, en liggen dus
vooraf al vast. In tegenstelling hierop int.roducoert hoofdstuk 6 een wiskundig model
dat de lijuvoering als gegeven bt>srhouwd, niaar nu probeert andere stationstypes te
viiuleu /odanig dat de totalo reistijd van passagiers wordt geminimaliseerd. Neem
bijvoorheeld eon stoptrcin station in het huidige netwerk. Een intercity trein zal
niet. bij dit station stoppen. Dit is voordelig voor de passagiers die zich in deze
trein bevinden, aangezion eon extra, onnodige, stop zou betekenen dat zij een aantal
minuten extra reistijd zouden hebben. Editor, voor passagiers die vertrekken vanaf
dit station zou eon hoger stat.ionstvpo voordelig zijn. Dit zou er namelijk voor zorgen
dat zij nioteon al kunnon instappen in een snellere intercity trein.
Voor hot oplossen van het optimalisatie probk^em voor het kiezen van stations-
typos wordt in hoofdstuk 6 een aantal nieuwe modelleringsconcepten besproken.
Ami de hand hiervan wordt een modolformuloring beschreven die gebaseerd is op
eon klassiek netwerkstroom model met extra boporkingen en variabelen. Voor deze
fonuuloring wordt eon deooinpositie besproken waarbij het. probleem kan worden
opgolost aan de hand van een groot aantal kleinere deelproblemen. Net als in de
voorgimude hoofdstukken wordt dit hoofdstuk afgesloten met een toetsing van de
bosi'hreven idotvn aan do hand van i>en aantal praktijkinstanties van de Nederlandse
Spoorwogen. Hieruit blijkt dat het oplossen van deze problemen met behulp van
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de voorgestelde methoden een duidelijke verbetering brengt. Danrnaast zorgon do
gevonden oplossingen ieder voor een substautiele tijdswinst vergeleken mot do oor-
spronkelijke stationstypes.
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